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By MEYER SCHAPIRO
INTRODUCTION1

T

studyhereundertakenconsistsof threeparts. In the firstis describedthe
-HEstyle of the sculptures; in the secondthe iconographyis analyzedand its details

compared with other examples of the same themes; in the third I have
investigatedthe historyof the style and triedto throwfurtherlight on its origins
and development. The study of the ornament, because of its variety, has
attained such length that it will be publishedas a separatework.
A catalogue of the sculptures and a descriptionof each face of every capital in the
cloister is desirablebut cannot be given here. Such a descriptionwould almost double
the length of this work. A plan of the cloisterwith an index to the subjects of the capitals
has been substituted (p. 250, Fig. 2). This, with the photographs reproduced, provides a

fair though not completeknowledgeof the contents of the cloister. For a more detailed
descriptionthe readeris referredto the books of Rupin and Lagreze-Fossat,which lack,
however,adequateillustrationand a systematic discussionof style or iconography.
In the present work, the postures, gestures, costumes, expressions,space, perspective,
and groupingof the figureshave been described,not to showthe inferiorityor incompetence
of the sculptorsin the processof exact imitation, but to demonstratethat their departures
from nature or our scientific impressionisticview have a common character which is
intimately bound up with the harmoniousformalstructureof the works. I have tried to
show also how with certain changes in the relation to nature apparentin the later works,
the artistic characteris modified.
In the descriptionof purely formalrelationsI do not pretend to find in them the exact
nature of the beauty of the work or its cause, but I have tried to illustrateby them my
sense of the characterof the whole and the relevanceof the parts to it. These relations
appearin apparentlysimple capitals in vaster numberthan is suggestedby analysis. To
carryanalysisfurtherwouldinvolve a wearisomerestatementand numerouscomplications
of expressionnot favorableto simpleexposition. The few instances given suffice,I think,
to illustrate a pervasive character evident at once to sympathetic perception. The
particularproblemin descriptionwas to show a necessaryconnectionbetween the treatments of various elements employed by the sculptors-to show that the use of line
correspondsto the handlingof relief,or that the seeminglyconfusedor arbitraryspace is a
correlate of the design, and that both of these are equally characteristicfeatures of the
inherentstyle.
I. The division of my study of The Romanesque
Sculpture of Moissac which appears in this number of
The Art Bulletin consists of the first half of the description
of the style of the sculptures. The second half will be
published in The Art Bulletin, Vol. XIII, No. 4.

This work is a doctor's dissertation accepted by the
Faculty of Philosophy of Columbia University in May,
1929. I have made many changes in the text since that
time, but with only slight alteration of the conclusions.
The second part, on iconography, has been considerably
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FIG. I-Moissac:

View of the Cloister (southeast)
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FIG. 2--Plan of the Abbey of Moissac

A, Gothic church of the 15th century with remains of
Romanesque nave walls (c. 1115-1130); B, narthex
(c. 1115); C, porch (c. 1115-1130); D, tympanum (before
1115); E, cloister (completed in iioo); F, lavatorium
(destroyed); G, chapel and dormitory (destroyed); H,
refectory (destroyed); J, kitchen; K, Gothic chapterhouse; L, sacristy.
Subjects of the capitals and pier sculptures:
S. W. pier: Bartholomew, Matthew (Figs. 9, 10, 17, 18).
South gallery: i, Martyrdom of John the Baptist (Fig.
21); 2, birds in trees; 3, Babylonia Magna; 4, birds;
5, Nebuchadnezzar as a beast (Figs. 22, 23); 6, Martyrdom
of Stephen (Figs. 24, 25); 7, foliage; 8, David and his
musicians (Fig. 26); 9, Jerusalem Sancta; unsculptured
pier; io, Chaining of the devil, Og and Magog (Figs.
27, 28); ii, symbols of the evangelists (Figs. 29, 30);
12, Miracles of Christ; the Centurion of Caphernaum and
the Canaanite woman (Figs. 31, 33); 13, the Good Samaritan (Fig. 34); 14, Temptation of Christ (Figs. 32, 35);
15, Vision of John the Evangelist (Figs. 36-38); 16, Transfiguration (Figs. 39, 40); 17, Deliverance of Peter (Figs.
41, 42); 18, Baptism (Fig. 43).
S. E. pier: Paul, Peter (Figs. 5, 6, 15, 16).
East gallery: 19, Samson and the lion, Samson with the
jaw bone (Fig. 44); 20, Martyrdom of Peter and Paul
(Figs. 45, 46); 21, foliage; 22, Adam and Eve; Temptation, Expulsion, Labors (Figs. 47-49); 23, foliage; 24,
Martyrdom of Lawrence (Figs. 50, 51); 25, Washing of
Feet (Figs. 52, 53); 26, foliage; 27, Lazarus and Dives
(Figs. 54, 55); 28, dragons; pier: Abbot Durand (1047-

(Figs. 4, 20); 29, dragons and figures; 30, Wedding
at Cana (Figs. 56, 57); 31, foliage; 32, Adoration of the
Magi (Figs. 58, 59), Massacre of the Innocents (Figs. 59,
6o); 33, foliage; 34, foliage; 35, Martyrdom of Saturninus
(Figs. 61-63); 36, foliage; 37, Martyrdom of Fructuosus,
Eulogius, and Augurius (Figs. 64-67); 38, Annunciation
and Visitation (Figs. 68, 69).
N. E. pier: James, John (Figs. 7, 8, 19).
North gallery: 39, Michael Slaying the Dragon (Fig. 70);
40, birds; 41, foliage; 42, Miracle of Benedict (Figs. 71,
72); 43, birds; 44, Miracle of Peter (Fig. 73); 45, foliage;
46, angels (Fig. 74); 47, Calling of the Apostles (Figs. 7577); 48, Daniel in the Lions' Den, Habbakuk (Figs. 78,
79); 49, Crusaders before Jerusalem (Figs. 8o, 81);
50, foliage; 51, four evangelists with symbolic beast
heads; 52, birds; 53, Three Hebrews in the Fiery Furnace
(Fig. 82); 54, Martin and the Beggar, Miracle of Martin
(Fig. 83); 55, foliage; 56, Christ and the Samaritan
Woman.
N. W. pier: Andrew, Philip (Figs. ii, 12).
West gallery: 57, Sacrifice of Isaac (Fig. 84); 58, angels
with the cross (Fig. 85); 59, foliage; 6o, birds; 61, Daniel
in the Lions' Den (Fig. 87), Annunciation to the Shepherds
(Fig. 86); 62, foliage; 63, grotesque bowmen; 64, Raising
of Lazarus (Fig. 88); 65, foliage; 66, dragons and figures;
pier: inscription of
(Fig. 3), Simon (Figs. 13, 14);
iloo
67, Anointing of David (Fig. 89); 68, foliage; 69, birds
and beasts; 70, foliage; 71, Beatitudes (Fig. 90); 72, lions
and figures; 73, Cain and Abel (Fig. 91); 74, foliage;
75, Ascension of Alexander; 76, David and Goliath.
1072)
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I find the essenceof the style in the archaicrepresentationof forms,designedin restless,
but well-coordinated opposition, with a pronounced tendency towards realism.
Archaicrepresentationimpliesan unplasticreliefof parallelplanes,concentricsurfacesand
movements parallel to the background,the limitation of horizontalplanes, the vertical
projectionof spatial themes, the schematicreductionof natural shapes, their generalized
aspect, and the ornamental abstraction or arithmetical grouping of repeated elements.
In the dominant restlessnessare impliedunstablepostures,energeticmovements,diagonal
and zigzag lines, and the complicationof surfaces by overlappingand contrastedforms,
whichsometimescompromisethe orderand clarity inherentin the archaicmethod. In the
movement of arbitrarilyabstractedintricate lines, the style is allied with Northernart of
the early MiddleAges; in its later searchfor intricate rhythmicalbalanceand co6rdinated
asymmetrieswithin larger symmetrical themes it is nearerto the early baroqueof Italy.
The realistictendency,evident in the markedchangesin representationin the short interval
of thirty years between the cloisterand the porch, appearsat any momentin the detailed
renderingof the draperies,the parts of the body, and accessoryobjects, and in the variety
sought in repeatedfigures.
The earliest sculpturesare flatter and more uniform in theirsurfaces. They are often
symmetrical,attached to the wall, and bound up in their design with the architectural
frame or surface. Their formsare stylized and their parts more distinct.
In the later works the figuresare more plastic and include varied planes. Independent
of architectureand bound together in less rigorously symmetricalschemes,they stand
before the wall in a limited but greater space. The whole is more intricate and involved
and more intensely expressive.
These contrasts are not absolute but relative to the characterof the earliest works.
Comparedto a Gothic or more recent style, the second Romanesqueart of Moissacmight
be describedin terms nearerto the first. In the same sense, the first alreadypossessesthe
charactersof the second, but in a lesser degree and in a somewhat differentrelation to
the whole.
Throughoutthis work I am employingthe term "archaic,"not simply with the literal
sense of ancient, primitive,or historicallyinitial and antecedent,but as a designationof a
formal character in early arts, which has been well described by Emanuel L6wy.2 In
his study of early Greek art he observeda generalizedrenderingof parts, their itemized
combination,the parallelismof relief planes, the subordinationof modelingto descriptive
expanded by the detailed discussion of each theme. In
the original dissertation, the iconography of the cloister
was briefly summarized.
I have profited by the generosity of Professor Porter,
who opened his great collection of photographs to me, and
by the criticism of Professor Morey. I have been aided
also by the facilities and courtesy of the Frick Reference
Library, the Pierpont Morgan Library, and the Avery
and Fine Arts Libraries of Columbia University.
I owe an especial debt to the late Monsieur Jules
Momm6ja of Moissac, who taught me much concerning the
traditions of the region, and to the late Monsieur Dugu6,
the keeper of the cloister of Moissac, who in his very old
age and infirmity took the trouble to instruct me. He
permitted me to reproduce the unpublished plans of the
excavations of the church, made in 1902.

The photographs of Moissac reproduced in this study
are with a few exceptions the work of Professor Richard
Hamann and his students of the Kunsthistorisches Institut of the University of Marburg. I thank Professor
Hamann for his kindness in allowing me to reproduce
them, and for other courtesies to me during the writing
of this work. I recommend his wonderful collection to all
students of mediaeval art.
I must thank, finally, the Carnegie Corporation of
New York, which supported my graduate studies at
Columbia University, and enabled me by its grant of a
fellowship in 1926-1927 to travel for sixteen months in
Europe and the Near East.
2.
Emanuel L6wy, The Rendering of Nature in Greek
Art. English translation, London, Duckworth, 1907.
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contours,etc., which he identifiedin other primitive arts, and explainedas the characters
of memory imagery. Although the psychologicalexplanationis not satisfactory and the
definition of the characters overlooks their aesthetic implications, the description is
excellentand of great value for the interpretationof mediaevalas well as classic art.
This conceptionof an archaic style must be qualifiedand extended in several ways.
The archaic charactersmay be purely conventional formulae (repeating a traditional
archaicstyle), without an immediateoriginin the peculiaritiesof memoryor a conceptual
reconstructionof a visual whole. In a similarway, they may be aestheticallyor morally
valued aspectsof an early style, consciouslyimitated by a later artist. In such archaistic
works the retrospectivecharacteris betrayed by the unconsciousand inconsistent participationof the later (often impressionistic)style within the simplerforms.
We must observealso the perpetualrecurrence,not survival,of archaismwheneverthe
untrainedor culturallyprovincialreproducenature or complexarts or fashion their own
symbols; and, on a higherlevel, when a complexart acquiresa new elementof representaor foreshortening.Thus the earliestformulatedexamples
tion, like perspective,chiaroscuro,
of parallelperspectivein Italian art have the rigidity, simplicity,symmetry,and explicit
ornamentalarticulationof archaicfrontalstatues, in contrastto the unarchaiccomplexity
of the figuresenclosedin this space. In the same sense, in the earliestuse of strongchiaroscurothereis a schematicstructureof illumination,a distinctdivisionof light fromshadow,
in a primitive cosmogonic manner. The archaic nature of the early examples of
these elementsin highly developedarts is evidencedby the unconsciousreversionto their
form in still later provincialand amateur copies of the more recent unarchaicdeveloped
forms of perspectiveand chiaroscuro.The popular ex-votos of the eighteenth and ninewith the stylistic marksof more
teenth centuriesoften show a perspectiveand chiaroscuro
skillful earlierart.
Archaic charactersare not historical in a necessarilychronologicalsense, exceptwhere
there is a strictly unilineardevelopmenttowardmore natural forms. The archaicworkis
conditionednot only by the processof reconstructingpart by part the whole of a natural
object in imagination,but also by a preexistingartistic representationof it, with fixed
charactersthat aremoreor less archaicand by the expressiveeffectsrequiredof the specific
profaneor religouscontent. The typology of earlyGreekart is to somedegreeindependent
of the archaicprocess of designing the types, some of which have been borrowedfrom
Egyptian and Near Eastern arts, and have probablyinfluencedthe formalresult. In the
sameway the archaicmediaevalsculpturesbeginwith a repertoireof types andiconographic
groups of complicatedcharacterand also with a preeixistentornament of extreme complexity. These were the forms which had to be reconstructedfor plastic representation;
the product, though archaic, was necessarily distinct from the classic archaism. Just
as the Greek predilection for simple, clearly related, isolated wholes dominated even the
more realistic phases of classic art, the northern European fantasy of intricate, irregular,
tense, involved movements complicated to some degree the most archaic, seemingly clear
and simple, products of early mediaeval art.
SOME FACTS FROMTHE HISTORY OF THE IABBEY

The town of Moissac is situated on the Garonne river, about a mile south of its
confluence with the Tarn, in the department of Tarn-et-Garonne. It lies in a strategic
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position, a crossingpoint of many roads, some of which were called in mediaeval times
"cami-Moyssagues."3Traces of Roman habitation survive in classic columns, coins, and
fragments of masonry, discovered in the town and its surroundingcountry.4The great
abbey to which Moissacowes its celebritywas not foundeduntil the middleof the seventh
century.5 A populartraditionhas dignifiedthe event and its own originsby ascribingthe
foundation to Clovis, who was impelled to this act by a dream and divine guidance."
Even in the last centurythe gigantic figureof Christon the tympanumwas calledReclobis
by the natives.
The monasteryarose under the most auspiciouscircumstances,for the dioceseof Cahors,
to which Moissac then belonged, was ruled by Desiderius, a bishop renownedfor both
austere living and artistic enterprise.'Towardsthe end of the century the wealth of the
abbey was greatly increased by a donation of lands, serfs, and churches from a local
nobleman,Nizezius.8 In the next generations,however, it was a victim of the Saracenic
invasion. The churchwas burnedand the surroundingcountry devastated. When rebuilt
in the early ninth century with the aid of Louis the Debonnaire,the abbey was only to
suffera similardisasterat the hands of the Huns and Normans. The reconstructedchurch
was damaged in I03o by the fall of the roof, and in Io42 by a fire which attacked the whole

town. In this period the monastery was harassedby predaciousnoblemen and the lack
of internal discipline. Its abbot, Aymeric de Peyrac, wrote in his chronicleof Moissac
(c. 1400) that it had become a "robbers'cave," when Odilo, the abbot of Cluny, passing
through Moissac in 1047, effected its submission to Cluny, then the most powerful
monastery in Christendom.9He placed at the head of Moissac one of his own monks,
Durand of Bredon (in Auvergne), under whose administrationit acquiredgreat wealth
and prestige. Durand consecrateda new churchin io6310 and extended his architectural
enterprise to the whole region, so that Aymeric could write that where the boar once
roamedthe woods now stand churchesbecauseof Durand'slabors. He was not only abbot
of the monasterybut also bishop of Toulouse,near by, and upon his death was venerated
as a saint by the monks of Moissac. Under the rule of his successor, Hunaud (1072-1085),

the monastery acquired vast properties, but was continually embroiled in ecclesiastic
controversiesand in political struggles with the local nobility." Anqubtil, who followed
him, could not ascend his seat without a conflict with a maliciousmonk. In despair,the
3. Devals, Les voies antiques du departementde Tarn-etGaronne, in Bulletin Archdologiquede la Soc. Archdol. de
Tarn-et-Garonne,Montauban, 1872, p. 360, n.
4. Dumbge, Antiquitds de la ville de Moissac (manuscript copy in the ,Hotel-de-Ville of Moissac), 1823, pp.
I ff., 127 ff., I40 ff. See also Bull. Archdol. de la Soc.
Archdol. de Tarn-et-Garonne,LI, 1925, pp. 140, 141, for a
report of the discovery of Roman bricks of the year 76 B. C.
under an old house in Moissac. The presence of Roman
remains was observed by the abbot Aymeric de Peyrac in
his chronicle, written c. 1400 (Paris, Bibl. Nat. ms. latin
4991-A, f. 154 r, col. I)-Denique in multis locis harum
parcium in agris et viis publicis apparent antiqua pavimenta
que faciunt intersigna villarum antiquarum et penitus
destructarum. ....
5. A. Lagr6ze-Fossat, Etudes historiques sur Moissac,
Paris, Dumoulin, III, 1874, pp. 8 ff. and 495-498, and
E. Rupin, L'Abbaye et les cloftresde Moissac, Paris, Picard,

1897, pp. 21-25, for a r sumbof the evidenceconcerning
the period of foundationand the various local legends
whichpertainto it.
6. Rupin,loc. cit.
7. La Vie de St. Didier, Evtque de Cahors (63o-655),
edited by Poupardin, Paris, Picard, 9oo00,pp. 22 ff. This
biography was written in the late eighth or early ninth
century by a monk of Cahors who utilized a source contemporary with the saint. One of the manuscripts comes
from Moissac (Bibl. Nat. lat. 17002).
8. Rupin, op. cit., pp. 28, 29.
9. On these disasters and the submission to Cluny, see
Rupin, op. cit., pp. 31-50.
io.
An inscription of the period, now enwalled in the
choir of the church, records the event. Rupin, op. cit., pp.
50-52, and fig. 5.
-ii. Rupin, op. cit., pp. 57-62.
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usurperset fire to the town; and it was only after a prolongedstruggleand papal intervention that Anquetil's place was finally assured.'2It is to Anqu6til that we owe the
cloister and the sculptures of the tympanum, according to the chronicleof Aymeric.3
But these constructionsof Anqu6tilwere no novelty in Moissac,for works,now destroyed,
were attributed to Hunaud before him;"4while Durand's architecturalenergiesare well
known. Roger (1115-1131) constructed a new church, domed like those of Souillac and

Cahors,and probably added the sculpturesof the porch."5
This century, immediatelyfollowingthe submissionto Cluny, was the happiest in the
history of the abbey. It controlledlands and prioriesas far as Roussillon,Catalonia,and
Perigord."lIn the Cluniac order the abbot of Moissac was second only to the abbot of
Clunyhimself.17Yet the literaryand musicalproductionsof this periodare few in number.
Except for a brief chronicle,a few hymns, and some mediocreverses, the writings of the
monks of Moissac were simply copies of earlierworks.18 No monk of the abbey achieved
distinctionin theologyor letters. But in the manuscriptscopiedin Moissacin the eleventh
and twelfth centuriesmay be foundbeautifulornamentand miniatures,of whichsome are
related in style to the contemporarysculpturesof Aquitaine."9
The next centurywas less favorableto the securityof the abbey. In IS88 a fireconsumed
the greaterpart of the town, which was soon after besieged and taken by the English.20
And in the subsequentAlbigensiancrusadethe monastery was attacked by the heretics
and involved in depressingecclesiasticaland political difficulties."The abbot, Bertrand
de Montaigu (1260-1293), repaired some of the damaged buildings, including the cloister

of Anquetil,which he furnishedwith its present brick arches,in the style of the thirteenth
century.22But in the wars that followed,the abbey was again ruined. The churchitself
was probably subject to great violence, since its upper walls and vaults and its entire
sanctuaryhad to be reconstructedin the fifteenth century.23
In 1625 the abbey was secularized and thereafter fell into neglect. The National
Assembly,in 1790, suppressedit completely. The churchand the cloister were placed on
Ibid, pp. 62, 63.
13. Paris, Bibl. Nat. ms. latin 499I-A, f. i6ovo.,
col. i. The text is published by Rupin, op. cit., p. 66, n. 2
and by V. Mortet, Recueil de textes relatifs 4 l'histoire de
l'architecture en France au moyen-dge. XIe-XIIe sibcles,
Paris, Picard, 1911, pp. 146-148. The construction of the
cloister by Anqu6til is also indicated by an inscription of
the year iioo in the cloister. For a photograph see Fig. 3.
14. Rupin, op. cit., p. 350, and Mortet, op. cit., p. 147.
Aymeric mentions a "very subtle and beautiful figure in
the shrine in the chapel of the church" made for Hunaud,
and similar works in the priory of Layrac, near Agen, which
belonged to Moissac.
15. Rupin, op. cit., pp. 70-75. The portrait of Roger
is sculptured on the exterior of the south porch (see below,
Fig. 137). The evidence for the attribution of the domed
church to Roger will be presented in the concluding
chapter.
i6. Rupin, op. cit., pp. 181 ff., has listed the property
of the abbey, and reproduced a map (opposite p. 181)
showing the distribution of its priories and lands.
17. Millenaire de Cluny, Macon, 1910, II, pp. 30, 31,
and Pignot, Histoire dAl'ordre de Cluny, II, pp. 190 ff.
12.

18. G. M. Dreves, Hymnarius Moissiacensis. Das
Hymnar der Abtei Moissac im lo. Jahrhundert nach einer
Handschrift der Rossiana. Analecta Hymnica Medii Aevi,
II, Leipzig, 1888, and C. Daux, L'Hymnaire de l'abbayede
Moissac aux X-XI ss., Montauban, 1899.
The remnants of the mediaeval library of Moissac were
brought to Paris in the seventeenth century by Foucault,
and are now preserved in the Biblioth6que Nationale.
They are mainly religious texts. For their history and
content, and for ancient catalogues of the library of
Moissac, see L. Delisle, Le Cabinet des Manuscrits, I, pp.
457-459, 518-524.
19. They were called to the attention of scholars by
Delisle more than forty-five years ago, but have never been
published as a group. They will be reproduced in a work
on the manuscript painting of Southern France, now being
prepared by Mr. Charles Niver and myself.
20.
Rupin, op. cit., pp. 82, 83.
21. Ibid, pp. 86 ff.
Ibid, pp. 107, 354 ff.
23. Ibid, p. 345.
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sale; and the latter, purchasedby a patriotic citizen, was offered to the town, which
exposedthe buildingto the most unworthyuses. The garrisonstationed there during the
firstempiredamagedthe sculpturesand ruinedthe ancientenameledtile pavements. At one
time a saltpeterfactory was installed in the surroundingbuildings. More recently, as a
classified monumenthistorique,the cloister and churchhave received a more intelligent
protection. In the middle of the last century parts of the abbey were restored,but the
sculptureswerehappily left untouchedby the architectsof the government.24
Since the Middle Ages, the history and arts of the abbey have been the subjects of
inquiry and comment. In the late fourteenth century its abbot, Aymeric, in writing his
chronicleof Moissac, remarkedthe artistic enterpriseof his predecessorsand expressed
his sense of the great beauty of the Romanesqueworks. The portal he called "pulcherriHe added that the trumeauand the fountain
mum, et subtillissimioperis constructum."25
so
that
were
wonderful
(nowdestroyed)
reputed
they wereconsideredmiraculousratherthan
human works.26Aymericwas one of the first of a long line of monastic archaeologists. Not
content with the testimony of written documentshe made inferencesas to the authorship
and dates of works from their artistic or physical characters.Thus he attributedthe unto Anquetil,whowas not
signedinscriptionof the dedicationof the churchof Durand
(lo63)
abbot until almost thirty years after, because of the paleographicalresemblancesto the
inscriptionof I oo, placedby Anquetilin the cloister.27On a visit to the prioryof Cenacin
Perigord,he was struckby the similarityof its sculpturesto those at home in Moissac.28He
explainedthem as due to the same patron,Anquitil, and invoked the formof the churchas
well as written documentsin evidence of the commonauthorship. At other times he was
fantastic in his explanations,and causedconfusionbecauseof his credulityand whimsical
statements.
What travelersand artists of the Renaissancethought of these sculptureswe do not
know.29In the seventeenth century scholars,mainly of the Benedictineorder,collected
the documentspertaining to the mediaeval history of the abbey.30De Foulhiac, a very
learnedcanon of the cathedralof Cahors,copied numerouschartersof Moissacand wrote
much concerningthe antiquities of Quercy, the region to which Moissac belonged." His
still unpublishedmanuscriptsare preservedin the library of Cahors. The monks of St.Maur,Marteneand Durand,who searchedall Francefor documentsto form a new edition
of the Gallia Christiana,and in their VoyageLitteraire(1714) describedmany mediaeval
24. Except for the angel of the Annunciation on the
south porch and several modillions. On the fortunes of the
abbey building in the nineteenth century, see LagrBzeFossat, op. cit., III, pp. 266-268.
25. Rupin, op. cit., p. 66, n. 2, and Mortet, op. cit.,
PP. 147, 148.
26. Ibid.
27. He writes, "Credo quod ipse (Asquilinus) fecerit
scribi etiam in lapide et de eisdem litteris consecrationis
monasterii facte de tempore domini Durandi abbatis." See
Mortet, op. cit., p. 148.
28. Mortet, op. cit., pp. 146, 147.
29. Ldon Godefroy, a canon of the church of St. Martin
in Montp6zat (Tarn-et-Garonne), visited Moissac about
1645. He observed numerous relics in the treasure, in-

cluding the body of St. Cyprian. Mosaics covered the
entire floor of the church. He paid little attention to the
portal and said of the cloister that it was "fort beau ayant
de larges galeries et le preau environn6 d'un rebord . .
colonnes d'un marbre bastard . . . et des statues qui representent les Apostres. Si ces pikces sont mal faites il faut
pardonner a la grossibrete du temps qui ne possidoit pas
l'art de la sculpture au point qu'on fait & present." He
observed also a fountain in one corner of the cloister.
See Louis Batcave, Voyages de Leon Godefroyen Gascogne,
Bigorre et Bdarn (1644-1646), in Rtudes Historiques et
Religieuses du diockse de Bayonne, Pau, VIII, 1899, PP.
28, 29, 73, 74.
30. Gallia Christiana, Ist ed., 1656, IV, pp. 678-680;
2nd ed., 1715, I, pp. 157-172.
31. Rupin, op. cit., p. 6.
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buildingsof Aquitaine,did not visit Moissac. The libraryof the abbey had been brought
to Paris about fifty years before.32In the later eighteenth century an actor, Beaumenil,
on an archaeologicalmission,made drawingsof classical antiquitiesin Moissac,but paid
little attention to the Romanesqueworks.33Dumege, a pioneerin the study of the ancient
arts of SouthernFrance,wrote a descriptionof the abbeyand recountedits history in 1823,
in an unpublishedmanuscriptof which copies are preservedin Moissacand Montauban.34
It was not until the second quarterof the last century, duringthe romanticmovementin
literature and painting, that the sculpturesof Moissac acquiredsome celebrity. In his
voluminous VoyagesRomantiques,published in 1834, Baron Taylor devoted a whole
chapterto the abbey, describingits sculptureswith a new interest.35He drewplans of the
cloisterand the wholemonastic complexand reproducedseveraldetails of its architecture.
Anotherlearnedtraveler,Jules Marion,gave morepreciseideas of the history of the abbey
in an accountof a journey in the south of Francepublishedin 1849 and 1852.36 He was the
first to utilize the chronicle of Aymeric. In the Dictionnaireraisonne de l'architecture,
published shortly afterward by Viollet-le-Duc, who had been engaged in the official
restorations of the abbey church and cloister,numerousreferenceswere made to their
constructionand decoration."3In 1870, 1871, and 1874, a native of Moissac,Lagrize-Fossat,
publisheda very detailed accountof the history and arts of the abbey in three volumes.38
It was unillustrated, and in its iconographicand archaeologicaldiscussion,sufferedfrom
unfamiliaritywith other Romanesqueworks. Other archaeologistsof the region-Mignot,
Pottier, Dugu6, Mommeja,39
etc.-brought to light occasionaldetails which they reported
in the journals of departmentalsocieties. In 1897 appearedRupin's monograph, which
offeredthe first illustrated comprehensiveview of the history, documents,and art of the
abbey, but was limited by the use of drawingsand by the lack of a sound comparative
method and analysis of style.4?In 19o0 the Congres Arch6ologiqueof France met in
Agen, near Moissac,and devoted some time to the investigationof the architectureof the
abbey church.4'In the followingyear excavationswere made in the nave of the churchto
32. Delisle, op. cit.
33. F. Pottier, in Bull. de la Soc. Archgol. de Tarn-etGaronne, 2888, p. 67.
34. Antiquitbs de la Ville de Moissac, 1823. The copy
in Moissac is kept in the archives of the H6tel-de-Ville.
35. Nodier, Taylor, and de Cailleux, Voyages pittoresques et romantiquesdans l'ancienne France, Languedoc I,
partie 2, Paris, 1834.
36. Jules Marion, L'abbaye de Moissac, in Bibliothbque
de l'cole des Chartes, 3e s6rie, I, 1849, pp. 89-147, and
in the same journal, Notes d'un voyagearchdologiquedans le
sudouest de la France, 1852, pp. 58-120.
37. Paris, 1854-1869, III, pp. 283-285; VII, pp. 289293, etc.
38. Atudes Historiques sur Moissac, Paris, Dumoulin,
3 volumes, 1870, 1872, 1874. The archaeological study is
in the third volume.
39. J. Mignot, Recherchessur la chapelle de St. Julien,
in Bull. de la Soc. Archdol. de Tarn-et-Garonne,IX, 1881,
pp. 81-ioo; and Recherches sur les constructions carlovingiennes 4 Moissac, in ibid, XI, 1883, pp. 97-105. Henry
Calhiat, Le tombeaude Saint Raymond 4 Moissac, in ibid,
I, 1869, pp. 113-117. Chadruc de Crazannes, Lettre sur
une inscription commemorativede la dedicace de l'6glise des

Benddictins de Moissac, in Bulletin Monumental, VIII,
1852, pp. 17-31, and Lettre sur une inscription du cloitre de
Moissac, in ibid, IX, 1853, PP. 390-397. Francis Pottier,
L'abbayede St.-Pierre 4 Moissac, in Album des Monuments
et de l'Art Ancien du Midi de la France, Toulouse, Privat,
1893-1897, I, pp. 49-63. Jules Momm6ja, Mosaiques
du Moyen-Age et Catrelages emaillds de l'abbayede Moissac,
in Bulletin Archdologique,Paris, 1894, pp. 189-206. Vir6,
Chenet, and Lemozi, Fouilles executees dans le sous-sol de
Moissac en 1914 et 1915, in Bull. de la Soc. Archeol. de
Tarn-et-Garonne, XLV, 1915, pp. 137-153. Addendum et
rectification, in ibid, pp. 154-158. For the excavations of
1930, conducted by M. Vir6, see the report in the Comptes
Rendus de l'A cademiedes Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres,1930,
pp. 360, 361.
40. L'abbayeet les clotres de Moissac, Paris, Picard, 1897.
Mention is made of an illustrated work by J. M. Bouchard,
Monographie de 1'4glise et du cloltre de Saint-Pierre de
Moissac, Moissac, 1875, but it has been inaccessible to me.
41. Congrbs Archdologique de France, Paris, Picard,
1902, pp. 303-310 (by Brutails). The congress of 1865 also
visited Moissac and reported the discovery of fragments of
another cloister. See Rupin, op. cit., p. 200, and LagrizeFossat, op. cit., III, pp. o107,108.
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discover the plan of the building consecratedby Durand in 1063. Partly because of the
infirmityof MonsieurDugue, the conservatorof the cloister, the excavationswere never
completed,and the resultshave remainedunpublishedto this day.42 In the past twenty-five
years the sculpturesof Moissac have held a prominent place in discussions of French
Romanesqueart, but except fdr the researchesof Male,43Deschamps,44and Porter,45little
has been added to the knowledgeacquired in the last century.4"Deschamps has more
preciselydefinedthe relationsof the earliestsculpturesof the cloisterto those of Toulouse,
whilePorterhas shownthe extensionof similarstyles throughoutSpainandFranceandhas
proposednovel theoriesto explain the forms at Moissac. In the celebratedwork of MAle
on the art of the twelfth century, the sculpturesof Moissac are the first to be described.
They are for Mile the initial and unsurpassedmasterpiecesof mediaeval sculpture, the
very inception of the modern traditionof plastic art, and the most striking evidences of
his theory of the manuscriptsourcesof Romanesquefigurecarvingin stone. The influence
of manuscriptdrawingson sculptureshad long been recognized; it was not until recently
that this notion was more precisely expressed. In America, Professor Morey, of
Princeton, had before MAle distinguished the styles of Romanesque works, including
Moissac, by manuscripttraditions.47In Male's work the parallels between sculptureand
illuminationare more often those of iconography. Their theories will be consideredin the
secondand third parts of this work.
THE PIER RELIEFS OF THE CLOISTER

Of the mediaeval abbey of Moissac there survive to-day the Romanesquecloister,
built in Iioo; a churchon its south side, constructedin the fifteenthcentury,incorporating
the lowerwalls of the Romanesquechurch; the tower and porch whichprecededthe latter
on the west; and several conventual buildings to the north and east of the cloister

(Fig. 2).48
There is a brief report in the Bulletin Archkologique,
42.
Paris, 1903, p. li.
43. L'art religieux du XIIe siBcle en France, Paris,
Colin, 1922, and Les influences arabes dans l'art roman, in
Revue des Deux Mondes, Nov. 15, 1923, pp. 311-343.
44. Notes sur la sculpture romane en Languedoc et dans
le nord de l'Aspagne, in Bulletin Monumental, 1923, pp.
305-351; L'autel roman de Saint-Sernin de Toulouse et les
sculpteurs du clomtrede Moissac, in Bulletin Archkol., Paris,
Les debuts de la
1923, pp- 239-250, pis. XIX-XXVII;
sculpture romane en Languedoc et en Bourgogne, in Revue
Archdologique, Paris, 5e s6rie, XIX, 1924, pp. 163-173;
Nutes sur la sculpture romane en Bourgogne, in Gazettedes
Beaux-Arts, 5e p6riode, VI, 1922, pp. 61-8o.
45. Romanesque Sculpture of the Pilgrimage Roads,
Boston, Marshall Jones, 1923, io volumes; Spain or
Toulouse? and other Questions, in Art Bulletin, VII, 1924,
pp. 1-25; Leonesque Romanesque and Southern France, in
ibid, VIII, 1926, pp. 235-250.
46. The sculptures of Moissac have been discussed also
by Wilhelm V6ge, in Die Anfange des monumentalen Stiles
im Mittelalter, Strassburg, Heitz, 1894; Albert Marignan,
Histoire de la sculpture en Languedoc du XIIe-XIIIe
Gabriel Fleury, Etudes sur
sidcle, Paris, Bouillon, 1902;
les portails images du XIIe siBcle, Mamers, 1904;

Andr6 Michel, in his Histoire de l'Art, I, 2e partie, Paris,
Colin, 1905, PP. 589-629 (La sculpture romane); Jean
Laran, Recherches sur les proportions dans la statuaire
frangaise du XIIe sikcle, in Revue Archgologique, 1907,
PP. 436-450; 19o8, pp. 331-358; 1909, PP. 75-93, 216-249;
Auguste Angl~s, L'abbayede Moissac, Paris, Laurens, 19Io;
Robert de Lasteyrie, L'architecturereligieuse en France d
l'6poque romane, Paris, Picard, 1912, pp. 640 if.; Ernst
Buschbeck, Der Portico de la Gloria vonSantiago de Compostella, Wien, 1919, Pp. 24 ff.; J. Jahn, Kompositionsgesetze
franzisischer Reliefplastik im 12. und 13. Jahrhundert, 1922,
pp. I1-16; Alfred Salmony, Europa-Ostasien, religiise
Skulpturen, Potsdam, Kiepenhever, 1922; Raymond Rey,
La cathd&ralede Cahors et les origines de l'architectured
coupoles d'Aquitaine, Paris, Laurens, 1925, Les vieilles
6glisesfortifies du Midi de la France, Paris, Laurens, 1925,
and Quelquessurvivances antiques dans la sculpture romane
miridionale, in Gazettedes Beaux-Arts, 5e p6riode, XVIII,
1928, pp. 173-191.
47. Charles Rufus Morey, The Sources of Romanesque
Sculpture, in Art Bulletin, II, 1919, pp. io-i6; Romanesque
Sculpture, Princeton, 1920; The sources of Mediaeval Style,
!n Art Bulletin, VII, 1924, PP- 35-50.
48. For the appearance of the buildings prior to the
restorations, see the lithographs and engravings in Nodier,
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A glance at Figs. i and 2 will show the readerthe rectangularplan of the cloister, the
dispositionof its arcadesand alternatelysingle and twin colonnettes,and the brick piers
with grayishmarblefacings at the ends and center of each arcade.49
On the inner sides of the four cornerpiers, facing the galleries,are coupled the almost
life-size figures50of Peter and Paul (southeast), James and John (northeast),Philip and
Andrew (northwest), Bartholomew and Matthew (southwest) (Figs. 5-12). Simon stands

on the outer side of the central pier of the west gallery, facing the gardenof the cloister
On the inner side of the same pier is the inscriptionthat recordsthe building
(Fig.
of thei3).0"
cloister(Fig. 3); and on the correspondingside of the centralpier of the east gallery,
in frontof the old chapterhouseof the abbey, is representedthe abbot Durand (1047-1072)
(Fig. 4). All these figuresare framedby columns,and by archesinscribedwith theirnames.
The rigidity of their posturesand their impassivefaces, the subduedrelief of the hardly
emergingfiguresplaced on the shadowysides of the piers, their isolationat the ends of the
galleries, and their architecturalframes, suggest an archaic funeraryart of ceremonious
types.
The figuresare so slight in relief, they appear to be drawingsrather than sculptures.
This impressionis confirmedby the formsof the figures,clearly outlinedagainst the wall,
with their features and costumes sharply delineated in simple geometric shapes. The
unmodeled bodies are lost beneath the garments, which determine the design. The
Taylor, and de Cailleux,op. cit., I, partie 2, 1834, pl. 65,
and Rupin, op. cit., pp. 199, 200, figs. 34, 35. In the early

nineteenthcentury the gallerieswere coveredby wooden
barrel vaults, and several capitals and columns in the
west and northgallerieswerethen replacedor enclosedby
piers of rectangularsection. These must have been later
substitutions which were removed in the 1840s by the
Frenchrestorersof the cloister. The presentcolumnsand
capitalsare contemporarywith the others. In only one of
them (number61) is therean exceptionalform--a greater
breadthof the astragaland thickercolumns-which may
be explainedby the fact that the arch of the lavatorium
sprangfromthis very capital. See below,n. 68.
49. Except the centralpier of the south gallerywhich
is a monolithof reddishmarble. Lagrhze-Fossat,op. cit.,
III, p. 259, has mistakenly describedall the piers as
monoliths.The revetmentis a thin hollowedmarblecase
with two or three unjointed sides. The fourth side is
stuccoedor facedwith a thin slab of marble(centralwestern pier, Fig. 13).

5o. The height of the piers,without their impostsand
podia, rangesfrom1.57 m. to i.6o. The anglepiersarenot
quite squarein section, and vary in breadthfrom .49 m.
(St. John,Fig. 8) to .53 (St. Paul, Fig. 5). The centralpier
of the east gallery (abbot Durand,Fig. 4) is .72 m. wide
on its east and west faces, and .52 m. deep. The central
north pier (unsculptured)is .66 m. by .51 m., the central
west, with the inscription(Fig. 3) and St. Simon(Fig. I3),
is .69 m. by .52; but the reliefof Simon,set in the broader
side, is only .51 m. wide. The thicknessof the slabs is no
morethan .04 to .05 m. (in thosepiersof whichthe narrow
edge of a slab is exposed). On the southwestand northwest piers the slabs were too narrowto cover the sides on
which are sculpturedPhilip and Matthew (Fig. xo); extremely slenderpieces were added to completethe revet-

ment. In the reliefof Philip (Fig. 12) a verticaljoint runs
along the right columnand cuts the arch. His mantle has
been designedparallel to this line, and never crossesit;
and a long intervalhas been left betweenthe O and L of
APOSTOLUSin the inscription to avoid crossing this
samejoint.
5i.

The figure of Simon (Fig. 13) was for many years

enwalledin the exteriorof the south porchof the church,
whereit wasseenby Dumige (before1823) and the authors
of the Voyagespittoresqueset romantiques(before 1834).
It was restoredto its present position by Viollet-le-Duc
or his assistant, Olivier, during the restorationsof the
184os. It is not certainthat it is now in its originalplace,
but it undoubtedlybelongedto the cloister. That all the
apostleswereonce representedcannotbe inferredfromthe
structureof the piers. The centralsouthernpier is intact.
Of the two remainingpiers with blank faces, the central
northernhas, on its southside, a brickfillingup to the very
edge of the impost. Unless this is a morerecent change,
it wouldexcludethe applicationof a slab to its one bare
surface.The same holds true of the central eastern pier
(Durand), for the marble encloses the two narrowsides
completely,and there is no place on the broader(west)
side with exposedbricksurfacefor a marbleslab. Hence it
must be concludedthat only nineapostles(includingPaul)
were originally representedon the piers. Others were
perhaps carved on the corner pier of the destroyed
lavatorium or fountain enclosure (see below, n. 68),
and on the supportsof some adjacentmonasticstructure.
It is possible, however, that narrower slabs (c. 51 m.),

of the same dimensionsas those of the cornerpiers,were
once inserted on these broader faces (.66 m., .72 m.) of
the central piers. The relief of Simon (.51 m.) is narrower
than that of Durand (.72 m.).
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costumesare laid out almost flat upon the wall and incised with simplelines in concentric
and radial groups like seams or moldings rather than true folds. The differentlayers of
dresslie one above the other in parallelplanes. When folds reach the contourof the figure
they stop short, only rarely alteringthe outline which was conceivedbefore the folds.
It might be supposedfrom a brief inspectionof the piers that the suppressionof relief
was due to the thinness of the slabs-for these are no more than two inches thick-and
that an obvious calculationrestrainedthe sculptor. The same hand carving the nearby
capitalsproducedheads and bodies almost completelydetached from the stone.
But the characterof the relief cannot be attributed to this material cause. The slight
projectionof the figureswas perhapsinfluencedby the natureof the slab; but the limited
modeling, the extremeparallelismand simplicity of large surfacesare independentof it,
and may even have favored the use of so thin a slab. With a thicker stone the figures
might have been more salient; they would have been no more detached from the wall,
and surely no more complex in surface.
In Durand (Fig. 4) the reducedrelief,like the symmetryof details,is an essentialelement
of the expressiveimmobilityof the whole. This figure, that alone is entirely frontal, and
raises the hand in blessing,is of a commemorativetype, which retainedfor a long time an
analogousflatnessor incised form.
The relativelygreaterprojectionof the figureson the capitals is due to their far smaller
size; for size is an absolute factor in the shapes of Romanesquefigures. Small sculptures
are not simply reducedreplicasof large ones; in the adaptations of common types to a
new scale, their proportionsare modified,the thickness of folds relatively increased,and
the modeling considerably altered. The architecture of the capitals, with the salient
astragal, volutes, and consoles (Figs. 21 ff.), requiredas strong an accent of the carved
forms; the apostles, however, decorated simple rectangularpiers. The apparently high
relief of the small figuresis purely material. In the capitals by the master of the piers,it
includes no greater differentiationof planes or deeper modeling.
The reducedrelief and the simple surfacesare correlatesof the geometricalforms and
the peculiar manner of representationapparent throughout the piers. For these early
sculptures,despite the long traditionof precedingarts, are archaicworks,and share with
the archaicsculpturesof other times a specificmannerof conceivingforms.
The body of an apostle is seen in full view, but the head is almost in profile,and the eye
which shouldgaze to the side is carved as if beholdingus. The feet are not firmlyplanted
on the ground,but hang from the body, at a marked angle to each other. The thin slab
does not determinethis. On the capitals, where the astragalprovides a ledge for feet to
stand on, some figurespreservean identical suspension. The movementsof the limbs are
parallel to the plane of the background.The hands are relieved flat against the bodies,
with the palm or the back of the hand fully expanded. The arms are distorted,
never foreshortened;the bent leg is necessarilyrenderedin profile. The articulationof the
body is subordinateto the system of paralleland concentriclines whichdefinethe costume.
Only at the legs is an understructureof modeled surfaceintimated, and then only in the
most schematic and simple fashion, by a slight roundingof the garment. The folds are
renderedas if permanentattributes of the dress, as purely decorativelines, though once
suggested by some bodily conformation.They are spun to and fro across the body, in
regular,concentric,and parallellines producedby a single incision,or by a doubleincision
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which creates a slight ridge, by polygonal patterns of fixed form, and by long vertical
moldingsof segmentalsection, parallel to the legs. The folds are curved as if determined
by the hollowsand salient surfacesof an underlyingbody. This body is not rendered.
The living details are schematizedin the same manner. The head is a diagramof its
separate features. The flow of facial surface is extremely gentle; prominencesare suppressedand transitionssmoothed. Each hair is renderedseparately,and bunches of hair,
or locks, form regular spiral, wavy, or imbricated units that are repeated in parallel
succession.52 The eyebrowis a precisearchedline, without relief,formedby the intersection
of two surfaces.
The eye itself is an arbitrarycomposition,a regular object of fixed parts, in simple
geometric relation, none encroachingon the next. The lids are treated as two equal,
separatememberswithout junctionor overlapping. They form an ellipsoidfigureof which
the upper arc is sometimes of largerradius than the lower, contrary to nature. In some
figures (Figs. 17-20) the eyeball is a smooth unmarkedsurfacewith no indicationof iris
or pupil. In others (Figs. 14-16) an incised circle describes the iris. The inner cornerof
the eye is not observedat all.
The mouth shows an equal simplicity. The fine breaks and curves, the hollows and
prominenceswhich determineexpressionand distinguishindividuals,are hardly remarked.
A common formula is employed here. The two lips are equal and quite similar. Their
partingline is straight or very slightly curved,but sharplydrawn. In the beardlesshead
of Matthew (Fig. 18) we can judge with what assurancethese distortionsand simplified
formswereproducedand how expressiveso abstracteda face may be.
A differenceof expressionis obtained by a slight change in the line between the lips.
Drawn perfectly horizontal-Bartholomew (Fig. 17), James (Fig. i9)-the impassivity of
the other featuresis only heightened. But in Peter (Fig. 16) it is an ascendingline which
makes him smile, and in Paul (Fig. 15) a descendingline which combineswith the three
schematicwrinklesof the brow, the slightly diagonal axis of the eye, and the wavy lines
of the hair and beard,to expressa disturbance,preoccupation,and energythat accordwell
with Paul's own words.
A Romanesquetradition describesDurand as given to jesting, a sin for which he
was reproved by the abbot of Cluny and punished after death.53 The mouth
of his effigy has been so damaged that it is difficult to judge whether its present
expressionof maliciousamusementis a portrait or an accident of time (Fig. 20). A wellmarkedline joins the nose and the deep cornersof the mouth. The line of the mouth is
itself very delicately curved, and illustratesa searchfor characterizationwithin the limits
of symmetry and patternedgeometricalsurfaces.
The few drapery forms are as schematic as the eyes and hair. The lower horizontal
edge of the tunics of these figuresis brokenin placesby a smallpattern,usuallypentagonal
in outline, which representsthe lower end of the fluting formedat the base of a vertical
fold, or the pleating of a horizontal border (Figs. 5 ff.). In its actual shape it corresponds
to nothing in the structure of drapery, unless we presume that a wind from below has
52. For similar treatment of hair in archaic Greek
sculpture, see Lechat, Au musde de l'acropole d'Athhnes,
Paris, 19o3, fig. 5 (P. 99), fig. 7 (p. 125), fig. 33 (P- 343).
53. After his death he appeared in a dream to a monk

of Cluny, with his mouth swollen with saliva, and unable
to speak. Six monks had to maintain a vigil of absolute
silence in order to redeem him. See Migne, Patr. lat.
CLIX, col. 873, 901, 9-3-
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stirred the garment at certain points into this strangely schematic fold, and that
another forcq has flattened it against the body. In the reliefs of James (Fig. 7), Paul
(Fig. 5), and Peter (Fig. 6) it appearsthree times at regularintervals, like an ornament
applied to the lower borderof the tunic.
We are not surprisedto find such forms on figureswhose feet hang and whose eyes stare
at us even when the face is turned in profile, and whose hands can performonly those
gestureswhich permit us to see their whole surfaces. The elevation or vertical projection
of the fold derives from the same habit of mind which gives to objects ircompletely
apprehendedin nature an unmistakeablecompletenessin images. The fold is freed of the
accidentsof bodilymovementandcurrentswhichmakedraperiesan unstablesystem of lines,
and is designedas a rigid geometricalobject. Instead of acquiringthe free and sporadic
appearanceof nature,it is furtherlimited, when multiplied,to two or three symmetrically
groupedexamples.
Similarobservationsmay be made of hands and feet, of the structureof the wholebody,
and even of the ornamentsof the reliefs, the rosettes of the spandrels,and the foliage of
the little capitals.
We must not conclude,as some Greek archaeologists,that material difficultieshave
determinedthese peculiarities,and that every shape is a compromiseof will with some
refractoryobject and inexperience.On the contrary,the materialis a finePyrenaicmarble,
and the tools were evidently adapted to performthe most delicate cutting. Only a slight
examinationof the surfaceswill revealwith what care these figureswere executedand how
thoroughlythe sculptorcommandedhis style. This is observablein two charactersof the
work-in the uniformityof executionof repeatedelements,and in the eleganceand variety
of detail. The double fold appearsa hundredtimes in these figures, and always with the
same thickness and decisive regularity. The forms have been methodically produced;
they are not a happy collusionof naiveteand a noble model.
The archaismof these worksdiffersfrom that of early Greeksculpturesin an important
way. The pierreliefscontaincleartracesof unarchaicarts: besidethe schematicreductions
of forms observed in nature there are more complex precipitates of older naturalistic
styles. The profilehead is not simply the abstractedcontourof a line drawing,as in early
Greek reliefs, but is slightly turned to reveal a second eye. This eye is actually foreshortened; it is smallerthan the other, and intersectsthe backgroundwall. It differsfrom
a truly foreshortenedeye in the regularform which has been imposed by the sculptor.
On a head like Simon's (Fig. 14), which has been turned in an almost three-quarter's
view, the profile of the jaw is inconsistent with the turn of the head; it illustrates the
dominationof a more complexmaterialby an archaicmethod.54
This presentation of the less visible portions of the profile face is to be distinguished
from the rendering of the profile head completely in the round on some capitals of the
cloister. There no foreshortening is implied, since with the relatively higher relief the
entire head could be modeled. The inner eye does not intersect the background wall, nor
is there an inconsistent relation of the two sides of the face.
54. Thereis a similardistortionin the drawingsof the
Gospels of Matilda of Tuscany, an Italian manuscript
contemporarywith the cloister. It is now in the Pierpont
Morgan Library. See Gospels of Matilda Countess of

Tuscany,io55-iii5, with an Introductionby Sir George
Warner.Privately printed, Roxburghe Club, 1917, pl.
XXIV.
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Traces of an unarchaic model are present also in the posture of St. Philip (Fig. 12).
Although his feet are suspended as if no ground existed for their support, and are parted
in symmetrical fashion, their point of junction is off the axis of the figure. A line drawn
from the sternum to the heels is diagonal and not strictly vertical, as we would expect. This
irregularity is balanced by the greater extension of draperies at the right than at the left.
The prototype must have been a figure seen in three-quarter's view, less rigid than the
Romanesque sculpture.
A more remarkable evidence of originally spatial and plastic prototypes are the pedestals
and staircases under the feet of some figures. These pedestals are trapezoidal in shape;
they are really foreshortened rectangles, representations of horizontal planes, projected
vertically in the course of centuries, but with the inconsistent retention of converging
sides. The feet of James (Fig. 7) and of John (Fig. 8) stand on several steps at one time,
as if the horizontal bands were a background of the figure and not stairs perpendicular
to the wall.
The unarchaic character of the sculptor's prototypes appears also in the costumes of the
figures. Whereas the effort of the artist is directed toward distinct forms, clear patterning,
and a simple succession of planes, we observe in the garments a considerable overlapping
and even a confusion of surfaces. On the figure of Peter (Fig. 6) the end of the mantle on
the right shoulder is not attached to any other piece of clothing; we are therefore at a loss
to explain it. The overlapping of drapery at his right ankle is also not clear. Similar
inconsistencies occur in the costume of John (Fig. 8); his tunic is covered at the left ankle
by the mantle, yet is represented behind the mantle on the background of the relief. The
triangular tip of James's chasuble (Fig. 7) is lost in the tunic.55
It is already apparent from the description of the small polygonal folds at the lower
edges of the tunics that they were simplified versions, not of folds observed in nature, but
of a more plastic expanded form in art. Classic sculpture had provided the prototypes in
the fluttering garments of active figures; it reappeared in the stiff immobile apostles in
rigid form.56
The folds of lambent double curvature across the legs of some figures presuppose a
modeling of the body to which they correspond; but this modeling does not exist in the
sculptures of the cloister. The form here is vestigial. It betrays its character not
only in its association with flat, barely modeled surfaces, but in its actual hardness and
sharpness, its doubled line, its uniformity, its pointed termination. These are archaic
modifications of an originally fluent fold, which moved across a plastic surface.
The sculptor has evidently reproduced older models of a less archaic character, and
accepted their complexity of modeled and foreshortened forms as a material for schematic
reduction in terms of his own linear style. The plausibility of the folds as reproductions
was less important to him than their decorative coherence and clarity as single, isolated
shapes. The apostles as traditional figures received a traditional dress, not subject to
immediate verification except in older monuments. In the portrait of Durand, however,
55. The costume of Bartholomew (Figs. 9 and I7) is
also misunderstood. Note the misplaced buckle and the
false mantle on the right shoulder. With his left hand he
holds up the bottom of his tunic-a common gesture in the
capitals-which covers still another tunic. The diagonal
of the outer tunic is obviously classical, and the gesture

of the saint appears to be a rationalization of that diagonal.
The lower edges of the costume of Philip (Fig. 12) are also
arbitrary and unclear.
56. Cf. the Amazon Hippolyta in the relief from
Martres-Tolosanes, near Toulouse-Esperandieu, Recueil
general des bas-reliefs de la Gaule romaine, II, fig. 5, P. 37.
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the contemporarycostume had a symbolic value and was scrupulouslydrawn,to the last
detail. Yet in this figure of the abbot, the faithfully renderedformsproducean effect of
overlappingand ornamental involvement analogous to the misunderstoodgarments of
the apostles. This showsthat the definitenessof the details as singleshapes,whichgoverns
the archaicprocessof representation,does not itself determinethe characterof the whole.
We must ask whether the complication of these archaic reliefs is due merely to
the reductionof modelsof ultimatelyunarchaic,illusionisticcharacter;or whethercomplex
elementsof the latter were retainedin the processof reduction-which we must suppose
took place over a periodof severalcenturies-because of the preoccupationof the reducing
style with restlessand ornamentalinvolvedlines. This may be stated in anotherway: did
a peculiar method of design and expressive end favor the selection of elements of a
complexityexceedingthat of the commonmethodof representation?
BeforeI go into the analysisof the designof the reliefs,I wish to describetwo important
kinds of variation within their forms-first in the distinction of individualsby varying
details of costumeand of feature, as well as position; second, in the developmentevident
in the successiverenderingof the same element.
The ornamental descriptionof forms has a realisticbias. If the folds are limited to
a few shapes, they are arrangedin many fresh combinations,so that no two figuresare
identical. The study of the hair alonewill reveala conscioussearchfor variety. In Matthew
(Fig. i8) a pattern of hexagonalimbrications,each with parallelverticallines, is employed;
in Andrew (Fig. ii) and Peter (Fig. 16), tufts ending in small spirals; in Bartholomew,
similarspirals (Fig. I7); in Simon, James, and Paul (Fig. i5), long, wavy striationsthat
escape the commonregularity; in Philip (Fig. 12) a band of zigzags runs between the two
lower rows of imbricatedtufts; and in John (Fig. 8) a row of diagonalhairs emergesfrom
underthe ribbedcap. In all these forms,however,thereis a commonthought. All of them
avoid the commondisorderof hair and abstractits uniformityof structure; they renderits
curly, straight,or wavy characterby parallelstriationof similarlocks or tufts. The forms
describingthe differentkinds of hair remain equally schematic.
A similarvariety is evident in the costumes and accessoriesof the reliefs. John alone
has a cap; Peter and Paul are sandaled, Durand and Philip wear shoes; the others are
barefoot. Some figures carry closed books, Matthew and Simon open inscribedvolumes,
James a scroll, Andrewa cross. Even the pedestalsof the figuresare varied. Under John
and James the horizontalbands suggest a staircase, while beneath the others has been
carved a quadrangularplaque.
This diversityis not merelyiconographic,except in a few detailslike the crossof Andrew
and the inscriptionof Matthew's book. It is moreprobably a characterof the style, and
accordswith an unmistakeabletendency towardrealisticrepresentationevident in slight
anatomicchangesin the figuresintroducedduringthe courseof the work.
The forms of the human body and its costume are not equally accessibleto the archaic
method of representation.The artist who did not observe the humaneye correctlyand
misproportionedthe armsand legs and head, was very carefulto representthe stitching in
the shoesof St. Andrew(Fig. i1i) and each separatehairof his beard.For hairsand stitching
are regular,repeated, simple shapes, whereasan eye is asymmetrical,and the proportions
of the limbsare unique,unmarkedon the body, and not susceptibleto a preciseornamental
description.
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It is conceivablethat these largeror more complexparts of the figureshouldbe subject
in time to a canonical definitionas precise and regularas the simplerelements. Such a
regulationand schematiccontrolare familiarto us from Egyptian art.
But in the cloister piers the proportionsand details of the figure are not rigorously
fixed; and we may perceivewithin the ten reliefs evidence of observationnewly acquired
duringthe work. This is hardlyapparentin the modelingof the body, which is everywhere
minimized.But proportionschange. Bartholomew and Durand are exceedingly short;
theirheads are little more than one-fifththeir total height. In other apostles the heads are
one-sixth,and in Peter and Paul approachone-sevenththe height of the figure.
The greater breadth of the relief may perhaps account for the squat proportionsof
Durand. He stands under a segmentalarch instead of the semicirculararch of the others.
Not all the figuresare so compactlyfitted in their frames. Philip, John, and James raise
and narrowtheir shouldersas if to pass througha close archway.
The extremeshortnessof the arms of Bartholomew,which recursin Andrewand Peter,
is correctedin Matthew and James.
It is difficultto decidewhetherthese variationsproceedfroma closerattention to nature
or fromvaryingmodels. The renderingof the iris in Peter, Paul, and Simonmight suggest
a freshobservationby the sculptor,wereit not that the iris appearsin Toulouse57in earlier
sculptures,less naturalisticthan the worksin Moissac, and is absent from later sculptures
that are even more detailed and veraciousin renderingthe figure.58
But in the representationof the ear, we can follow a developmentwhich parallelsthat
of early Greekart."5In Peter, Matthew, Simon, and Durand, it is too small and set too
high; in Bartholomew(and Simon) it is more accuratelyplaced, but still too small; in
James,however,it is so well observedthat, except for the rest of the figure,it might seem
by anothersculptor. Shapesas well as proportionand position are developed; the details
of the ear becomemore clearly differentiated.
The variationof the size and shape of the three polygonal folds of the lower edges of
Peter's tunic (Fig. 6) revealsa similartendency. On Andrew'sgarment(Fig. i1) a diagonal
doubledline is incisedon the correspondingborderto mark the turned-upor folded edge.
The ornamentof beads and lozenges, common to the costume of James and Durand, is
more plastic in the former. In the case of Durand the lozenges are quite flat; in James
they are convex and enclosea centraljewel.
That the variations describedindicate a tendency in some direction is impossible to
demonstrateby a study of the figuresin their actual chronologicalsuccession; for it is not
known in preciselywhat order the figureswere carved; and any orderinferredfrom the
developmentof a single feature, like eyes, proportions,or palaeography,is contradicted
by another. The greatest number of uncial characters appears in the inscription of
Bartholomew,who is one of the shortestof the apostles and has been consideredthe most
archaic.60 Except in the relief of Simon, the capitals of the framing colonnettes are of
identical form. An exceptionalbase molding occursin this relief, and also in the relief of
57. As in the capitals of the south transept portal of
Saint-Sernin in Toulouse, dated before 1o93.
58. The tympanum of the aisle portal of Saint-Sernin.
The smooth unincised eye occurs also at Chartres-Houvet, Cathddralede Chartres,Portail Royal, pl. 28.
59. Cf. W. Deonna, Les "Apollons Archaiques," Geneva,
1909, p. 24, n. 2. The oblique axis of the eyes of Paul,

Simon,Andrew,and John is also a featureof archaicGreek
art.
60o. Note especiallythe formsof B, R, T, h, and 0, as
well as the sign of contraction,with its central handle;
and the use of superposedcirculardots insteadof triangular
notches.
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Bartholomew.A more delicate observation of the sculpturesmight perhaps enable one
to determinean orderof carving; but this wouldbe complicatedby the problemof deciding
how many handswereat work,and to what extent the variety is due, not to a development
in time, but to differentsculptorsworkingtogether. The figure of Simon,I shall try to
show later, was not carvedby the same artist as the other apostles."6I have been unableto
distinguishother hands on the piers since the variety is so considerablein small details,
and the total effect so uniform. The sculptureswereprobablycarvedwithin a briefperiod
in which developmentcould hardly be considerable.Differencesof design were varieties
of the same conceptionor method; the presenceof a tendency towardsmore realisticart
must be inferredfrom details ratherthan the whole.
It might be supposedthat these details are sporadic variations from a common type
without any significancefor future local styles. But, nevertheless,the resemblanceto a
later, more naturalistic art and to the general development of subsequent art which
maintainsfor a while the archaicconventionsof the cloisterpermitsus to assert that the
style was not fixed and that the tendencyof variationwas towardthe formsof later styles.
It is conceivablethat figuresmight grow more squat or their eyes more slanted; but the
existenceof five or six representationsof ears which approximatein varying degreeto the
naturalformmakesit unlikely that the most naturalwas the first and that the cruder and
deformedtypes weredevelopedfromit. Sucha conclusionwouldrun counterto the uniform
technicalskill of the reliefs; it wouldoverlookalso the associationof the naturaltype with
slightly later arts in which most of the formsshow a correspondingnaturalism.
Thereare differencesin the designof the figureswhich are even moredifficultto evaluate
or arrange. It is sufficient to observe that this design already presents many of the
charactersof subsequentRomanesqueart, althoughthe figuresthemselvesare so flat and
so much more schematicallyconceivedthan the worksof the twelfth century.
The reliefs of the cornerpiers were not composedas separate slabs, but as intimately
related groups of two figures. The apostles on the adjoiningpanels of the same pier face
each other, and sometimes reflect in their costumes, gestures, and linear schemes the
artist's wish to accent an architecturalunity. The pedestals and feet of the two apostles
are identical; and on each pier some unique elementsof dress or posture distinguishthe
two figuresfrom those on the other piers.
The union of the figureson one pier is itself archaicin that it is achievedby the simple
duplication of forms. The complexity of their design is limited by the method of
representationwhich admits only simple shapes, isolates the parts of an object as definite
entities in the whole,and convertsminorvariationsof a surfaceinto ornamentalmarkings."2
This design, however,is already so asymmetricaland intricate, and so nicely contrived
that the primitiveconventions,observedabove, constitute, not the initial stages of an art,
but a practicedarchaismwith a heritageof more realisticmodels from an unarchaicstyle.
In several of the figuresare visible less obvious groupingsof details, unornamentalcombinations so arbitrarilyaccented that we can hardly doubt their deliberateorigin. The
61. See below,P. 341.
62. 1 have consideredabove only the linear design.
But these sculptures were originallypainted, and their
effectwaspartlydependenton the colorwhichdistinguished
areas, accented parts, and possibly determinedpatterns
not suggested by the carving we see to-day. Traces of

color-pinkish and greenish tints-are still visible on the
apostles. But they are so faint and fragmentary that little
can be inferred from them as to the original scheme of
painting. They seem to have been clearer seventy years
ago when the figures were described by Viollet-le-Duc

(Dictionnaire,
VIII,p. Iii).
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sleeves of John form a continuouscurve (Fig. 8) which is repeated in the long diagonal
fold below. In the figure of James beside him (Fig. 7) the intricacy of the lines makes it
difficult to distinguish the imposed or premeditated elements from the rhythmical
character which emerges naturally in the execution of an artistic project. The arms,
fingers,collar,borderof the mantle, scroll, and feet form a series of rigorouslycoherent,
but unobtrusivelyrelateddiagonallines, asymmetricalin scheme,unequallyaccented,and
without the appearanceof an imposeddesign. The incised curves of the mantle folds are
subordinateto them. Horizontal lines of the suspended scroll repeat the steps of the
pedestal; and severalvertical folds and contoursare emphasizedin contrast, and also as
parallelsto the columnarframe.
The fact of coherenceor intricacyof formsis not a sufficientdescriptionof the design of
these Romanesque sculptures. These qualities, like the peculiarities of representation
isolated before, may be found in the arts of other times and places. The figurespossess
a specificallylocal Romanesquecharacterwhich may be illustratedby analysis of several
details.
Peter (Fig. 6) holdsbetweenhis forefingerand the tip of his thumbtwo greatkeys which
overlap slightly and then diverge. In accord with the conceptual process which governs
the representationof forms in these reliefs, the two fingers are laid out flat in the same
plane as the others, despite the impossibilityof flexing the joints in this manner. In the
sameway, the circularhandlesof the keys are made to overlapso that each may be visible.
The two keys are separatedfor the same reason,althoughthe resultingrelationof fingers
and keys is strainedand disturbing. This difficultgestureis furtherdeformedby a painful
twisting of the wrist.
Such distortionwas not producedfor clarity alone. On the contrary, the sculptorhas
enclosedthese formswithin a whorlof concentricand radiallines, of which the two fingers
and the ringsof the keys appearto constitute the vortex.
The adoptionof such gesturescreatesa mild animationand violencein the forms of the
figures. The artisticeffect of a single figureis obtainednot only by his main contoursand
the largerfolds of his garment, but by numerouscurved lines, plastically unmotivated,
inscribedon the surfaceof the body. These lines are in rich contrastand radiation; some
folds have a doublelambentcurvature,while others are in a forcefuloppositionto straight
lines.63
This restless charactermay be illustrated also in the design of the contours of the
figures. With all the elaborationof drapery lines the contours remain simple, but are
neverthelessin accord with the compositionof the enclosed lines and limbs. They are
asymmetrical,avoiding duplicationof one side of the body by the other. They are formed
by straight lines, with only occasional curves, and hardly suggest the flowing contours
of the figure. The attenuationof the waist and legs and the greaterbreadthof the shoulders
are not observed. Even though these angularand harsh outlines are rarely modified by
draperieswhich pass across the body, they are complicated by other means--by the
jutting edges of the mantle and the triangularbits of draperywhich emergefrom behind
the figure (Figs. 6, 7, 9, 12, 13). There is produced in consequence a secondary contour,
63. If we follow the courses of the concentric folds
incised in clear groups on the mantle of Peter, on his arms,
and on the torso between the arms, we shall observe that

they form three distinct sets of interrupted movements,
detached from each other.
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whichin its zigzagandirregularinterval,contrastswith the neighboringarchitecturalframe.
The interruptionof the lower horizontaledge of the garmentsby the polygonal patterned
folds describedbeforecontributesto the same end.
Even in the figureof Durand, who is representedwith a diagramaticprecision,as if by
compass and ruler, and whose neat symmetrysuggests an almost mechanicalindifference
to expression,the forms are not in ideal repose or clarity. The abbot is carved on the
broadestof the nine reliefs,but his postureis extraordinarilystrained. Enacting the same
gestures, we feel ourselvescramped,enclosed, and without firm support. The artist who
describedwith religiousdevotion the insignia of Durand's authority did not maintain in
the smaller elements the ritual gravity inherent in the static architecturaldesign of the
whole. The details, although quite regular and schematic, break up the figure into
numerousparts of contrastingaxes.
At the very bottom are two vertical shoes of curved outline, borderedby a restless
scallopeddesign, in contrast to the horizontalband of the ground. Then follows a series
of overlappingsurfaces, bounded by horizontal bands of unequal length. They include
incised and sculpturedperpendiculars,differentlyspaced on each surface,and so arranged
that no continuity of verticals appears,but an endless interceptionof ornamentallines
and overlappingof planes. The incised verticals (like the lower sides of the costume) tend
toward the axis of the figureas they ascend; anothertriangleis impliedin the relationof
the two stolae to the small bit of the centralband of the dalmaticvisible below the tip of
the orfrey. In contrast to the straight lines and perpendicularsof the alb, the tunic, and
the stole, four triangularfigureswith curvedhypotenuseare cut out symmetricallyon the
dalmaticby the descendingchasuble.
The latter is dominatedby a prominentvertical band enrichedwith jewels, formingthe
axis of the figure,like an everted spine. This orfrey divides the chasuble into two equal
parts; their symmetry is sustainedin the scrupulouscorrespondenceof minor elementsof
the two sides. But these elements are so designedthat the chasuble,viewed from top to
bottom, rather than from left to right, involves a perpetualcontrast of lines and areas.
Its lower boundaryis ellipsoid,and recalls the shoes; its upper edge is a more complex
form,with delicate ogee lines on the shoulders,rising to the ears and then returningto
the chin in an opposed curve. Folds incised on the lower part of the chasuble form
two sets of tangent asymmetrical loops, radiating from the orfrey like ribs from
the spine. A more powerful contrast to the lower edge of the chasuble is provided
by the rigid, diagonal jeweled bands, which meet near a point from which the loops
descend." The areas cut out on the breast between the orfrey, the shoulders,and the
collar, with their elegant contrast of curves and straight lines, are typical of the whole in
their restless angularity. Within these areas are incised other curves complementary to
the loops of the lower chasuble, reversing their direction, and dividing the breast and
shoulder into dissimilar but beautifully related areas. The subdivision of narrow angles,
the radiation of these curves from the meeting point of contrasting diagonals, the interception of other lines which proceed to the same point (like the lower edges of the sleeves),
and the groups of diagonal lines at the elbows-all these confer an additional restlessness
on the central portion of the figure. From this area of zigzag and diagonal movements we
64. The lozenge ornament of the enriched portions of
the costume is also significant in its zigzag and unstable

units. A sculptor of more classic style would have used
beads or another circular motif.
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are brought back to a vertical-horizontalscheme by the erect arms, with simple folds
perpendicularto the limbs. The surmountinghands resumethe same scheme,but include
the diagonal in an ingenious way. On the right hand the extended thumb parallelsthe
sleeve and connects the architecturaldesign of the hand with the sloping shoulderand
with the diagonalsand incised curves of the breast. Its directionis repeatedby the other
thumb, which bridges the crozier and the shoulder. This duplication is asymmetrical;
but a more general symmetry is partly maintainedby it. The force of the inward spiral
curve of the crozieris limited by the outward turn of the thumb. The fingers are bent
horizontallyabout the staff in contrast to the same spiral curve. Analysis of the details
of the hands and the crozierwill reveal a most refinedbalancingof asymmetricalparts by
inequality of interval,oppositionof directions,and minute variationsof relief.
The uppermostpart of the figure,which is apparentlysimpleand quite regular,includes
the contrasts,encroachments,and interruptionsof formsobservedin the rest of the relief.
This is clear in the banding of the collar with its overlappingfolds and ornamentand
crescentshapes; in the halo which disappearsunder the arch and is brokenby the spiral
head of the crozier; and in the contrastsof the lines and surfacesof the head of Durand,
of the tonsuredcrown,the verticalhairs,the fillet, the archedeyebrowsof doublecurvature,
and the unusuallylong face, proportionedsomewhatlike the chasublebelow.
I have tried to illustrateby this analysis of details a characterof the whole. The considerationof the separateparts in temporalsuccessiondoes violence to the simultaneous
coherenceof the object, but enablesus to follow the design of the work more easily, and
to perceive not only the complexity of adjustmentof apparentlysimple parts, but their
peculiarlyinvolved and contrastedcharacterin a work which at first sight seems a bare
archaicdescription.
A similarcharactermay be found in the inscriptionsof the piers. In the recordof the
consecrationof the cloister (Fig. 3) the letters are closely packed, tangent to the frame
and crossedor enclosedby each other. Even in the lower lines, which have largerletters,
and wherethe artist couldhave spacedmorebroadly,he has preferredto crowdthem, and
to design them tangent to the frame. Wherehe is able to separateletters clearly he has
chosento accentuatetheir angularityand sharpnessby triangularnotchesplaced between
them. The reasonthe borderis pinchedinwardlyat the angles and centerof the lines may
be found in the same characterof the style. The artist could not accept two lines in clear
unmodifiedparallelism;to animate the frame,to bring it nearerto the enclosedforms,he
indentedthe borderin anticipationof baroqueframes.
The style may be furthergraspedby comparisonof the Romanletters of the inscription
with the correspondingclassic forms. They are less regularly spaced, less uniformly
proportionedthan the latter; the verticals of letters like T, N, I, and L are not strictly
parallel.65On the archesof the pier reliefsthe sequenceof letters is continuallyvaried,and
severaldifferentdesignsare contrivedfrom the inscriptions. The letter S is sometimeslaid
on the side.
The inscriptionof Durand's name and titles is even more obviously designed like the
draperiesof the figure. The spacing of the letters is rhythmicalbut irregularand complicated. The two Ns of DURANNUS are crossedin an exciting zigzag, and other letters
65.

The frequency of angular letters is also characteristic.
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intersect in monogrammaticcombinations.That the artist was awareof these effects and
was not merely determined by the narrownessof the surface and the length of the
inscriptionis evident from the great variety in the amplitudeof the letters, the irregularity
of spacing of formswhich in their individual details are cut with an obvious decisiveness,
and fromsuchpeculiaritiesas the horizontalline passingthroughthe BB of ABB(A)S, as a
contractionof the word. Since it signified the omission of an A it might more plausibly
have been placed above the secondB and the S, whereasit extends from the first A into
the second B. The whole inscriptionis angular,constrained,involved; the very interruption of the text within a word (TOLOSANUS)at the crownof the arch distinguishesthis
Romanesquework from a classicinscription. Not only is an untextualelementof religious
character-a cross-introduced within a word, but the harmoniousspan of a curved line
is therebybrokenat its midpoint. We are remindedof the prominentkeystonesof baroque
arches, and of the aesthetic effect of the pointed construction.66
The design of the arcades of the galleries betrays an analogous conception (Fig. i).
The archesare not supportedby a successionof uniformmembers,which we might expect
fromthe uniformityof arches,but by columnsalternatelysingleand twin, andby occasional
piers of prismatic form. This alternation lightens the arcade, diversifiesthe procession,
introducesan elementof recurrentcontrastin what is otherwisea perfectlysimplesequence,
and makes of each bay an asymmetricalstructure. For the arch springson one side froma
single capital and column,on the other from a twin combination; while in the adjoining
bay this design is reversed. There results theoreticallya larger symmetricalunit of two
bays, boundedby single or twin columns; but this largerunit is not fixed and is hardly
perceptible,since it is not embracedby a largerdischargingarch or molding.6"
I think it is apparent from this analysis that the involvement and oppositionof forms
are not simply due to the survivalof oldercomplexelementsin an archaicart, but that the
latter is essentially devoted to such effects and produces them even in figures like the
abbot Durand,whosecostume and whole design are mediaevalinventions. The symmetry
of this relief is as fanciful as the less regularand traditionalasymmetryof the apostles.
Characteristicslike the clear and generalizedviews of head, shoulders,and limbs, which
have a familiararchaicform, are also affectedby the dominatingexpressiveinterest of the
style. Hence, perhaps,the retentionof certainunarchaicelements, like the remoteeye of
a profilehead, and the frontalfeet, suspendedin a zigzagpattern.
It is also clear from the architecturalcontext of the figures, their common material,
their similarity of style, posture, frames, and ornament, that they are the product of a
single enterpriseand an alreadydevelopedtradition. The fact that in so restricteda labor,
under apparently uniform conditions of material and skill, variations of forms appear,
with an unmistakeabletendencytowardmorenaturalisticand complexforms,is significant
for the rapid developmentof Western sculpturein the first half of the twelfth century.
66. The enigmatic inscription,V. V. V. M. D. M.
R. R. R. F. F. F. (Fig. 3), whichhas puzzled the native
antiquariansfor many years, illustrates the style of the
sculpturesin both its literary and epigraphicform. It is
an asymmetrical but ornamental, alliterative, cryptic
abbreviationof a religioustext. The abbreviationis to be
distinguishedfromthe purelyconventionaltype of classic
and moderninscriptions.

67. The exaggeratedvariationin the size of the capitals
-the single capitals having a greatervertical dimension
-indicated by Taylor and Rupin (Rupin,op.cit.,Fig. 38),
is accidentalrather than systematic. It appearsin only
a few capitals. But the single columns,with a few exceptions,have a greaterdiameterthan the twin (.165 m.,
.13 m.).
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The variationis the more remarkableto us when we recall how stiff are the figures,how
mechanicaland formulatedthe representationof certain details.
THE CLOISTER CAPITALS

The arcades,which are reenforcedat the angles and in the middleof each galleryby the
piers of rectangularsection, are supportedby slendermonolithiccolonnettesof cylindrical
form, alternatelysingle and twin (Fig. i). On the east and west sides there are twenty
archedintervals,and on the others only eighteen. The pointed archesare reconstructions
of the thirteenth century, but spring from stone capitals of evident Romanesqueorigin.
These capitals are seventy-six in number,alternatelysingle and twin like the colonnettes
which sustain them. Those surmountingthe cornercolonnettesare engaged to the piers,
and are cut in half vertically (Fig. 69). At one time two minorarcadesstood in the northwest cornerof the cloisteras enclosuresof the fountainand the lavatoriumof the monks."6
They were of the same structureas the arcadesof the galleriesand had a similardecoration
of sculptured capitals. But the marble basin has disappeared,the arcades have been
dismantled,the capitals scattered; and only the springingvoussoirsof the archeswhich
touched the gallery arcades have been left as traces of the original structure. Several
colonnettes,as well as one capital and two impost blocks,are now preservedin the Belbeze
collectionin Moissac. They are of the same style as the capitals and imposts of the north
gallery.69
Each capital, whether single or twin, is composedof two parts, an inverted truncated
pyramid and a rectangular impost block. Unlike classic art, the astragal is the base
molding of the capital rather than the crown of the column. The capitals are with few
68. The existence of the lavatorium is inferred from the
traces of arches above the central pier of the north gallery
and the fifth capital from the northwest pier in the west
gallery-both arches springing towards the garden of the
cloister. Since a fountain once stood in this northwest
corner of the cloister the inference seems even better
justified. Lenoir, in his Architecture Monastique, Paris,
1856, p. 312, fig. 469, reproduced an engraving of the
marble basin of the fountain, after an "old drawing" of
which he unfortunately did not state the provenance. That
this fountain was an elaborate, perhaps richly sculptured
construction, is implied in the description by the abbot
Aymeric de Peyrac (c. 1400), "quidem lapis fontis marmoreus et lapis medius portalis [the trumeaul, inter ceteros
lapides harum precium, reputantur pulcherrima magnitudine
e, subtilli artifficiofuisse constructi, et cum magnis sumptibus
asportati et labore" (Chronicle, f. 16o vo., col. i, Rupin,
p. 66, n. 2). He attributed both works to the abbot Anqubtil
(io85-1115), who built the cloister. The fountain was
observed in the seventeenth century by a traveler, Leon
Godefroy (see note 29 above). An analogous fountain
with an arcaded enclosure of the late Romanesque period
exists in the cloister of San Zeno in Verona (A. Kingsley
Porter, Lombard Architecture, IV, pl. 234, 4).
Lagrrze-Fossat, op. cit., III, p. 265, has denied the
existence of such an enclosure in Moissac, especially since
the traces of the arches are in the same brick as the arches
of the cloister and belong to the later thirteenth century.
He states that excavation has revealed no trace of the

foundations and suggests that a lavatorium enclosure was
undertaken in the thirteenth century but never completed.
He overlooked the exceptional breadth of the lower part
of the capital of the west gallery (Annunciation to the
Shepherds and Daniel between the lions, Figs. 86, 87),
which received the spring of this lavatorium arch, and also
the existence in Moissac of a series of capitals and colonnettes of the same material and dimensions as those of the
cloister. They are now in the Belbeze estate, which is on
the very grounds of the monastery. The Belbize family
occupies the old palace of the abbots of Moissac. The
slight foundation required for such an arcade might have
been removed with the arcades themselves, especially
since the garden of the cloister was cultivated, and in the
nineteenth century served as the dumping ground of a
saltpeter establishment.
69. Rupin, op. cit., fig. 37, reproduces, after Nodier
and Taylor, a view of what has been called both the petit
and grand clotre-a galleried enclosure that occupied the
site of the Petit Seminaire of Moissac. Its pointed arches
of simple rectangular section were carried by twin tangent
colonnettes. It is difficult to judge from the old lithograph
the date of this building; it is presumably a Gothic construction. Fragments of this cloister were observed by the
archaeological congress which visited Moissac in 1865
(Rupin, op. cit., p. 2oo, Lagrize-Fossat, op. cit., III,
p. 107). They consisted of the remains of a single bay, of
which the capitals were unsculptured and the two marble
columns were engaged to a pier.

FIG.

2I-Feast of Herod; Martyrdomof John the Baptist (I)

FIG. 2 2-Daniel

Interpreting the Dream of Nebuchadnezzar(5)
Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of South Gallery
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FIG. 23-Nebuchadnezzar (5)

FIG. 24-Arrest
Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of South Gallery
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exceptionscircularin plan at the astragal,rectangularabove at the impost. The transition
from one form to the other is effected by an almost insensible flattening of the conical
surface until the block assumes the section of a pyramid. (On several capitals the lower
section is squareor hexagonal,but the astragalremainscircular.) By the salient relief of
figuresprojectingfrom the ideal geometricalsurfaceand by the structureof volutes and
consoles, the change in section becomesimperceptibleand the shape of the whole capital
eludes a simple definition.
The dimensionsof the capitals vary accordingto their single or twin character; but in
each class of capital they are practically uniform. Exceptionaldimensionsappearin the
twin capitals of the west gallery (Fig. 86) which receivedalso the arches of the destroyed
lavatorium. Their broaderbases are at once intelligible.70
In the design of the capitals it is difficult to discover an exact system of proportions,
since the initial blocks of the sculptor, probably quarried or rough hewn in uniform
dimensions, were trimmed unequally in the process of sculpture, and the original
proportionsaltered. But several larger approximaterelations may be inferredfrom the
measurementsof the entire group, despite the occasionaldeviations. On the twin capitals
the height of the drum is equal to the combineddiametersof the two astragals (.30 to .32
plus); the upper breadth of the impost on its longer side is twice the height of the drum.
This might be stated also: the lower diameterof the capital at the astragalis doubledin
the height of the capital, quadrupledin the upperbreadth of the impost. It is about equal
to the height of the impost. The proportionof the heightsof upperand lowerimpostbands
is about that of the lower and upperbreadthof a twin capital on its broadersides (.32: .50
and .0o65:.o09,or .0o6: .Io).

Of the two visible surfacesof the impost-the upper,a simple horizontalband, and the
lower,beveled-it is the secondwhichreceivesthe richerand moredeeplycarvedornament.
The upper is covered with imbrications,in very low, almost shadowless,relief, of many
patterns; or is inscribed,or stripedhorizontally,or given a decorationof flat lambrequins,
triangles, lozenges, beads, arcatures,disks, and intersecting semicircles.These separate
geometricalmotifs are repeatedin horizontalsuccession,tangent, or at regularintervals.
In only a few imposts is a schemeof two alternatingmotifsemployed,and these are usually
very simple, like lozenge and bead, disk and dart, etc.
On the lower surface of the impost, however, a most magnificentdecorationof animal
and plant forms is used. Placed between the nonliving, geometricornamentof the upper
surface and the human figures of the capital proper, it seems that, in innocence or by
design, distinctionsof vitality or importancehave been renderedby distinctionsof relief
and of architecture.I shall not stop here to analyze this decoration,which deserves a
separatediscussion.
The drum of the capital retains several classic members. Two volutes form an upper
frame of the figuredscenes on each face. Usually they do not meet at the center but are
interruptedby a triangleinscribedbetweenthem to form a zigzag. In the Miracleof Cana
a central pair of volutes copies purer classicalmodels (Figs. 56, 57). The central console
70. The combined diameters of the astragals are a little
more than .41 m., whereas on most of the twin capitals
their breadth ranges from .32 to .36. A similar proportion
appears in the Adoration of the Magi (Fig. 58) (and an

ornamental capital in the west gallery-the fourth from
the south pier), of which the breadth of the astragal on the
longer sides is .4o m.
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block is likewise an ancient survival. Here its form is elaborated.No less than twelve
differentshapesmay be counted,rangingfromsimplerectangularblocks,with one beveled
surface,to finely curved consoles,not susceptibleto an immediategeometricaldefinition.
The most elaborateand varied forms appearin the south gallery, the simplest in the east.
The astragals likewise receive different ornaments. The greater number are plain torus
moldings, but several are cabled, and many have an ornament of lozenge-nets, ovals,
imbrications,and horizontalstrings, like the upper impost band. As on the consoles,the
richest formsappearin the south gallery,whereastragaldecorationsare most common.
The surfacesof the capitals,belowthe volutes and consoles,are coveredwith humanand
animalfiguresor with foliate patterns. The latter are evident adaptationsof the forms of
the Corinthiancapital; but on a few capitals palmettes ratherthan acanthusforms are
employed, and the separate units are enclosed in scrolls in a manner unknown in the
classic capital. The animals are mainly birds or lions confronted or adossed in simple
heraldicgroups. On severalcapitalsoccurhumanfiguresbetweensuch animalsor dragons.
Stylistically, the animal and human forms on these capitals do not differ from those on
the historiatedones. Their combinationis a little simpler,but the anatomicalstructure,
the contours,the modeling, the details of the features are quite similar to those of the
narrativefigures. Even the symmetricalgrouping and the ornamentaldevices of these
capitalsrecurin some of the iconographiccompositions.
On the historiated capitals the figures are set on a curved neutral surface, in a relief,
which though very low when measuredin its absolute projection,is high in proportionto
the total size of the capitals and the figures. The scenes are spreadout on all four faces of
the capital; but we shall see that an effortwas made to achievepictorialunity by limiting
separateincidentsto a single face, and by framingthe figuresby the volutes and buildings
carvedat the angles. On severalcapitals of the east and west galleries(Figs. 45, 52, 53-57,
65, 86) inscriptionsare incised,sometimesin disorder,on the neutral surfacesbetween the
figures. In the south and north galleries this practice is less common; it is only in the
capitalsof most primitivestyle that the backgroundis thus treated. On the moreskillfully
carvedworks,the inscriptionsare placed on the impost block or are incised on the capital
itself in vertical and horizontal lines. In no capitals of the cloister are the inscriptions
more vagrant and decomposedthan in those which show the greatest simplicity in the
compositionof the figures and a striving for symmetrical, decorative groupings of the
incidents.
These inscriptionsusually name the figures represented.Sometimeseven the animals
are accompaniedby their names or initials (Fig. 86). On several capitals, not only the
names of the actors but their actual speech is reproduced. On the capital of Cain and
Abel, the Lord's question and Abel's reply are both incised on the commonbackground.
The abbreviated texts of the Beatitudes accompany the figures that personify these
sentences (Fig. 90). Occasionally,as on the capitals narratingthe miracleof St. Martin
(Fig. 83) and the fall of Nebuchadnezzar(Fig. 22), whole lines from the text illustrated
are copied on the imposts above the figures. The latter practice is a more refineddevice
than the other. In the very use of the inscriptions,as in the carvingof the figures,may be
observed variousstages of archaism. The naming of the figures on the adjacent surface
reveals the most naive pictographicintention; the placing of a text above the scene is
a more recent development.
*

*

FIG. 25-Stephen Preaching (6)

FIG.

26-David's Musicians, Ethan and Idithun (8)
Moissac,Cloister:Capitalsof SouthGallery

FIG. 27-The

Chainingof theDevil (io)

28-Golias (theDevil), Og, and Magog(io)
Moissac, Cloister:Capitalof South Gallery
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When the sculptorof Moissac wished to representthe story of Adam and Eve he did
not isolate a single incident from the Biblical text, but carved upon the same surfacethe
Temptation,the Reproachof the Lord,the Expulsion,and the Earthly Laborsof the pair.
Adam appears four times upon this one relief; we are asked to regard the figuresin a
sequencein time as well as space, and to read them as we read the text they illustrate
(Figs. 47-49).
The same primitivecontinuity of narrativeoccurson most of the figuredcapitals of the
cloister.
Since the entire surfaceof a capital could not be seen at one glance, it was admirably
fitted for the continuousmethod of narrativesculpture. It escapedby its limitationof the
field visible at the same time the inconsistency of several moments presented as
simultaneous; and in this respect resembledthe papyrusor parchmentroll of ancient art
and the columns of triumph on which successive scenes were deployed on a winding
surface.
And like the ancient sculptors, who imposed a more complex dramatic unity on the
separate incidents of the narrative sequence, the artists of Moissac practiced also those
foresborteningsof episode which reveal the most events in the fewest gestures or figures.
On the capital of the Martyrdomof John the Baptist, the martyr'shead appearson the
banquet table, while the figure of Salome at the right, with one hand raised, refers to a
previous moment of the narrative (Fig. 21). The Expulsion of Adam and Eve likewise
combinestwo incidents. On the south face the angel expelsfromParadisetwo figuresclad
in the skins of beasts. Eve at the left graspsthe branchof a tree projectingfrom the west
face, where Adam reappearswith a pruning stick. The Magi proceed from a building
labeled Jerusalemand march to the Virgin and Child who are seated before Bethlehem;
behind the first structureis enthronedHerod, orderingthe Massacreof the Innocents,
which takes place before him. This scene is framed at the right by the same tower of
Bethlehem (Figs. 58-60).
The continuous illustration of connected episodes in Moissac cannot be identified,
however,with the classic or primitiveprocess,from which it differsin a peculiarmanner.
Whereasthe continuity of representationon a column of triumphor a picture book like
the JoshuaRoll is maintainedby a formal treatmentwhich mingles the figuresand backgroundsof successiveepisodes,so that the movement proceedswithout interruptionin a
single direction, in Moissac four surfaces are demarcated on a capital and as many
incidents are usually represented."'Here the continuous method is limited by the
architecturalisolation of scenes, furtheraccentedby the decorativeunity of each surface.
Each face of a capital is often bounded by single figures or buildings, which frame the
central scene; while the centralizingof action or design by the heraldic arrangementof
elementsabout an apparentmidpoint or axis only confirmsthis discontinuity.
This distinctionfrom the classicalcontinitousillustrationappearsalsoin the variableand
indeterminatedirectionof the story. For not only are scenes renderedas static symbolic
arrangementsor architecturaldecorations,but incidents on adjacent sides of a capital
may have no apparentconnection."
71. The same figure rarely appears twice on a single
side of a capital. An exception is the Virgin in the Annunciation and Visitation (Figs. 68, 69).

72. This limitation of the continuous method in
mediaevalart was not perceivedby DagobertFrey in his
excellent Gotikund Renaissance,1930, in which he dis-
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On the same capital the Magi approachthe Virgin from the right (Fig. 58), while the
Massacre of the Innocents proceeds from Herod seated at the left (Figs. 59, 60). The
historical order of the Adam and Eve capital is right to left; of the Annunciationand
Visitation from left to right (Figs. 68, 69); and in a scene like the Martyrdomof John
(Fig. 21) the presenceof the foreshortenednarrativemakes it the more difficultto judge
if the actual beheadingat the right implieda movementfrom right to left or the reverse.73
There cannotbe a strict orderor directionin scenesplacedon the foursides of a pyramid
without indicationof an end or starting point. In the Temptationof Christ (Figs. 32, 35)
each of the four incidentsis isolated; and by no possibleinterpretationof gesturescan we
infer the textual order of the incidents. The feeding of Christ by the angels, which
terminatesthe action in the Gospels,is in fact placed here between the second and third
temptations (Fig. 35).
The incidentsare usuallyso self-containedin compositionthat only beforea few capitals,
which will be consideredlater, have we any impulse to shift our position the better to
comprehendthe meaningor structureof a group.
Even when two incidents appear upon the same face of a capital they are so designed
that a single decorative compositionemerges; the two actions diverge from a common
axis (Figs. 50, 59). This is not the successionof movements characteristicof continuous
illustration.
This peculiarity of the narrative method in Moissac is an essential characterof the
style; and hence the analysis of its elements and the distinction from other types of
continuousillustrationare instructive.
It seems to be occasioned by the architectureof the capital, which is crowned by a
rectangularmember. The impost commandsa separateattention to the figuresundereach
of its sides, and these are consequentlytreated as isolated fields of composition.
Such an explanationis incomplete,however. The rectangularityof the impostwas itself
designedby the sculptor; its clear, sharply definedsurfaces,its geometricalornamentin
low relief, indicate to us that the shape of the impost was not an anteriorconditionthat
determinedthe groupingof the figures,but was simply one element of the whole, like the
figuresthemselves,and shared with them a commonarchaiccharacter.
The pointed arches and ornament of Gothic picture frames will clarify this relation.
The irregularformswithin the pictures are not determinedby these irregularboundaries,
but both are specificallyGothiccreations. The very analogy of frameand enclosedforms
(as in the Romanesqueworks) is a commonmediaevalcharacter.
The grouping of figures under a single side of an impost is not merely meant to
define limits of action or space, but is also decorative,and approachesin the thorough
pervasivenessof its design the characterof pure ornament. The trapezoidalshape of the
surface,with the broaderside above, like a blazon, enhancesits heraldiceffect. A scene
has thus a double aspect-it is a religiousillustration,and like the secularornamentsof
other capitals it is an abstract architecturaldesign. Even the most literal and episodic
tinguishes early mediaeval space and representation as
successive and those of the Renaissance as simultaneous.
He has identified the order of the represented objects
(content) with the order of the design, although these may
be distinct.
73. Interesting for the composite rather than narrative

successive character of Romanesque illustration is the
grouping of incidents on the tympanum of Bourg-Argental
(Porter, Romanesque Sculpture of the Pilgrimage Roads,
1923, ill. 1150), where the scenes are ordered from right
to left, but the figures within these scenes move from left
to right.
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3o-Symbols of the Evangelists-the Man of Matthew (II)
Moissac, Cloister: Capital of South Gallery
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FIG.

3 I-Christ and theCenturionof Caphernaum(12)

FIG.

32-Temptation of Christ(W4)

Moissac,Cloister:Capitalsof SouthGallery
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representationshave this decorativecharacter; the common distinctionbetween illustration and decorationis inapplicablehere, exceptin so far as some capitalswith fewerfigures
have a more obvious ornamentaldesign than others.
The design has a specific quality which distinguishesit at once from Gothic and later
illustrative combinations.The movementsof figures,their positions, and accessorieshave
the simplicity and definiteness of very archaic ornament. Whereas the symmetry
of later works is a more or less general correspondenceof parts which does not
preclude a considerable variety of shapes in the details, in the cloister of Moissac
the general structure of the capital is more rigorously maintained in the elements,
and the simplicity announced in the disposition of the larger objects pervades the
entire composition. This does not mean that the figured capitals are works of pure
ornament-since the illustrative groups are often single units of diverseparts, or similar
units asymmetricallycombined,and rarely attain the formulated,conventionalregularity
of an ornamentalseries. Romanesquesculpturedillustrationis to Gothic as the ornaments
of these styles are to each other. In the Romanesque ornament every element seems
schematicand skeletalwith respectto the whole, while in the morerecent work, the formal
type, the seriesor relationof parts, is an abstractionmadeby the spectator. The whole has
a freer unconstrainedappearance,like actual flowers.
In the early Romanesqueornamentof Moissac the motifis designedas an ideal example
of the simplest and most general relations evident in the actual object represented.The
petals of a flower are strictly assimilatedto a radial structure,and the repetition of the
flower itself constitutes an ideal series of which the elements are equivalent. The more
complex details are submitted to a similar process. The curling of the petals is uniform
in reliefand may be definedgeometrically.The asymmetricalplant formsin scrollsare no
less regular. Their unequal lobes constitute an ideal helicoid movement.
In the same way the groupingof figures in iconographicthemes often reproducesthe
most general relationsof objects. Figures with the same function are often paralleland
similar in gesture. The simplicity of the shapes of the figures is maintained in their
combinations.
But this archaicconceptionof narrativeor dramaticrelationsis only one factor in the
decorativecharacterof the whole. Besides this conceptualsimplicity thereis the apparent
assimilationof the objects to the architectureof the capital and the style of ornament.
The architectureof the capital is not an external element which imposes itself on the
illustrationand determinesits form, but, as I remarkedof the impost, is itself a conception
analogous to the ornament and the figures. It has a similar archaism, and a similar
expressivecharacter.Its pronounceddiagonalshapes, its symmetry,its accentedcontrast
of surfaces,its centralizedzigzag frame and volutes, all these are correlatesof the figure
style.
The inverted trapezoidalfield of each side of the capital demandedeither distortionand
instability of cornerfiguresor ingenious evasions. The sculptor sacrificedplausibility to
simple decoration. In the capital of Adam and Eve the edicule representingthe gate of
paradise (Fig. 49) is inclined at an angle more precariousthan that of any leaning tower,
and is surely unstable.3 The figure of Eve at the other end also follows the slope of the
74. Cf. also the diagonal sides of the building in Cana

(Fig. 56). In Lazarusand Dives (Fig. 55) the cornertower
cuts the adjacentbuildingdiagonally.
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profileof the capital; and on the northface, the Lordand the tree are diagonallycomposed
(Fig. 48). This is true of most of the figuresand objects placed under the volutes of the
cloister capitals. Regardedfrom the side, these figures appear vertical and stable; but
the rest of the capital is thereby distorted. It is obvious that the sculptorusually planned
the capital as a series of four separate surfaces, and accepted the consequencesof a
trapezoidalshape(regardlessof an actuallyunformulatedconflictwith naturalappearances)
for its decorativeand expressivepossibilities.
The sculpturalfield is limited not only by the diagonal sides of the inverted trapezoid,
but by an even moreunusualupperframe. For the figuresmust be fitted underthe zigzag
formedby the volute bands and a triangleof which the apex touches the central console.
This upper frameappearson all four sides of most of the capitals. It is a survivalof the
Corinthiancapital and illustratesthe preservationof no longerrelevantparts of a parent
formeven when the artisticcharacterof the offspringis totally differentfromits ancestor's.
The centraltriangleis a flattened angularizedversionof the central leaf of the upperrow
of acanthus of a rough-hewnCorinthiancapital. In the capitals of the Three Hebrews
(Fig. 82), St. Benedict (Figs. 71, 72), St. Martin (Fig. 83), and the Crusadersbefore
Jerusalem(Fig. 81), the originalleaf appearsbetween the volute bands with its curvedtip
and axial ridge. But there is even reason to believe that this was not an unconscious
survivalor a merely traditionalroutine. For on the capitals representingAdam and Eve
and the Martyrdomof St. Lawrence(Figs. 50, 51), the central consoleis modeledin the
form of a rough-hewnacanthus leaf. And in the Wedding of Cana (Fig. 56), where the
usual triangleis absent, it is replacedby a pair of centralvolutes, as in the true Corinthian
capital. The free use of the volutes, the simplifiedcurved leaf form and its flattened
triangularderivativeas equivalentdecorationsof the same part of the capital shows that
the sculptorswere aware of their original structural relations, and that the man who
employed the triangleknew of its more plastic source. Where neither leaf, nor triangle,
nor centralvolutes appear(Annunciationto Shepherds(Fig. 86), St. Saturninus(Fig. 61),
Washing of Feet (Fig. 53), etc.) their place is always occupied by a central object-a
head, tower, or plant form-so that the symmetricaldesign of the upperframe and the
whole capital is not disturbed.
The zigzagframe is not an ordinary diagonal motif or a regularzigzag. The greater
breadthof the two outer lines, the variety of angles, the distinction of an inner triangle,
the terminationby spiralvolutes-all these constitute a symmetricalcentralizedstructure,
ratherthan the endless zigzag of pure ornament.
On the broadersurfacesof the twin capitals the central triangleof the upperframehas
an evident similarityto the junctionof the lowerparts. At this junction there is usually a
triangularconcavity. The zigzag frame provides also a transition from the sloping sides
of the capital to the diagonalprofileof the beveledband of the impost. It gives a greater
eleganceto the total form of the capital by its vertical and diagonaldirectionsand spiral
terminations.As a restlessangularform crowningfiguresin action this frameparticipates
in the expressionof the sculpturedforms and confirmsa quality of the design already
observed in the piers. Like the sloping sides of the capital it precludesa classic tectonic
structure in the composition. The "architectural"figure is diagonal, not vertical and
horizontal.
*i

*

*c

FIG.

33-Christ and the Canaanite Woman-Apostles (12)
FIG 34-The GoodSamaritan P
Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of South Gallery

FIG.

35--Christ Servedby Angels afterthe Temptation(14)

FIG. 36-The

Vision of John-Apocalyptic Rider
(i5)

Moissac,Cloister:Capitalsof SouthGallery
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Wherethe subjectprovidedonly two or three figures,or suggesteda centraltheme and
two equal accessories,the artist was frankly decorative. In the Annunciation to the
Shepherds(left of Fig. 87), the two goats confrontingthe centralplant hardly seem part
of a narrative theme, and are indistinguishablein design from the purely ornamental
animal capitals. It is true that this face of the capital has been inscribed to suggest a
relationto the story; but even the inscriptionis an ornament,andis arrangedsymmetrically.
The word "cabras"is incisedbehindeach goat, and on the right side is written backwards,
with the letters reversed, A5ItA3. This is not illiteracy, as has been suggested,but the
resultof an artisticintention.'7 On the centralconsoleblock anotherinscription(SISVAfor SILVA) designatesa palm between the goats as a forest. On the adjoiningface of the
same capital, a similarheraldicdesign representsDaniel between the lions (Fig. 87). Here
too, the rampant animals are adossed, heads turned to each other, next to the central
seated prophetwith symmetricallyorant hands. The inscriptionsare likewisedistributed
in parallelornamentalschemes. As in textile patterns, the interspacesbetween the figures
are filled, though here with letters.7'
Even in capitals without such animals the artist has contrived human figures as
schematicallygroupedas the animals in ornamentalcombinations.In a capital like the
Adoration of the Cross a symmetrical arrangement was inevitable; two angels stand
besidea centralcross. But on the east and west faces of the same capital an isolated figure
of an angel has been more arbitrarilybent to a decorativepattern from which results an
angelic radiance (Fig. 85). He stands with outstretched arms in the center of the field
between the great wings of the adjoiningangels of the other sides of the capital. His own
wings are spreadout in diagonallines repeatingthe volutes of the frame; his mantle forms
a semicirclein contrast to these straight lines, and repeats the curves of the wings of the
adjoining angels. The legs of these figures constitute a powerful diagonal frame below,
while minor curves of draperyon the central figurerepeat and diffuse these tangent arcs
throughouthis body.
This axial mass is not a rigid center of the theme, but is itself twisted and turned to
produce within the heart of the design an energetic asymmetry, which includes the
circularmovementsof the largerouter forms. The head is turned to the right, the feet to
the left; the diagonalof the torso is opposedto that of the left leg, so that a zigzagresults
75. In the Washingof Feet (Fig. 52) the nameof Peter
is incisedin his nimbusfromright to left. It is the symmetrical counterpartof the name of Christ who kneels
beforehim at the left. The reversalof directionproduces
a pairing of names analogousto the groupingof the two
figures.I mentionhere, as of possiblesignificanceto those
who might seek an iconographicinterpretationof this reversal,the existenceof a retrogradeinscriptionto St. Peter
in the lapidarymuseumof B6ziers in Languedoc(J. D.,
L'HistoiredeB ziersracontlepar ses pierres-Cataloguedu
Muse Lapidaire,Beziers,Barthe, 1912,pl. XXIV, fig. i).
See also note 82 below. The inscriptionof Nero in the
martyrdom of Paul (Fig. 45) is also reversed; it correspondsto the scepteron the left side.
76. The decompositionof words in the most archaic
capitals of the cloister correspondsto the unnaturalistic
decorative distortion or realignment of the separate
abstractedelementsof an object. The wordas an incised

compositeobject, of which the elements could be freely
rearrangedto make new words, had, perhaps, no substantial rigidity to an archaic artist; its elements, the
letters, stood in no necessaryrelation to the whole, and
could be arrangedfreely, except where a specific combination(the monogramof Christ)had a specialsymbolic
value.
Another archaismin the inscriptionsof the cloister is
the reversalof N and S even in normal inscriptions-a
practicecommonin the writingof childrenand the newly
literate. It is also characteristicof the archaic indeterminacyof the formof S and N, whichhave two diagonal
axes--one explicit, the other implied-that in the reversed
inscription,mentionedabove,the finalS has beendetached
fromthe wordand writtenin its normaldirectionbetween
the two goats, and that in the reversedinscriptionof Nero
(Fig. 45) only the N remainsnormal.
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from the movementsof the limbs, which is accentedby the jeweledband acrossthe breast
and the diagonal edge of the tunic across the legs. An additionalcontrast is produced
in whichwe
by the asymmetricalnimbus. The whole figureis cast in a stiff contrapposto,
can detect, however, a symmetricalorganizationfrom top to bottom in the contrasted
directionsof the head and feet, the torso and legs.
In the east gallery, on the capital of the Martyrdomof Peter and Paul, an angel carries
the nude souls of the two saints in his arms(Fig. 46). He stands in the very middleof the
field,his head and halo on the centralconsole,his wings outstretchedto forma background
of the reliefand a frame. The little figuresare identicalin gestureand position; their arms
divergein loops from the angel'sbreast as his wings spreadout frombehind his head. The
legs of the martyrs emerge from a widening pit, wedged in the narrowbase of the field
between the sides of the triangularframe.
The soulsof the three Spanishmartyrs(Fig. 67) are similarlygrouped.They areenclosed,
standing and orant, in one mandorla,between two angels. The Hand of God appearson
the consoleon the upperpoint of the jeweled glory.77
Such a centralizeddesign occurs also in the Martyrdomof St. Saturninus(Fig. 63). In
the scenesfrom the life of St. Martin the figureof Christbears the dividedmantle between
two angels. In these works the symmetry is not merely a device of simple composition;
it penetratesthe smallerelementsof design,and controlsgestures,contours,and accessories
to such a degreethat the wholemay be analyzedwith ease.
In the hagiographicscenes, especially, the formalizingof gesture, composition,and the
small details of drapery,so that the whole appearsas somethingprearranged,permanent,
and hierarchal,has an air of liturgicalseriousness. Here the guaranteeof orderimpliedin
symmetryis of religiousas well as artistic significance.
This centralizeddesign is also apparent in the architecturalrepresentations.Where a
buildingoccupiesthe face of a capital it is placed in the middle and flankedby towers or
other equal structures. Sometimesthe buildingis a narrowtowerin the very middleof the
field, separatingtwo groups of figures,that are usually disposedparallelto each other in
gestureor movement (Figs. 50, 59).
In the examplesof symmetricalcompositioncited above, the subjectis essentiallystatic
and implies no dominant movement across the surface of the capital. There are other
capitals in which episodesratherthan symbolsor hieraticgroupshave been submittedto a
similar conception. In the representationof the wise man (possiblyDaniel) interpreting
the dream of Nebuchadnezzar(Fig. 22), the central position of the king is not merely
official; it is an iconographiccorrelate of a design in which the symmetry has been
maintained by numerous accessories. The three figures are framed by three arches; the
axis is confirmed in the arched contour of the console; and the king sits with legs crossed
symmetrically in the very middle of the field.
On the capital of the Martyrdom of Stephen, the saint preaching to the Jews is placed
in the center of the surface on a seat with diagonal legs, which repeat the triangle above
his halo (Fig. 25). The trefoil edge of the console is a further means of centralizing the
action. Two figures who menace the saint stand at his sides with arms raised in similar
diagonal gestures. Likewise, in the adjoining scene of Stephen led by his accusers, he
77. Note the lotus-like plant on which the saints and
an gels repose-a remarkable parallel to Chinese Buddhist

sculptures which also present such groupings of figures on
a mandorla-shaped surface.

FIG. 37-The

Vision of John (I5)
FIG. 38-The Vision of John-t
Moissac, Cloister: Capital of South Gallery

FIG. 39-Transfiguration of Christ (i6)

FIG. 40o--Descent from the Mountain (i6)
Moissac, Cloister: Capital of South Gallery
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stands in the center of the field (Fig. 24); if he faces the right, the symmetryof the whole
is maintained by the flanking figures, who are slightly differentiatedto balance the
inequality producedby the directionof Stephen'smovement. How intently the sculptor
was preoccupiedwith closed compositionsof clear and finely sustainedsymmetrywe may
see in the arbitraryextensionof Stephen'smantle,flying to the left, and forminga diagonal
mass and a movementwhich correspondto the extendedarm on the other side.
In the Massacreof the Innocents (Fig. 6o) two mothers with infants in their arms are
placedin the middleof the field and are so designedwith theirchildrenthat they constitute
a perfectlysymmetricalgroup. This conceptionis all the more significantfor the primacy
of a decorativeend in representationbecause the symmetryis maintainedat the sides of
this groupby two soldierswho belong to differentmoments of the action. The soldierat
the left faces Herod, who is seated on the western surfaceof the capital, and commands
him to massacrethe children. The soldierat the right faces the easternside of the capital
on which are superposedthe murderedchildren and their detachedlimbs. Elements of
three actions are combinedinto a single centralizedstatic pattern.
The crusadersbefore Jerusalem (Fig. 81) are not representedin procession,but are
groupedin twos in symmetricaladaptation to the field. Each bears a great spear or axe
in his extendedarm,parallelto the diagonaledge of the capital.
In the scene of the Callingof the Apostles, Christstands between the waves with arms
extended symmetrically; his arms and shouldersparallel the zigzag frame of the capital,
while groups of fishes, arbitrarilyintroducedbeside him, form a lower diagonal frame
(Fig. 77). In the adjoiningscenes of the fishermenalmost every detail has been subjected
to a preconceivedsymmetry(Figs. 75, 76). The waves despite their continuityare made to
diverge from the center of the capital like two undulatingwings; the net is suspended
from the very mid-pointof the boat; and two volutes springfrom within the boat to meet
directly beneath the central console. The symmetryis beautifully sustained by the clear
and uniform succession of relief surfaces. I feel that the trefoil section of the console
(Fig. 75) was thoughtfully designed so that the entire scene might culminate in a
symmetricalobject with a salient central mass between analogous forms in lower relief.
Its convexity provides a necessary contrast to the concave center of the lower portion
of the field.
The subordinationof narrative to architectural design is apparent in a remarkable
detail of the Adorationof the Magi (Fig. 58). Two great petaled flowersare carved on
the volute bands near the spiral terminations.They are symmetricallyplaced, and seem a
purely ornamentaladdition to the theme. But an inscriptionnext to each flowertells us
that they are stars; they are labeled OR to designatethe easternstar followedby the wise
men. The repetitionof the star can only illustrate its double appearanceto the men, and
its movementbeforethem as they marchedto Bethlehem. ("And, lo, the star which they
saw in the east, went beforethem, till it came and stood over where the young child was."
Matthew, ii, 9.) The textual recurrencein time has been convertedinto a static ornament,
and even the star itself has become a flower.

But not all the capitals are as obviouslycomposed. There are some which are regularin
grouping,but a single prominentcentraltheme is avoided. The Miracleof Cana (Fig. 57)
is in this respectmost remarkableand subtle. In the very middleof the fieldis the hand of
Christ, hardly apparent,bearing a short horizontalmagic stick; under it, the three jars
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of water, symmetrically grouped, and above it, an open symmetrical book held out by the
apostle to the left. Above the book are two immense central tangent volutes in high relief,
like the corresponding jars below and the heads of the figures. The volutes are crowned by
five tongue-like processes, arranged to parallel the three jars and the two adjoining figures.
The diagonal bands of the central volutes form the sides of an equilateral triangle of which
the base is the horizontal molding behind the jars. Together they invert the shape of the
whole capital and frame the miraculous symbolic center theme. The edges of the mantles
of Christ and the opposite apostle prolong the volute diagonal to the bottom of the capital;
while, above, the haloes and the outer volute spirals carry the central volute motif
across the upper part of the capital.78 Further observation of this mutilated relief will
reveal more correspondences of line, spacing, and mass that confirm our initial impression
of the orderliness of its structure and its perfection of simple rhythmical form.
In the wedding scene on the same capital (Fig. 56) the figures are aligned in obvious
succession, but monotony is avoided by a division into two groups, separated only at the
upper and lower frame by pairs of central volutes, and by the variation of parts like the
hands, the feet, and the dishes. A fine touch is the extension of the table before only five
figures; the sixth stands at the right, and is the only diner whose entire figure is visible.
And an additional asymmetry is created by the intrusion of the bride's tunic among the
equal feet, ranged under the table like so many architectural supports.
Although the table seems to extend across the whole capital its center is not on the axis,
but to the left, under the third figure (from the left), who encroaches more upon the table
than any of the accompanying diners. If the symmetry of the whole is modified by this
isolation of five figures within the large series, these five, in turn, are symmetrically
arranged about the third figure. For the four diners at the ends of the table are disposed in
equal groups of two by their common gestures and occupation with the food, and by the
parallel incised folds of the tablecloth. The position of the bread on the table, in the
middle of the capital rather than of the table, and the grouping of the feet below (as well
as of the heads and volutes) assure the dominance of the main symmetry of six figures
rather than of the five. But the symmetry of the latter is an effective disguise which gives
a movement and variety to a simple, regular series without disturbing either its symmetry
or its effect of casual and unpremeditated placing. It is interesting to observe how unique
is each figure, how different the amplitude of the separate masses, and the overlapping of
bodies, arms, and hands.
In the Adoration of the Magi the sculptor's problem was to relate an enthroned Virgin
and Child to three Magi in procession (Fig. 58). Although he adopted the Hellenistic
iconography which placed the sacred group at one end, he preserved the monumental
frontality of ancient Eastern prototypes in setting the Virgin and Christ under the left
volute unattentive to the three kings.
The composition is so simple and unpretentious that its solution of the problem will
appear only upon inquiry. The sculptor has managed to wrest a symmetrical scheme from
an apparently unsusceptible subject, by dividing the four units (the Virgin and Christ are
one) into two groups, each set in one of the halves of the twin capital. He has made the
78. The insertion of a head between the two apostles

at the left balances the accent on the figures of Christ and
the Virgin at the right.

FIG. 41-Peter beforeHerod (17)

FIG. 42-Liberation of Peter (i7)

Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of South Gallery

FIG. 43--Baptism of Christ(i8)

FIG. 44-Samson and the Lion (i9)

Moissac, Cloister:Capitalsat Cornerof Southand East Galleries
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first Magus, who adjoins the Virgin, smaller than his fellows. The two stars, already
mentioned,are placedsymmetricallyon the volute bands above the figures. Lest the sharp
line between the two halves of the capital be too striking a division,it is crossedby the
salientmantle end of the secondMagus. The garmentsof all three are thus blownforward,
forming jutting triangles. With the raised arms of the Magi, carrying gifts, and the
advancing legs, this mantle edge participates in a strong vertical zigzag movement,
parallel in the three figuresand opposedto their horizontalprocession.By this means the
predominantly vertical and triangular character of the Virgin theme is brought into
relation with the horizontalorderof the other three units. The flying draperyabove her
head is in this respectalso significant.
Groupingsof an asymmetricalor uncentralizedcharacterare not uncommonin the
cloister. Although the presence of unlike objects in the story-man and beast, figures
standing, seated, and recumbent,or charactersin subordinaterelation--does not conflict
with and even suggests an ornamentalgroupingin some works (Daniel, Shepherdsand
Goats, Crucifixionof Peter, etc.) the subject could not be bent to such a scheme,or would
not be treated in this manner,by an artist of more complexstyle. This is especiallytrue
of the work of the sculptor of the south gallery (Figs 26-42). In his capitals the more
complicatedasymmetricalconceptionssometimesinclude a generalratherthan pervasive
symmetry. Even in the more archaic capitals, beside the striving for symmetry and simple
alignment, less schematic structures are produced. But they are usually more compact,
mrassive, and enclosed than those of the southern capitals and involve the use of simpler
elements and rhythms. We have seen in the Miracle of Cana how the sculptor has modified
the general symmetrical design in varying the equality of parts and the smaller details

of drapery,gesture,and accessories.
On the capital of the Anointing of David (Fig. 89) the gestures of the figures, the horn of
Samuel, and the mantle of David have been disposed to form regular curves, with a clear
rhythmical alternation of concave and convex lines, as in arabesque patterns. The turn of
the horn has an obvious relation to the arbitrarily extended and curved mantle of David.
That this arrangement was deliberate seems to be indicated by an unusual asymmetry in

the framing volute bands; the central triangle,above David's head, is irregular,in order
to unite the curve of the hornwith the left volute. The contoursof the figuresare so simple
that the ideal geometrical structure of the relief is identical with the forms of the figures,
just as in foliate ornament.
On this capital the curvilinear abstraction of the theme, which has also an illustrative
value, since it produces an intense and active union of the two figures, corresponding to the
episode, is concentrated in the center of the field. A related design is sometimes applied in a
more diffused manner across an entire area. We see this in the figure of the apocalyptic
dragon in the south gallery, in the scenes from the lives of Benedict and Martin in the north.
In the latter, the group of Martin and the horse is evidently a preponderant mass (Fig. 83);
the beggar is in posture and form so unlike the saint and the horse that the unity of the
relief appears all the more remarkable. The sculptor has connected the two figures by a
series of curves extending across the upper half of the field--curves formed by the great
wing of an angel, brought over from an adjoining face, by the raised arms of Martin and
the beggar, and by the concentric loops of the garment held between them. Related curves
are abstracted from the beggar's ribs and skirt and from the body of the horse.
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Even on the ordinarilyasymmetricalthemeof the Sacrificeof Isaac (Fig. 84) the sculptor
has centralizedthe figureof the boy. If the wholeis not strictly symmetrical,it is organized
with respect to a symmetricalzigzag and diagonalframe. But unlike the Anointmentof
David the wholehas an angularcharacterand numeroussharpoppositions,whichtransmit
the quality of the episode itself. An angel behind Isaac correspondsto the figure of
Abraham; the contoursof his zigzagwings resemblethe volute bands, the centraltriangle,
and the gesturesand knife of the patriarch. Isaac sits on a triangularheap of stones, and
his own body is a structureof diagonallines.
On the capital of the Deliveranceof Peter (Fig. 42) threemen with greatpointed shields
stand under the polylobed Moorish archway that symbolizesthe prison. The symmetry
is hereinevitable; but the angeland Peter on the adjoiningface lend themselvesless readily
to such simplerepetition. WhereasPeter is chainedand bent, the angel soars down from
the clouds under the volute, almost horizontallyextended. In the beautiful design of his
outspreadwings,the halo, and the movementof head and arms,he forms a linear sequence
opposing,diffusing,and repeatingthe contoursof Peter below. The curvesof both figures
are contrastedwith similarstraight diagonalsof towers and walls and the volutes of the
capital itself. The relief of the figuresand the buildings also participatesactively in the
design. Nowhereelse in the cloisteris the surfaceof a capital so completelycoveredby as
variedlines and planes,or the play of formsso concentratedand rich. The buildingof the
adjacentside of the capital encroachesupon this side. Its corneris not under the volute
but so far within the scene of Peter and the angel that it connects the former'sfoot with
the angel'ssleeve, and marksthe meeting of two plane surfacesthat breakup the ordinary
neutralityof the background,and contrastwith the roundedformsof the two figures.
In the Appearanceof the Angel to John, also in the south gallery (Fig. 37), we have a
similarrhythmicalgroupingof two asymmetricallysuperposedfigures. John is reclining
on an unsupportedbed suspendedon the wall; the angel, emergingas before from under
the volute, graspshis arms. The rear wing of the angel is carriedacross the capital to the
other volute. If we examine the upper contour of this figure we will see that it is
a continuousline of disguisedsymmetricalcharacter.For its highest point is the angel's
head beneath the console, from each side of which extend wing forms of subtly varied
contourprolongedto the volute spirals. Likewise,below, the armsof the angel are nicely
duplicatedby the pleated folds of his hanging mantle on the right; and the opposedleft
arm of John finds its symmetricalcounterpartin a diagonalmolding along the outer edge
of the same mantle. In this scene the apparent network of intricate, freely rhythmical
shapes includes a larger, though not instantly apparent, symmetrical structure. The
grouping of the heads and arms of the two figures, if regarded with respect to a diagonal axis,
will reveal itself as a simple scheme of two equal opposed heads separated by a triangle of
which the base is formed by their united outer arms, and the sides by the opposed inner
ones. As a completing touch (which helps establish the symmetry of the whole scene) this
triangle is crowned by another of which the apex is the left volute, and of which the sides
are the angel's wing and the diagonal wall of John's chamber (only barely visible in the
photograph). The sculptor has won a symmetrical disposition from the whole group by
the extension of the angel's wings, the centralizing of his head, the incision in low relief of
two side walls rising to the volutes, and by the prolongation of John's coverlet to form a
simple base. Where the story contradicted this regularity of design, as in the opposition
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of the two figures, he has furtherconverted these unsubordinateelements into another
symmetricalgroup, but with respect to a diagonalaxis definedby the inclinationof their
heads and the left volute band. To unite these three systems of horizontal,vertical, and
diagonal axes he has multiplied certain folds, and extended wings so that a harmonious
interpenetrationresults. Thus the volute bands are prolongedin the distorted right arm
of the angel and the falling mantle-edge, while in the space between, trapezoids and
triangles are inscribedto duplicate the structureof the capital and to link objects more
intensely than is possibleby gesture alone."
In the east gallery, on a capital of which some figuresare alignedin simple repetitionthe Washingof the Feet-the figuresof differentpose have a beautifulplay of line and of
the massesof body and limbs (Figs. 52, 53). The first impressionof the utter awkwardness
and lack of skill of this sculptor, created by the squatness of the apostles, their thick
folds and homelybodies,yields to a perceptionof the nicety of his feeling for linearrhythm
and massing. As in the Vision of John, the work of a far more skillful sculptor, the
diagonals of joined arms of Christ and Peter intervene between the heads, and the
contoursof the bodiesbring apparentlycasualmovementsinto intimate plastic relation.
It would take too long to inquireinto the structureof each scene in the cloister. Those
analyzed above have been merely summarizedrather than thoroughlyread. And no two
capitals are identical in design. The symmetry is of variable shapes and combinations,
while within the skeleton of axial structure are developed less simple but as rhythmical
articulations.
I have consideredso far mainly those scenes which form closed compositions correspondingto a single trapezoidalsurfaceof a capital. In several sculpturesthe scenes are
not isolatedby means of figuresor objectsplaced at the sides of the field, and the action is
expandedacrosstwo or threefacesof the capital. But even in suchworksthe singlesurfaces
retain their compositionalunity; the figures are so contrived that if each face of the
capitalwereisolated and the figurescut off at the ideal frameof the trapezoid,the resulting
designwould be balancedand complete,despite the incompletenessof illustration.s0
In the Martyrdomof Lawrencethe angels who cense and fan the body of the saint,
lying on the centralgrill (Fig. 51), extend in symmetricalcorrespondenceacrossthe upper
part of the capital. Their wings have an analogouscorrespondenceand help frame the
scene; but the bodies of the angels actually emerge from the volutes of the adjoining
faces. In the same way the symmetricalbellows beside the grill are held by executioners
on adjacent sides of the capital.
On the capital of the Three-Hebrews in the Fiery Furnace (Fig. 82) the action,
extending around the entire capital, forms separate structures as symmetrical and
decorativeas the most rigorouslydesignedanimal ornaments. The Hebrewsstand in the
cornersunder the volutes, with arms outstretched-one arm on each side of the capital.
The center of the field is occupied by flames-symmetrical wavy processes, like
gigantic vegetation. The orant arms of the Hebrews parallel the waves and complete
79. The ornament of the impost also participates in
this conception, although so remote from it in content.
Despite its involvement and interlaced birds, the ornament of the lower band is symmetrically divided. The
birds diverge from a central mascaron of which they grasp

the divergent horns as the angel grasps the hands of John.
8o. There is an especially subtle example in the Martyrdom of Saturninus (Figs. 61, 62). Here the design of
adjacent faces is related by common diagonal directions.
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the ornament of flames. But these arms, considered from the corner of the capital, form a
symmetrical enclosure of the figure and a zigzag movement in contrast to the volutes.
Even the costumes of the figures reflect this conception in the zigzag ends of the tunics, a
reminiscence of Oriental costume traditional in this scene. When we regard the figures in
relation to the frame we understand why the Hebrews were not placed in the center of the
field under the consoles.
In these two works the unenclosed narrative was easily submitted to symmetrical designs
But in some subjects the action has a more dominant single direction which could not be
bent to so formalized an arrangement. On a capital of the south gallery, devoted to the
apocalyptic Chaining of the Dragon (Fig. 27), the monster is led by an angel who emerge,
from under the volute of one side and extends across the adjacent surface of the capital.
up to a building which occupies its remote extremity. That the single surfaces were considered as compositional units, despite the obvious direction and continuity of the scene,
is apparent from the position of the dragon, which occupies almost the entirety of one field,
and from the extension of the garment and wings of the angel to complete the design of a
field in which he himself does not participate. By this extension the episodic unity is
itself furthered, 'in so far as the angel, who is turned away from the dragon, is thereby
connected with him. It is possible that the illustrative significance affected the design, for
the dragon is placed asymmetrically in the field to admit this extension of wings and
clothing, and his tail is coiled upward to form a mass corresponding to these parts of the
angel and a movement parallel to them. Despite the asymmetry of the beast he is placed
so that a prominent plastic bulk occupies the center of the field; in the correspondencesof
the angel and the monster's tail there is visible a symmetrical design. Even within the
latter's body an analogous correspondence has been contrived in the assimilation of his
large head and the lower wing.
The conception of the surfaces of the capital as isolated fields with enclosed designs
seems to be contradicted by such expanded episodic themes as the Good Samaritan
(Fig. 34) and the Transfiguration (Figs. 39, 40). In the latter the iconography differs from
the traditional type in that the three apostles are grouped on one side of Christ, the two
prophets on the other. The Descent from the Mountain is also represented (Fig. 40).
In the first scene the three apostles, who are placed on two sides of the capital, move in
one direction. By dividing them in this manner, so that two are on the south face and the
third on the east, next to Christ, the sculptor was able to enclose each face more easily
and yet retain the effect of an episodic composition moving in a specific direction. On
the south face, a palm tree placed under the volute, arrests the forward movement of the
two apostles; while a third figure at the other end of the same face, belonging to another
scene (the Descent from the Mountain) and moving in the opposite direction, balances
the first group. We see on this face the elements of two episodes united without intelligible
relation, yet perfectly co6rdinated as relief compositions. This indicates to us that the
archaic clarity might pertain less to meanings than to forms.
If the figure of Christ in the Transfiguration is not isolated between the two prophets,
as in the imposing conventional iconography, He retains, nevertheless, a central position
between one apostle and one prophet. The second prophet, under the volute, is balanced
by the palm tree already described. Christ faces the right, like the apostle beside Him;
but this strong direction in the scene is overcome by the opposite movement of the prophets
and the vigorous diagonal extension of the arm of the first prophet.
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Even in the Descent from the Mountain (Fig. 40), in which four figures proceed in the
same direction, the sculptor has cast the whole group into an axial pattern of balanced
directions. An apostle has been placed in the exact center of the field under the console;
he is flanked on one side by Christ and a building (the tabernacles of Peter), on the other
by two apostles. If they all walk towards the left, the upper body of Christ is turned back
to regard the apostles, and two figures make gestures of the hand opposed to the direction
of their march.
It is in the same spirit that this very sculptor, in the beautiful figure of the Apocalyptic
rider (Fig. 36), has opposed the movement of the lion by the flying mantle of the angel and
the extended wing behind him to form a completely closed composition.
It is apparent, nevertheless, that in capitals of the south gallery and in a few of the
north the composition of single faces is not so deliberately enclosed as on the other capitals,
and that the horizontal direction of episodes is more prominent even if finally submitted
to a balanced scheme. The corner figures or objects sometimes participate in two actions
on these capitals. In the Healing of the Centurion's Servant, Christ stands under the
volute, His body turned toward the figures on one side of the capital, His head toward the
centurion on the other (Fig.
3I).
This obvious continuity of action is not, as one might suppose, a more primitive stage
of representation, a sort of pictographic procession of elements. On the contrary, the
rendering of action in these capitals is more subtle and complicated than in the rigorously
enclosed static groups. In the latter, the figures usually maintain a single direction in their
gestures and bodily movement. When such figures confront each other, they are often
completely determined by this relation, whereas in the south gallery a figure points in one
direction and looks in another.8s In conversation he may indicate the subject or reference
by an equivocal posture which symbolizes his attention to two objects. The Centurion
imploring Christ points at the same time to his servant who lies in bed behind him
(Fig. 31); and Christ, as I have already observed, has an analogous complexity of gesture.
The whole body is animated by a contrast of movements which in its repeated and uniform
application recalls the mannered contrappostoof the sixteenth century, as well as the later
Romanesque style of Southern France.
That the narrative composition described above is a more complex type than the first,
and yet distinct from the simple episodic continuity of the most primitive arts, is confirmed
by the pronounced tendency toward asymmetrical composition in the capitals of the
south gallery. The symmetrical elements of such scenes as the Angel appearing to John
(Fig. 37) are hardly so explicit as in the capitals of martyrdom. Even in themes inherently
accessible to symmetrical design the sculptor has willfully diverted certain elements to
create a more active and intricate balance than was ordinarily attained in the cloister.
On the capital of the Four Symbols of the Evangelists (Fig. 30) the human figure lends
himself readily to a central position under the console block. The head is inscribed in the
usual triangle between the volutes, and the disproportionately great wings are extended
to fill the surface. The opened book in his hands is placed on the very center of his torso,
marking the axis of the body. But the garment of the lower body is blown by the wind and
81.

Note, however, the contrast of gesture and head

in the figures before the king in the capital of the martyrdom of St. Saturninus (Fig. 61) in the east gallery.
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extendsunequallyacrosshis legs, so that the right contourhas a markedtriangularsalience,
while the left is an unbrokenline. This disturbanceof the equality of two parts similarin
functionand shape in a schemeotherwiserigidly symmetricalhas an obvious motivation.
On anotherside of the same capital (Fig. 29) the eagle is carved in profilerather than in
the heraldicfrontalitywe might expect. This is one of the finest conceptionsin Romanesque
art; it is at the same time monumentallygrandand delicate. The nimbedhead set under
the console is turned away from the direction of the body, between great wings of
undulatingcontourthat carry the curve of head and neck acrossthe capital to the spiral
volutes. The body forms a gracefulreversedS, coveredby fine imbricationsin very low
relief. The feathersof wings and body are renderedby differentscale, tongue, curved-dart,
and bandedpatterns. The right leg has been mutilated, but it is clearfrom the fragments
that the powerfulmass of the tail at the left was balanced by the two unequal legs. To
this relief the impost ornamentis especiallyadapted. The upperband of palmettesin low
relief (the only palmette-ornamentedupperimpost band in the cloister)is carvedlike the
ornamentalwings and other feathery surfaces of the eagle, while the lower group of
symmetricallyadossedlions with knotted tails above the eagle'shead has a plastic energy
and movementcompletelyin accordwith the symbolicbird. They parallelbeautifully the
outstretchedwings.
Of all the sculptorsof the cloisterthe master of the south gallery capitals (Figs. 26-42)
was the boldestin his groupingsand undertookthe most difficultproblems. He, morethan
any of the others, sought asymmetryeven where the subject provideda simplerarrangement, and took the greatest delight in elaboratingthe draperiesof a figure to enrich its
surface,its contours, and movement."8In the scene of Peter before Herod (Fig. 41) the
latter is so majestically enthroned,and so complexlyarticulatedthat in the composition
he occupieshalf the field, and two standingfiguresare requiredto balancehis largermass.
The extendedarmsand legs forma strongscaffolding,in which the flying folds at the ankle
play a great part. The arc of the rich, beaded rosette medallionwhich serves as a throne
repeats the arch behind his head-a fragment of architecture that symbolizes a whole
interior-and is furtherechoed in the centralfestooningbetween the volute bands and the
nimbusof Peter. The design is of several relief surfaces,for behind the high relief of the
body are the less salient flat surfacesof these accessoriesand of draperies,like the hanging
mantle with radiatingfolds under Herod's left arm.
The archaiccharacteristicsof the design isolated in this descriptioncannot be said to
arise from the necessity of reproducingcomplicatednatural forms with an inadequate
techniqueor a limited knowledgeof the forms. For the purely ornamentalcapitals show
similarconceptionseven in conventionaldetails not borroweddirectly from nature. The
foliate capitalsof Corinthiantype are subdividedinto blocksof salient leaves; but on each
82.
When this master of the south gallery reversed an
inscription in the capital of David and the Musicians, it
was not designed to produce the simple decorative symmetry of the archaic capitals of the cloister, but a more
intricate opposition. For words in the normal direction are
placed directly underneath the reversed names. Thus in
the inscription ASAPH CVm LIRA, the first two words
are incised from right to left, the third from left to right
immediately below. In the inscription EMAN CVM

ROTA, EMan is reversed and the following words written
below in the normal order. Is the reversal in this instance
possibly influenced by the wish to imitate the direction of
Hebrew letters? It is unlikely, even though the iconography of this capital is based on the preface to the psalter.
In a Latin manuscript of the same period, a miniaturist of
Moissac reproduced a Hebrew inscription on the scroll of
Jeremiah (Bibl. Nat. latin 1822).

FIG. 53-The

Washing of Feet-Apostles (25)

FIG. 54-Lazarus and Dives (27)

Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of East Gallery

FIG. 55-Lazarus in Abraham's Bosom (27)

FIG. 56-Marriage at Cana (30)
Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of East Gallery
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of these blocksare cut separateleaves in detachmentfrom each other,and without organic
correspondenceto the main salient mass. What in the classicprototypewas a large curled
leaf is in Moissac an assembly of several leaves each distinguishedfrom its neighbor. In
the classic capital the adjoiningleaves overlappedso that the whole wrappingof foliage
was luxuriantand free; but in Moissac the masses are isolated, their forms distinct, and
the ornamentalgeometricalstructure more obvious. The single lobes of a leaf have the
same relationto the leaf that the latter has to the salient mass, and this mass to the whole
capital. The ornament is not free, sporadic, natural, but rigorously organizedwith an
apparent structurethat dominates every turn and interval.83Nowhere in Moissac is the
Roman Corinthiancapital reproducedas faithfully as in Burgundyand Provence.
The decorative characterof the figured compositionshas been overlookedby French
scholarswho have concededit in plant and animal capitals,whereit is obvious. There the
absenceof iconographicsignificance,the traditionalemploymentof such motifsas ornament
and the unmistakeablesimplicity of their orderlyschemesprovokedan instant recognition
of the underlyingdecorativeconception. But the similar,though more complex,designof
the figureshas not been understoodbecausethe unrealityof the groupingsand the constant
distortionare opposedto the methodsof morerealisticarts, and are judgedas the products
of inexperienceand naivete. Yet the rarefiguresmingledwith some of the animals,and the
few animalgroupson the historiatedcapitalsshouldalonehave pointed to the fundamental
unity of both narrative and decorative art. Monsieur Deschamps, who has studied the
cloisterin situ neverthelesswrites: "c'estseulementauxfrises stylisees,aux motifspurement
decoratifsdontla compositionse rdpBteet demandemoinsd'invention,quenos sculpteursont
su donnerune rdellebeaut6.Mais quandil s'agit de composer,de grouperune scene autour
de la corbeilled'un chapiteau,commealors on voit leur in6xperiencel"1'
In the constant co6rdinationof gestures,movement,and contourswith the volute bands
of the capital and the triangle carved at their junction under the center console we see
again how the abstract design is a primaryconsideration.For these are elements foreign
to reality, survivalsof the Corinthiancapital whichhas been clearedof its foliageto make
place for narrative figures; it is significantfor the style of the capitals that this upper
frameis a zigzag,symmetricalstructure. In morerealisticRomanesqueand Gothicworks,
in whichgeometricaldesign is less rigorouslypursued,the figuresare not co6rdinatedwith
such accessories(but are often embracedby a far more irregularframe). On the figured
capitalsof the porchof Moissacthereare no volutes,consoles,or triangularcentral borders.
Having observedthe abstractcharacterof the designof these capitals,in whichall figures
and accessoriesare contrived in simple rhythmical forms, sometimes approachingthe
schematic patterning of pure ornament, we are not surprisedthat the backgroundsare
neutral,and that the sacredstoriesare narratedin termsof actorsin no particularspace or
environment,like primitive pictographicwriting. Locality is indicated only when it is an
essential element of the legend, traditionallycited, or an accessory that gives meaning to
83. In the density of the whole,in the multiplicationof
small contrastingelementsand the movementof diagonal
lines and surfaces,this foliate capital illustrates also the
specificRomanesquecharacteranalyzedin the pier reliefs;
it is evidentin the historiatedcapitals,if only in the con-

ception of the inverted pyramidalfieldof the capitalas a
surfacefor narrativeillustration,and in the accentingof
diagonalforms.
84. BulletinArchdologique,
Paris, 1923, p. 247.
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figures otherwise undistinguished. The gate of Paradise is thus introduced (Fig. 49), the
city of Bethlehem set between the Adoration of the Magi and the Massacre of the
Innocents, and Jerusalem represented in the scene of the Crusaders (Fig. 80). But these
cities are not a common background, against which the figures are placed. They do not
cover the drum of the capital as their size would demand. They are separate items of
narrative as small as the figures, or only a little larger, and are represented by parts of
buildings or a city-a tower or house or wall-abstracted to symbolize a greater whole.
Interiors are hardly conceived by the artist. For an interior implies the demarcation of
an enwalled hollow that effaces the neutrality of the background and introduces an
extended third dimension. The sculptors of the cloister think in terms of separately
aligned solid objects united by a common narrative context and an ornamental design
rather than by their visual coincidence in a common space in nature. In banquet scenes,
like the Feast of Herod (Fig. 21) and the Marriage at Cana (Fig. 56), and in the group of
Dives and Lazarus (Fig. 54), there is no definition of the limits of an action which must
have taken place within a house. The only indication of an interior space is an arched
frame or a horizontal banding present in several capitals behind some of the figures. It
appears in the Banquet of Herod, the Annunciation (Figs. 68, 69) and the Miracle of Cana
(Fig. 57), but hardly suggests a clear space or locality."5
This spacelessness of the narrative scenes is even more radical than one would suppose
from a first glance at the capitals. For the figures are often lively, well articulated, and
abound in natural details, and seduce us into a belief in the reality of their whole setting
and interrelation. But we observe soon that if they are set against no interior or exterior
wall, even a ground is absent, and finally that the conception of a clear horizontal plane is
foreign to the early sculptors of Moissac.
The figures do not usually stand upon a ground plane perpendicular to themselves.
The feet are carved upon the same vertical surface of the drum as the rest of the body,
so that the figures appear suspended. Only rarely is the projecting astragal utilized as a
ground plane; and when this is done, as in the Marriage of Cana, it is not on the upper
horizontal side of the astragal that the feet are placed, but on its vertical surface, so that
the feet are still presented as hanging."8
This lack of horizontal planes is also evident in the representation of chairs and tables.
In the banquet scenes (Figs. 21, 54, 56) the upper surface of a table is parallel to the
background and the figures, and yet dishes and food are carved resting upon it. This
incredible projection of horizontal surfaces upon a vertical plane is consistently applied;
even the seats and cushions are erected behind figures rather than beneath them (Virgin,
in the Adoration of Magi (Fig. 58), Daniel (Figs. 78, 87), Abraham and Lazarus (Fig. 55) ).87
85. A more complex banding occurs in the south gallery
in the Vision of John (Fig. 37).
86. There are exceptions, even in the very archaic
capitals, like the Adoration of the Magi (Fig. 58). It is
characteristic of such figures that their stance is very light,
and that their feet are parallel, not normal to the background (Figs. 61, go).
In the capital of Adam and Eve (Fig. 48) Adam and
the Lord stand on little sloping pedestals, remnants of a
private ground or hillock from late classical and early

mediaeval art. They are the clearest indication of the
absence of a general concept or abstraction of a common
ground in these sculptures.
87. In the Washing of Feet (Fig. 53, extreme left,
east face) no seats at all are represented behind the seated
figures. The application of the vertical projection described above to human figures may be seen in the capitals
of Lazarus and Dives (Fig. 54), St. Lawrence (Fig. 5I), and
Benedict (Fig. 71) in representations of recumbent bodies.

FIG. 57-Miracle

of Cana (30)

of the Magi (32)
Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of East Gallery
FIG. 58-Adoration

of the Magi from Jerusalem; Herod Orders
the Massacre of the Innocents (32)

FIG. 59-Journey

FIG. 6o0-Massacre of the Innocents (32)
Moissac, Cloister: Capital of East Gallery
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Where the sculptor wishes to indicate that two figures are situated in depth one behind
the other, he superposes them, or at least some of their limbs. In the Raising of Lazarus
the arbitrariness attains the character of old Oriental zoned perspective. The two women
who kneel before Christ (Fig. 88, right) are placed one above the other, and the upper
seems to float in air.88 Likewise, in the Annunciation to the Shepherds (Fig. 86) three
animals are superposed, without overlapping, in an unlikely fashion. In the capital of the
Magi the foreparts of three horses emerge from the central tower which an inscription tells
us is Jerusalem. The tower is so small that it could not possibly contain the concealed parts
of the animals. They are set one above the other; the most distant is the highest, and his
legs are suspended in the middle of the capital on no perceivable ground.
The figures, as jointed bodies, capable of movement in three dimensions, are subject to
the same deformations. The horizontal plane formed by the lap and legs of a seated person
is circumvented by the extension of the legs in profile (Abraham and Lazarus (Fig. 55),
Daniel (Fig. 78), Apostles in the Washing of the Feet, etc.). In the frontally seated group
of the Virgin and Child of the Adoration (Fig. 58), this character is especially evident.
The seat of the Virgin, as well as the cushion, is a vertical plane; the Child is applied
parallel to the lower body of the Virgin, whose legs do not project to provide a seat for
Him, while His own legs have as little salience. Sometimes, as in the banquet scenes, a
table conceals the supposedly extended legs of the seated figures (Figs. 21, 56). The rear
leg of Herod, who is seated partly in profile, is carved above the front one, instead of behind
it, repeating thus the superposition of the horses on the same capital (Fig. 59).
The gestures of hands are likewise drawn parallel to the surface of the capital rather
than perpendicular or diagonal to it. The limbs are pressed close to the wall or to the body;
and in this uniform striving for clarity in the itemized representation of separate parts,
the profiles of extended limbs are preferred to less generalized views. Hence we find that
while the feet in some capitals hang vertically, in others a standing figure has both feet in
strict profile and parted at a straight angle to each other (Virgin of Annunciation (Fig. 69) ).
The vertical feet permit a view of their total unforeshortened form. But this is possible
even in profile. Adam before the reproachful Lord stands thus, with feet in profile, and
yet with their entire upper surface clearly visible, as if the soles were planted on the wall
itself (Fig. 48). The hands, too, as in the pier reliefs, are limited to those gestures which
least obscure their general form. They are usually carved flat upon their background,
with little or no foreshortening.
It would be wrong to suppose that all conception of extension in depth is lacking. There
is no enclosed space, no defined contrast of ground, foreground, and background, and no
movements in depth as free as those on the vertical pictorial surface. But by distinctions
of relief, the modeling of bodies, and the occasional overlapping of parts, limited effects of
three dimensional space are produced.
Because of the very salience of the figures from the background, and the uniform
projection of the astragal as a ledge around the surface, a narrow stage is created for the
action. The overhanging console and impost suggest the same depth above. The relatively
high relief of the figures--for they are very small and quite salient-admits a contrast of
88.

In the capitals of the three Marys at the tomb in

Issoire, the three soldiers are similarly superposed, but in
alternating directions.
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light and dark and a differentiation of several surfaces on the capital. The figure is enclosed
by shells of drapery which constitute distinct surfaces; in places they are extended across
the background and suggest planes intermediate between the figure and the wall. On
several capitals of the south gallery such folds are complicated by pleats and undercutting,
and the interval between the foreground plane and the wall is bridged by numerous surfaces.
The latter are usually parallel to each other, but in some cases, as in the seated figure of
Daniel in the north gallery (Fig. 78), they are contrasted in section-concaves opposed to
convexities-with the suggestion of a more considerable space. There are even a few
figures in part detached from the background, as if there were a space behind them, but
these are exceptional (Fig. 91). They remain significant, however, as a variation, more
common in succeeding art.
Another source of spatial suggestion is the overlapping of figures and objects. Such
encroachment of parts may be seen in the capital of the Miracle of St. Benedict (Fig. 71);
figures stand behind rather than beside the recumbent person. In the Liberation of Peter
(Fig. 42) and in other capitals of the south gallery such overlapping is especially prominent,
and is not merely an unavoidable consequence of the theme or the restriction of surface,
but seems to be a predilection of an artist with more complex style than the others. In
the Miracle of Peter, on a capital of the north gallery (Fig. 73), by a sculptor of especially
refined style, the Beautiful Gate of Jerusalem is represented behind the figure of the lame
man, as an actual background. This implies a spatial conception of relief more complex
than in the other capitals. But this innovation is itself archaic, for the building is parallel
to the figure and the surface of the capital, while the relation of figure and architecture
is not confirmed by a ground plane common to the two. Here again we find an anticipation of later styles, associated with precocious lettering and a more complex asymmetrical
composition than appears on the other capitals of the cloister.
There occur also occasional movements perpendicular or diagonal to the background,
especially in the south gallery. The arms of Christ in the Temptation (Fig. 32), of the
symbol of Matthew (Fig. 30), and of the figure of Asaph in the capital of David's
Musicians are more boldly foreshortened. On a capital engaged to the northeast pier--of
St. Michael slaying the dragon-a central orant figure stands with left leg flexed in a
manner unusual in the cloister (Fig. 70). It reminds usof the relaxed legs of classical
statues. The effectiveness of such movements is limited since they are so rare and isolated;
there are no accessories to prolong them or fix the spatial relations more precisely.
Sometimes a figure is so related to architecture that we infer unseen spaces. On the
capital of the Magi (Fig. 59) the three horses emerge from a tower. An innkeeper stands
in a doorway in the parable of the Good Samaritan (Fig. 34). The apocalyptic monster,
Golias (Fig. 28), issues from a building, so high in relief that the doorway is carved in the
thickness of the building, i. e., on a plane perpendicular to the background.
But a linear perspective is unknown. There is no attempt to create a depth more extensive
than the actual thickness of the relief; and if the narrow lair of the monster Golias is
rendered in depth, it is by means of an approximation to sculpture in the round rather than
by foreshortening or atmospheric devices. The treatment of architecture, which is so
abundantly represented on the capitals of this cloister that a treatise on Romanesque
construction might be deduced from them, illustrates this clearly. When whole buildings
re introduced they are placed beside the figures rather than behind them. Houses and

FIG. 6I--Martyrdom of St. Saturninus-the

Accusation of the Saint (35)

Saturninus Dragged by the Bull (35)
Moissac, Cloister: Capital of East Gallery

FIG. 62 -St.

FIG. 63-The

Soul of St. Saturninus in Glory (35)

FIG. 64--Martyrdom of the Three Spanish Saints-

Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of East Gallery
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figures are of about the same height, and are usually set on the same plane in equal salience
(Figs. 62, 71, 80, etc.).
Only one broad face of a building is shown in its entirety, and is parallel to the
background plane. Plunging or angular viewpoints are avoided; but by a curious contradiction, which is, however, fundamental to this art, the roof is as visible to us as the lower
doorways. The buildings-religious, domestic and civil-are minutely observed and
detailed. The profiles of arch moldings and the structure of masonry, and even the small
parts of door bolts, are rendered. But the more evident plan is usually distorted to elude
foreshortening and broad planes perpendicular to each other. Such surfaces are set at an
angle approaching 18o degrees, as in the drawings of children, primitives, and untrained
modern men who indicate the adjoining sides of a building as if on one plane." And as in
such drawings, we may observe in the representation of Jerusalem (Fig. 80) and of Cana
(Fig. 56) three sides of a rectangular structure at the same time. It is this deformation
that gives the plans of these buildings the appearance of a polygon. The sculptor wished
to present as many sides as possible, but to retain the angularity proper to them.
The upper stories or towers are often set back as if in actual space, but hardly in effective
proportion to the real recession of such members. In the treatment of such details and of the
sides of these buildings we can grasp the conceptual character of the space world of these
capitals. The buildings are simply fagades, elevations drawn in exceedingly low relief. The
sides are narrow walls which disappear into the background of the capital without
foreshortening or indication of the actual depth of the structure. The building appears to
be a wall applied to the surface or emerging from the impenetrable interior of the capital.
The high relief convinces us only of the projection of figures attached to the wall, but
not of their detachment from the surface of the capital or their penetration into it. Relief
and background are not entirely distinct. The latter cannot be considered a wall before
which the figures move (although this is already intimated in a few capitals of the south
gallery), because the movements are strictly parallel to the background, as if they were
bound to it in some way. The apparent indefiniteness of the space arises from the lack of
horizontal planes and a clear ground. We cannot identify it with either the restricted but
definite platform of Gothic reliefs and paintings, or the unlimited but undifferentiated
space of expressive, religious import in Early Christian and Byzantine art. Since the
background is simply the surface of the object on which the figures are represented, and
is not itself a representation, it has no symbolic value, like the uniform gold or blue
background of figures in a mosaic. It is genuinely neutral, as in the early Greek reliefs,
which combine a similar architectonic-decorative parallelism of surfaces with a design of
analogous simplicity and a related manner of conceiving forms part by part in their
most general aspect.
The material character of this background is evidenced in its broken upper surface of
volutes, consoles, and central triangles. These are parts of the object decorated (the
capital), rather than represented spatial elements. The fact that they enter irrevocably
into the design does not alter this character, since the design is decorative and includes the
surfaces and shapes of the decorated object.
89.

This is especially clear in the representation of the

innkeeper in the doorway in the capital of the Good
Samaritan (Fig. 34).
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But this succession of surfaces between the impost and astragal itself constitutes
a spatial element. The console emerges from a greater depth than the volutes, and is
frequently carved in several planes, including surfaces at an angle to the capital. The
volute bands are molded in two planes, while the triangle between them is sometimes
modeled. Hence the head of Nebuchadnezzar (Fig. 23), under the console, seems to
advance from a remoter space. It is placed in front of three overlapping surfaces, one of
which-the console-is subdivided into two angular planes, and projects from a deeper
wall. The figure, because of the relief and the considerable succession of parts, like the
arms, sleeves, body, cushion, and seat, appears to be seated before a wall, rather than in
a wall. The diagonal surface of the console also suggests a freer spatial character in the
whole.9"The spatial element here is not simply a representation, but a decorative contrivance, and is significant for the later elaboration of the frame as a spatial construction.
But the indentation of the upper parts of the capitals by the volutes and consoles
is essentially opposed to spatial design; for the latter presupposes in an early art a clear
and consistent delimitation of the receptacle of the figures, whereas on these capitals the
field of representation is irregular and includes several planes wherever the figures cross
the volutes or the consoles. Such frames are not inconsistent, on the other hand, with a
restless, unspatial art, since the representation is co6rdinated in its lines and masses with
frequently trespassed irregular boundaries, independent of nature or the subject.
Thus the total effect of these modeled, massive figures and accessories remains that of
an arbitrary assemblage of separate symbols which to a great degree accord in appearance
with their specific reference. But a more extensive activity in space and varied bodily
movement are denied them. They are like the shadows cast on a wall, or the repeated
units of an ornamental frieze. Although they represent incidents of which the actors and
accessories are drawn from a real world, it is another logic of space and movement which
governs them.
These characteristics of the space and perspective of the Moissac cloister are interesting
not only in themselves and because of their necessary connection with certain aesthetic
results, but also because some of them appear in other civilizations and times remote from
eleventh century Languedoc, and precede the development of three-dimensional representation of more recent arts. The approach to an imaginative space in art as extended as
that of our actual world was a very slow process, without the sudden propulsion that
might result from the intrusion in imagination of our every-day, long formulated awareness
of how remote objects differ from near and how a varying sunlight obliterates conceived
forms. The artistic conception involves a positive process which represents objects to
suit a traditional style and an immediate decorative end. It is from the elements already
represented that a constructed space will begin to emerge in the next generation of Languedoc sculptors. There will be no radical revision of the style to accommodate a newly
apprehended concept; but the overlapping, modeling, and primitive perspective will
yield a slightly more plausible penetration of depth, as proportions become less arbitrary,
and the movement and modeling of figures involve a clearer definition of ground, foreground, and background.
90.

A related succession of surfaces, with a similar

archaic parallelism, appears in the Chaining of the Dragon
(Fig. 27).

FIG. 65-The

Three Spanish Saints, Augurius, Fructuosus, and Eulogius (37)

Three Spanish Saints in Flames (37)
Moissac, Cloister: Capital of East Gallery

FIG. 66-The

FIG.

FIG. 68-The
67-The Souls of the Three Spanish Saints in Glory (37)
Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of East Gallery
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It is significant that in this group of capitals, executed in a brief period, the spatial
characters described are not uniform, and exhibit small variations which anticipate
subsequent art, just as do the details of representation in the cloister piers. This throws
light not only on the history of forms but on their character as well, for we learn from this
fact that the forms or processes were not absolutely stable. The diversity may indicate the
co6peration of artists of different ages, but there is presupposed, in that case, a developing
style. Even in the same capital, however, we can observe the primitive vertical projection
of members and a more modern procedure. The innovations do not imply a consistent
revision of the whole style.
THE FIGURES OF THE CLOISTER CAPITALS

In an earlier chapter were described the figures of apostles placed singly on large, flat
surfaces. Then we turned to smaller sculptures in which the forms of groupings were
considered. Now we may ask: Are the separate figures of the capitals similar to those of
the piers? To what extent are they modified by the smaller scale, a different material, and
another technique of cutting? How are they influenced by the narrative content of the
capitals? Is a greater variety of forms visible in the more numerous capitals, and is this
variety indicative of a development in time or of the presence of several sculptors of
differing skill or tradition?
On some capitals there are figures which in posture and in the design of their garments
are almost precise replicas of the apostles on the adjacent piers. Such is the angel who
stands at the left of the Sacrifice of Isaac (Fig. 84). St. Michael in the north gallery and a
figure of St. John on the nearby capital, representing a miracle of Peter, also recall the
apostles (Fig. 73). The diagonal line of the mantle, extending from the ankle to the waist,
is as common on the capitals as on the piers. As on the latter, concentric folds, incised and
doubled, issue from this diagonal line. On the capital may also be seen the contrast of the
uncovered side of the tunic, with its vertical leg folds, and the broad striated surface of the
mantle. The peculiar curved incision at the exposed knee, the little patterned break of the
lower horizontal edge, the sling-like enclosure of the arm in imitation of classic art, and
the parallel torso folds, all these occur on the capitals."9
But because of the smaller size of the figures, an equal delicacy was not so readily
obtainable. The same interval between two grooves seems clumsy on the capitals, refined
on the larger piers. The common details, especially of folds and features, appear much
more prominent in the smaller works. This is not due to a difference of skill, but to the
nature of the tools and surfaces. In Chartres, also, the transference of the forms of the
jamb figures on the west portal to the capitals above them, produced a similar change.
The same depth of relief cutting on the piers and on the capitals is clearly of different
significance because of the size of the figures. The salience of two or three inches of a figure
only eight to twelve inches high is massive and suggests an almost total emergence from the
wall; but of one of the apostles, almost five feet tall, it suggests flat sculpture, if not drawing.
The differenceis especially evident in the treatment of the head. Even when turned in profile,
the head on the capital is rendered in its full mass, like sculpture in the round; when
gi. Several figures in the east gallery hold up the edges
of their tunics or mantles like Bartholomew (Figs. 48, 53).

In the Washing of Feet (Fig. 53) James has the melon cap
of the apostle John on the northeast pier (Fig. 8).
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regardedfrom the side, it presentsa full face to the spectator. But for the actual modeling
of the head, the relatively higherreliefis of less consequence.These smallerfiguresdo not
manifest a more developedstudy of the head structurethan do the figureson the piers."9
On the contrary,as we should expect, the delicate flow of facial surfaceand the elaborate
features,possibleon the largerheads of the apostles,are simplifiedon most of the capitals.
It is only on some capitals of the south gallery (Figs. 26-42) that the smallerscale does
not resultin a rougherreproductionof the details of the apostles. The folds are as delicate
as on the latter, and in so far as a greatervariety of forms appearsin them, it may be said
that in these capitals, the workis even morerefinedthan on the piers. The chiselingof the
ordinarystone produceshere transitions and undercuttingnot attempted on the larger
marble slabs of the piers. The coincidenceof this novel technique with a more complex
design and space and with formspropheticof later Romanesquestyles indicates that not
materialsor tools alone can account for the differencefrom the other worksof the cloister,
but that an artist, influencedby other traditions,more "modern" in his time, and more
ambitious,was here at work.
On the other hand, in some capitals, like the Washingof Feet (Figs. 52, 53), the forms
of the pier reliefsare immobilized,simplifiedand thickenedeven morethan on the capitals
firstdiscussed. The capital itself is more massive, broaderat the base, than the others.
The eyes of the figuresbulge enormously; their hands and feet are immense; the few lines
of draperyseem to swathe the figures,which are exceedingly squat. The apostles of this
capital are only three heads in height. If the capitals of the south gallery seem the work
of an artist other than the master of the pier reliefs because of more highly differentiated
forms,this capitalseems the work of still another by virtue of its distinct simplicityand
morepronouncedarchaism.
Suchsquatnessappearsincredibleto us until we recallother primitivearts whichpresent
an equally nonhumancanon. Even classic art, which at one time placed so great a value
upon height as a mark of strength and dignity, in its last phases reducedits figuresto
stunted pygmies, utterly removed from human, much more from heroic, proportions.
Such are the men carvedin the early fourthcenturyon the Archof Constantineto celebrate
the victoriesof an emperor; such also are the saints and Biblicalfigureson some Christian
sarcophagi.
The shepherdsin the west gallery (Fig. 86), the figures on the accompanyingcapitals
that representthe Raising of Lazarusand the Anointing of David (Figs. 88, 89), are not
much taller. Even in the capitals carved with greater skill, the head remainsunusually
large. In the desire to indicateall that is essential to the structure of the head, which
already figures so largely in the conception of a man, the sculptor has given it a disproportionate prominence. The torso and legs, covered by draperies, are defined by fewer
details. If we regard only the parts of the body below the shoulders of the nude Spanish
martyrs (Fig. 67), their proportions will appear normal, though defined by forms most

arbitrarilysimplified.But if we include the heads, then the figures will appearstunted
and deformed.
In the capitalsthe headsof childrenand adults are of one size. This is not a grosserrorof
representation,when the proportionsof the wholebody are considered.For the adults are
92.

But in some capitals, portions of the head invisible to the spectator are carved in detail (Nero, Fig. 45).

FIG.

69-The Annunciation (38)

Michael and the Dragon (39)
Moissac, Cloister: Capitals at Corner of North and East Galleries
FIG. 70-St.

FIG. 71~-Miracle of St. Benedict (42)

of St. Benedict-Monk Temptedby Demon (42)
Moissac, Cloister: Capital of North Gallery

FIG. 72-Miracle
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only three or four heads in height, and the children,two, in the Massacreof the Innocents
(Fig. 6o). The heads of women and men are likewise not distinguishedin mass, except
where a beard gives the male head a greater surface. Their bodies are also of one size.
We cannot judge such proportionsas absolutessince the isocephalismof primitiverelief
plays an important r6le in determiningproportions.The heads of seated and standing
figuresare usually on the same level. The seated figuresthereforeseem morenaturalistically proportioned(Fig. 41). Sometimes,possibly in avoidanceof the strange proportions
of legs and head inevitable in a seated figurewhose head is on the same level as those of
standingfigures,the feet are made to hang like a baby's. But actually,wherethe narrative
impliessomesubordinationin significanceor level, the figuresare not of equalheight. Thus
the baptized Christ (Fig. 43) is sunk into the water up to His breast; His head is below
John's. The same observationmay be made of Isaac in the sacrifice (Fig. 84), of Abel
attackedby Cain, and of a diner at Herod'sfeast (Fig. 21).
These peculiaritiesof proportionoccuralso in the capitalsof the south gallery,whichare
in other respectsmore refinedin detail and more naturalthan the adjoiningcapitals. The
standing figurenever attains a height of more than five heads.
Like the apostlesof the piers, the figureson the capitals are archaicand are disposedby
the artist to yield as clearviews as possibleof their importantparts-head, hands,and feet
-despite the consequentdistortion. The figuresof Adam and the Lord (Fig. 48) are good
examplesof this archaicconceptionand are especiallyworth a closerobservationbecause
of their opposeddressand nudity. Both heads have been destroyed. Enough of the necks
and the contoursof the heads is preservedto assure us that the heads were in profile,
facingeach other as the narrativedemanded. Yet the shouldersof both are strictly frontal
as in Egyptian drawingand relief; likewise the torsos, except that in Adam the nudity
permitsus to see the abdomen,of which the sculptorhas wishedto suggest the roundhless
by a curvedcontour. This distortionof the abdomenof a frontaltorso,in orderto represent
its profile,appearsin numerousother figuresof the cloister,even in the clothed. If we do
not observeit on the Lord it is becausethe abdomenis coveredby His hand.
But once the groin is reached the artist abandons the frontality of his figure, for the
legs are best seen in profile. The nudity here betrays a processless evident in the clothed
figures. Adam'shand and leaf conceala junctiondifficultto realizein a figureso arbitrarily
twisted. If his legs are in profile,how can we see both of them unless one is advanced?
And, as in Assyrianart, it is the remoteleg that is broughtforward. To renderthe rightfoot
behind the left, they are superposed; but the big toe of the lower, left foot overlapsa toe
of the right-a naive versionof the concealmentof one by the other in our vision of a
profilefigurein nature. Both feet are laid out on the surfaceof the capital as if seen from
above or planted on a wall.

The Lord's left (rear) leg is also bent so that it may be seen in profile. Both feet are
suspended in parallel rather than divergent diagonals, and are exposed in their, fill
unforeshortenedmass.
If we examine now the proportioningof the variousparts we shall concludethat here,
too, is at worka processof abstractionand additionsuch as has arbitrarilytwisted the axes
of the body. The hands of Adam are enormous.The open, extended left hand lies across
the length of the whole thigh. The closed right fist is longerthan the breast. The proportions of head and body have been previously remarked.Here they are confirmedin the
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nude figure, in which the drapery, essentially subordinate to our conception of man's
body, and in itself undifferentiatedin scale by fixedunits (as of limbs, torso, etc.), does not
concealfromus the sculptor'sconceptionof the whole figure. In simplerecollectionof the
nude body the shouldersare distinct from the breast. The sculptorhas thereforegiven
shouldersand breast equal prominence,with great exaggerationof the former,but has not
indicatedthe clavicle.But frombreast to foot, the body is proportionedas in the most
commontype of West Europeanman. Were it not for the hands, the shoulders,and the
head, we should not feel an excessivedisproportion.
The sculptor'sconceptionis not of a characteristicbody contour, but of the shapes of
separatelimbs and large masses, like the abdomen. These he representsin a simple form
which admits no specificmusclesor bony structureand no subtle indentationsof surface
and outline. Although the hands and head are grossly enlarged,the body axis distorted,
and the stance of the figureso improbable,careis taken to representthe navel and nipples,
which are decorative,symmetricalsurfacemembers. The obviouspatternof the ribs could
hardlyhave escapedan artist so devoted to decorativeabstraction. They have a skeletal
prominencein a body of which the other bones are not even suggested. Followingthe
costal marginas a guide,the sculptorarbitrarilyarrangedthem in a chevronpattern,with
the sternum at the apex, in reversalof the true direction. The ascendingcurve of the
ribs toward the back is not observed,perhaps because of the more complexdesign,and
becausesuch an observationimpliesa foreshorteningand attention to planesperpendicular
to the main body surface,foreignto this sculptor.
The broadsurfacesof the chest and abdomenareflat, or curvedgraduallywithout abrupt
transitions. Arms and legs are simple roundedmemberswith no apparentarticulationat
the joints. The meetingof limbs is a simpleangle of the contour,a slight breakor incision
of the surface,preciselyas in the jointlesshands. In the left leg of Adam the rearprofileis
suavely curvedin recognitionof an obviousmusculature,whichis not otherwiseindicated.
The surfaceof a male body is thereforehardly differentfrom that of a female; we must see
them clothedin orderto distinguishthem. The distinctionis, in fact, difficultin the scene
of the Temptation (Fig. 47). Only the longerhair of the right figurepermits us to call it
Eve. We see more clearly here the confusion of front and profile of the abdomen,the
prominenceof the head and hands, the lack of musculardifferentiation,the contrast of
profilelegs and head with the frontal shoulders.The sexless nude souls of Peter and Paul
(Fig. 46) in the same gallery are remarkablysimilarto Adam and Eve.
Not all nude figures are treated in the same manner. The exceptionalsymmetry and
frontal position of Durand, which were attributed to his episcopal and monastic rank and
to the commemorative character of the relief, occur in many nude figures on the capitals.
Sometimes they are motivated by religious and hieratic meanings, as in the nude soul of
the martyred Saturninus, who stands alone in the mandorla on a background of two
convergentsets of radial lines (Fig. 63). Were it not for the extremities,the body would

have the normalhumanproportions.It is preciselydesigned,in perfect symmetry,so that
the hands are extended alike, and both sides of the figureare identical in their delicately
curvedcontours. The ribs arepatterned,unlikeAdams's,in well-observedconcentriclines.
On the neighboringcapital of the Spanishmartyrs, the mandorlais filled by the three
nude orant souls (Fig. 67). The limited surfacehas requiredthe squeezingof the two side
figuresinto narrowcorners,the slight turn of their bodies, and the overlappingof the inner

FIG.

73-Peter Heals the Lame Man at the Beautiful Gate (44)

FIG. 74-The Angel Gabriel (46)

Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of North Gallery

FIG.

75-The Callingof theApostles-the ApostlesFishing (47)

76-The Callingof the Apostles(47)
Moissac, Cloister:Capital of NorthGallery
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sides of the two martyrs by the central soul. In these soft unmodeledbodies of simple
rounded limbs the ribs are coarsely incised, and even the clavicle is renderedby a thick
ridge at the base of the neck, convergingupon the sternum.
Another symmetricalstanding nude appears on an ornamental carving in the west
gallery, graspingthe wings of two dragons. The motif is repeatedon all four faces of the
capital. Although by the same hand, the figures are not identically proportionedand
modeled. The ribs, ridged in one, are faintly incised in another. But all have a common
pose and a similarbeauty of line and surface.
Besides these figures there are nude demons (Fig. 72), the half-dressedbeggar in the
capital of St. Martin (Fig. 83), and a partly nude personificationof a Beatitude in the
west gallery. The profileposition of the devil who receives the offeringof Cain is unusual
in the cloister (Fig. 91)"9. It governs the whole figure and not merely the legs and head.
The shouldersare perpendicularto the surface of the capital. The outline of the back of
the neck and the head are carefully reproduced,while the ribs, in relief, are not the
symmetricalstructuresof the other capitals, but the well-observedformsof the side of the
body. Unfortunately,the lower limbs of this demon, that approacheshumanshape more
closely than the human figuresof the cloister, are badly mutilated; we cannot, therefore,
judge how the sculptormade the transitionfrom humanto animal formplausible. Unlike
the figureof Adam, the demonhas the outer leg advanced,in almostcompletedetachment
from the background. This double departure from archaic methods facilitated its
destruction. The undercutand detachedouter armsof both Cain and the demonhave also
been destroyed.
The unusual forms observed in this capital are not isolated details of the style, but
elements of an increasingrefinementapparent in the technique,proportions,folds, and
movements, and even the inscriptions.The wheat offeredby Cain is placed on the altar
underthe console,each blade finely rendered,and the whole forminga columnand capital,
reminiscent of the ancient Egyptian. In the persistent symmetry of the group, the
squatness of the figures, the large heads (but tiny feet), and the common drapery
conventions, we see that the exceptional details of this sculpture are not intrusionsof
another style, but developmentsfrom the more archaicforms of the cloister. The demon
who tempts Christin the south gallery (Fig. 32), in a capital which shows formsof drapery
genuinely new in the cloister, is more archaic than the demon before Cain. Here, too,
the frontality of the upperbody persists.
Besides these standing nude figuresthere are others in less commonpositions. In the
parable of Dives, Lazarus is stretched out horizontally across two sides of the capital,
forming an are of ninety degrees in plan (Fig. 54). He furnishes a remarkable instance of the

arbitraryspace of the world of these capitals. Though obviously recumbent,he is carved
lying on the vertical surfacerather than on the astragalonly a triflebelow him. His body
is presentedfrontally,as if seen directlyfromabove, the whole torso unforeshortened.The
upper body is long and slender,the legs almost nonexistent in their shortness. As in the
representationof tables in the cloister capitals, the horizontalsurface of the recumbent
figurehas been projectedvertically.
*

93.

The angel who takes the soul of Paul at his martyr-

*~

*

dom (not reproduced) is also represented in profile. Cf.
also the seated Christ washing the feet of Peter (Fig. 52).
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In the study of the piers it was observed that the heads of the apostles were unique
conceptions,like portraits,althoughso uniformin their surfaces. In the case of Durand, a
Cluniactradition(that speaksof his jesting nature)has been cited to confirmthe accuracy
of the equivocalexpressionof his likenessin the cloister. Yet this is surely the stiffest of
the figures,the most schematicallyconstructed and ornamental.
The smallerscale of the capitals hardly admitted such fine distinctionof personalities.
The head of St. John the Evangelist in the south gallery (Fig. 37) is an exception,and less
surprisingwhen the moreelaboratedetail of other figuresin this galleryis considered.
The impassivity of the apostles is an expressionproper to their hieratic positions and
gestures. But the absenceof facial expressionin scenes of violence like the Martyrdoms,
the Massacreof the Innocents,and the Entry of the Crusadersinto Jerusalemis especially
remarkable.When we recall the contemporaryanonymoushistorian'saccount of this last
event (Fig. 81), in which religiousfervor followed an unrestrainedbrutality that made
Tancred weep, and when we rememberalso the enthusiasm of the convocations, the
impassivityof the scene is astonishing. Such "serenity" is not limited to the early art of
Greece,but is a commonarchaiccharacter.The expressionof the faces on the capitals is
negative rather than impassive. There is a total absence of facial expressionbeyond the
smileof the little demon (?) behindHerodin the Massacreof the Innocents (Fig. 59). The
representationof a momentary feeling is remote from this art, which is concernedwith
the more durableor generalappearanceof individualobjects.
The expressionof the figuresis achieved by other means. Either symbolicalgestures,
movements, and attributes communicatetheir feelings and characters,or the abstract
design of the work, the zigzag or calmer organizationof forms, sometimesexpressesthe
quality of an episode or situation. The latter is most evident in the hieratic groups of
saints and angels, in which the symmetry and centralizeddesign confer the effect of a
ritual moment and a dogmaticfinality on the representation.This result is of coursenot
separable from specific attributes like haloes and mandorlas and from gestures that
symbolizeexaltationor prayer.
On the capital of the Martyrdomof the three Spanish saints, Fructuosus, Augurius,
and Eulogius,the compositionof each of the four sceneshas a distinct expressivecharacter.
First they stand in theirecclesiasticrobesin ceremoniouspostures,strictly frontal(Fig. 65);
then they appearin the flames,nude and orant, in a beautiful symmetricaldesignof wavy
flames,maintainedin their own gestures (Fig. 66). Despite the horribletheme there is no
sense of violent conflictof the figuresand the fire, but a commonupwardmovement,as of
flowersemergingfrom a thick base of stems and long curved foliage. The adjoiningscene
of the prefectEmilianus commandingthe executionhas a moregenuinelybroken,exciting
form, with numerousangles and strong oppositions throughoutthe field (Fig. 64). The
official sits on an X-shaped chair,before a musician with a triangularinstrument. The
former'sgarment is divided by folds into several triangles. His arm extends diagonally
across the middle of the surface, and ends in a pointing finger. Three leaves curledover
the tip of the central triangle of the frame produce a more insistent zigzag above. The
contourof the musicianprovides another zigzag line, which is paralleledin the forms of
two men at the left who stir the flames with diagonal rods. To increase this effect of
sustaineddiagonalcontraststhe sculptorhas brokenthe volute bands by numerousshort
diagonal lines, saw-toothedin section. Even the astragal has a prominentpattern of

FIG.

FIG.
77-The Calling of the Apostles-Christ (47)
78--Daniel-Detail
Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of North Gallery

FIG.

79-Daniel

in the Lions' Den (48)

FIG. 8o-The Crusaders-Angel beforeJerusalem (49)
Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of North Gallery
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intersectingdiagonalstrands. On the fourth side of the capital (Fig. 67), the souls of the
threenude martyrsare enclosedin the very middleof the field by a jeweledmandorla,held
above by the Hand of God, and at the sides by two angels. By the greatermass of the
central figure, by lines concentric with the mandorlaincised behind the saints, by the
related forms of the angels and their wings, and by the four hands of the saints placed
palm outward across the middle of the field, the compositionacquires a more definite
centrality and seems to focus on the glory of the martyrs.
Such co6rdination of expressive form and content is not everywhere apparent. It
throwssome light on Romanesquemethodsof design and independenceof purelymaterial
factors, like the shape of a field, and the traditionaliconographicdata. In no two sides
of this capital of the Spanish martyrs do we find identical frames. The upper zigzag is
modifiedto accordwith a conceptionof the whole surface; sometimesthe volute bands are
striated, sometimes the central triangleis omitted or topped by foliage.
The individual gestures are very few in number and thoroughly conventional. Most
frequently, the hand is extended, either pointing, or palm outward, as a symbol of
acknowledgment,prayer,surprise,or speech. The orant arms of the three Hebrewsand
the three Spanish martyrs, we shall see in the iconographic study, are a consciously
paralleledsynibol of the cross as well as a gesture (and in the Romanesqueperiod,artistic
symbol) of prayer. In the figure of Durand, the hand is raised stiffly in an emphatic
gesture of speech, which has become the static attribute of his spiritual authority. In
some figuresthe legs are crossed,but the meaningof this postureis not clear (Figs. 53, 64,
76). It is the stance of a possessed figurein a miniatureof the late eleventh century from
Monte Cassino,but is more frequentlyfound at this time in religiousfigures. In Romanesqueart it is an expressiveformaldevice, an unstable, untectonic posture, with parallels
even in architecture,a strainedmovementand inwardtension, whichwill be analyzedlater
whenwe come to the history of these formsand study moreexplicit and effectiveexamples.
In the cloister,it is still a mild convention.
On the more archaiccapitals of the cloister each figureis engagedwith a single object
and refersto only one other figurein his gesture or movement. But in the capitals of the
south gallery (and the north) the use of gesture is more complex. The sculptorswere too
archaicto link the action of figuresby the glance of the eye; but in the manipulationof
hands and head they achieved a similarconnection. I have alreadyobservedthat in the
Healing of the Centurion'sServant (Fig. 31), the centurion (facing Christ,Who stands
at the right) extends one hand to the left, pointing to the servant in bed, and
addresses Christ by raising the right hand before Him. Christ is turned to the
right, away from the supplicating figure, but His head is turned toward him. There
is created by these contrasting motions (the bent legs of Christ are an additional
elementof contrast) a complicatedintercourse,in which the doublepreoccupationof each
figure-the centurion'swith his servant and with Christ; Christ'swith the centurion and
the apostles-is adequately expressed."94
On the capital of Nebuchadnezzar(Fig. 22) the figurewho stands at the right is turned
away from the king, though facing him; his opposed arms point in opposite directions.
94. On the same capital an apostle is placed between
Christ and the Canaanite woman; the conversation
thereby becomes indirect and more complicated. For the

use of a more developed type of gesturing figure in the east
gallery, cf. Fig. 6i, of the martyrdom of Saturninus. This
is one of the most refined capitals in the east gallery.
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An analogouscomplexitymay be observedin the king himself,whose arms are contrasted
in gesture, the head turned, and even the legs crossed. The double gesture is not merely
designedto representa more complexintercourseor situation,but is an element of a style
which promotescontrastsand movement. It constitutes an expressiveform as well as an
expressivesymbol.
DRAPERY

The draperyformsof the capitalsincludeall that were observedon the sculpturesof the
piers. The diagrammaticincisionof radial,concentric,and ellipticalfolds,the doubledlines,
the patternedbreaksof the horizontaledges,all appearon the smallerfigures. The difference
in scale modifiesthe proportionof the fold to the whole figure, so that on an analogous
apostle on a capital, the draperylines are fewerand the folds considerablythickened. One
detail of Romanesquecostumeunknownon the piers is a commonplaceon the figuresof
the capitals who wear a contemporarydress. This is the vertical slit on the collarof the
tunic at the sternum. On the capitalsof the south gallery the jeweledornament,carvedon
the bordersof the garments of Durand and James, becomes an element of style and is
appliedon angels,kings, and lay figuresof lesser rank. The peculiardefinitionof the folds
of the lower abdomenby an ellipsoidor oval figurewith an,incised horizontal axis, that
occurson severalof the apostleson the piers,is often repeatedon the smallerfiguresof the
capitals. But on the latter this form is part of a larger system of folds which includes
concentricbandsdrawnacrossthe torso. These bands are less visibleon the piers, perhaps
becauseof the mantles which conceal the torso folds of the apostles, or because of the
ancient traditionalcostumewornby the latter.
It is significantof the latent realismof this style that the costume of the figureson the
capitals is minutely differentiated and offers a great variety of types. For not only
apostles,but all kindsof secularfigures-kings, soldiers,executioners,shepherds,musicians,
servants,women,and children-and many religioustypes-saints, angels,martyrs,bishops,
prophets,monks, and priests-appear on these sculpturesin distinct dress.
In one large group of capitals, including those of the north and west galleries-with the
exceptionof those engagedto the piers and the capital representingthe Annunciationto
the Shepherds(Figs. 86, 87)-and three westerncapitals of the south gallery (Nebuchadnezzar, Stephen, and Babylon (Figs. 22-25) ), the forms of drapery are precisely those of
the pier reliefs,without the additionof elementsunknownin the latter. The differencesare
mainly of scale and costume. Even the figures in movement are governedby the same
isolation of folds, clear contours,incisedlines, and the limitation of the garmentto the
actual contoursof the figure. The unmodeledclothes cover the figurelike a shell. Except
for the familiarpentagonalpattern on the loweredge, the outlines are usually simpleand
unbroken.It is only by exception that a slightly greater prominenceis given in a few
instancesto hangingor flaringfolds.
In the capitals of the east gallery and those engaged to the piers, the forms described
above persist, but are accompaniedby others involving differentprinciples of drapery
composition.Thus the simple diagonalof the mantle is brokenby zigzag pleats, and the
contourof the garmentno longer correspondsto the body but is sometimesexpandedby
flying ends of drapery. On the legs of Nero in the martyrdomof Peter and Paul (Fig. 45),
the fallingmantle is cascadedin pleats unknownon the piers. In addition to the common
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concentricincised groups a chevronsystem is also employed to organizethe folds on the
body surface. The horizontal edge of the tunic of the angel who expels Adam and Eve
(Fig. 49) is broken by a continuous wave pattern. But these new elements of drapery
design are less refinedin execution than the more usual formsof the north gallery. More
often they are coarserand thicker,heavily ridged or grooved,and associatedwith figures
of squat proportions.
A more strikingand pervasive departurefrom the draperytypes of the piers occurs in
the ten historiatedcapitals of the eastern part of the south gallery (Figs. 26-42). They
differ from the other capitals in the greater richnessof dress,in the complexityof folds,
in the breakingof contoursby the zigzag and meanderingedges of pleats, in the multiplication of overlappingfolds, in the free use of flying and blown ends, in the more plastic
surfacesof cloth, in the undercuttingof the lower edge of the garment,and in the more
delicate treatment of those features of the other style which persist in the new. In these
capitals we see the conventionsof draperypattern commonin the developedRomanesque
style of the twelfth century.
The garmentis less closely circumscribedon the body. It is not limited to the simple
rectangularprojection,adornedwith radial and concentriclines, but is arbitrarilybroken
at the edges into lively patterns. A line recalling the Vitruvianscroll or "runningdog"
terminatesthe pleats on some figures. It approachesthe meanderin the reductionof the
curvesto straightor only slightlycurvedlines,formingalternatelyobtuse and acute angles.
It is a highly-developed,late archaicform, of which the relation to the far simpler folds
of the east gallerywill be more clearly graspedif we observe the parallelcontrastin early
Greekart in the vases of Euphroniusand a late black-figuredwork. The few pleatingsof
the east gallery form simple zigzag contours, without the complexity of a meanderor a
scroll. Their surfaces are perfectly flat, just as their terminationsare simple curves or
unvaried straight lines. The pleating itself is broadly spaced and limited to three or four
planes at the most.
The sculptorof the south gallery does not simply abstract from the normalpleating of
unarrangedfolds an effect of parallel or radial banding and a lively scroll contour. The
mantleor tunic is blownin variousdirectionsto producesuch formsoutside the boundaries
of the body. The mantle of Herod (Fig. 41), hangingfrom his arm, is extendeddiagonally
across the backgroundand ornamentedby a fine pattern of double incised radiallines, a
few modeledpleats and a wavy scrollcontour. This projectionof the mantleis not designed
for such effects alone; it serves also to relate two parts of a composition otherwise
precariouslybalanced, and opposes a similar jutting of the mantle of Peter beside it.
It suggests a comparisonwith the similarlyextendedmantles of the Magi (Fig. 58). The
latter are plain, and unbrokenby multipliedfolds.
The sculptorhas yet other devices for enhancingthe movementsof figuresby the lines
of their garments. At the left leg of Herod the tunic is blown far behindto form a curious
horizontalprocess, consistingof a thin upper band, an outer polygonal fold, hooded to
resemble a dome, a series of small vertical pleats of wavy lower contour, and several
concentricsets of incisedfolds that connect this groupwith the main body of the garment.
The same structure appears on the apocalyptic horseman (Fig. 36), where it is more

obviously motivated by the movement of the figure, as in equestrianrepresentationsin
Greekand Byzantine art. Sometimesa slenderend of draperyflies from the back of the
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figure; sometimesthe parallelpleatingson the body are carvedin diagonalscontraryto the
directionof the other folds, as if blown from behind (Og and Magog-Fig. 28).
Anothersourceof complexlinear movementand plastic diversityis the swathingof the
figurein great garments,far exceedingthe actual body surface. The dress on most of the
capitals is more closely fitted than in the south gallery, where the amplitudeof clothing
producesthe richest overlapping.On the apocalypticangel with the sickle (Fig. 38), the
outer garmentis so large that it must be tucked under the lowertunic at the waist.
The polygonal pattern of the lower horizontal edge persists in these capitals, but is
furtherdevelopedin outline and in modeling. It tends toward a more broken, yet more
distinct contour, and is more plastically rendered.It terminatesa fold no longer rigidly
vertical,but irregular,curved, blown, and even triangular.In additionit is so employed
in groupsof three that the horizontalborderbecomeseven more restless. In the Christof
the Transfiguration(Fig. 39) two such folds are directly superposed,like two vertical,
symmetricalzigzags united at the top by a horizontalline. This is a more complexform
which appearsfrequentlyin later Romanesqueart.
Even the banded folds of the torso are elaborated.They are not simply doubled by
parallelincisions,but in some cases (Healingof the Centurion'sservantand the Canaanite
girl-Figs. 31, 33) each fold of the torso is accompaniedby two such incisions.
It wouldbe a mistake to supposethat in these capitals only the draperieswere enriched
without a developmentof other features. Althoughvery primitiveformspersisthere,their
sculptorundertakesmore complexcompositionsthan any of his fellows. His surfacesare
carvedwith greatervariety. He employs jeweled ornamentin a profusion that suggests
the later and more monumentaltympanum. His buildings are distinguishedamong all
those representedin the cloisterby their refined detail and exotic types like the Moorish
portal of the Deliverance of Peter. Archivolts, though so tiny in scale, are delicately
molded,as in actual structuresof the period. The impost blocks of these capitals are the
most remarkablein the cloister; for they include rare figure motifs drawn from foreign
objects,like the dog or wolf-headedmen and the putti in scrolls,and plant formsunknown
elsewherein the cloister. Details like the hair and beard, which retain the patterned
dispositionsof the other capitals and the piers, are more plastically rendered(Fig. 33).
In the discussionof design and space the slightly more complexgroupingsof this master
were also noted. If the sculptorof the north gallery in his most developedwork employs
undercuttingand detaches limbs from the background,he never models folds even as
slightly as this artist, nor chisels underneaththe ends of draperyto lift them from the
surfacebehind.
THE MASTERS OF THE CLOISTER

In the discussionof the pier reliefsit was inquiredif there were any evidencesof change
of style during the course of a long enterprise. It was observed that proportions varied
from a squat to a taller canon and that certain refinements of detail visible in some figures

were absent from others. But it was impossible to affirm with certainty that these
differences marked a growth or development. For they were not co6rdinated, but sporadic;
and the more sophisticated or skilled forms appeared side by side with others of more
archaic character. Yet even these variations are significant. They indicate at least one
source of new forms in the striving to individualize figures that are identical in decorative
function, in architectural position, and in the iconographic program; and another in the

FIG. 8 I-The Crusaders (49)

FIG. 82-The Three Hebrews in the Fiery Furnace (53)
Moissac, Cloister: Capitals of North Gallery

FIG. 83--St. Martin Dividinghis Mantle (54)

84-Sacrifice of Isaac (57)
Moissac,Cloister:Capitalsof Northand WestGalleries
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greaterskill and assurednessthat resultsfrom a long enterprisein whichthe same problem
-an almost life-sizefigure-is undertakenat least ten times.
The figure of Simon (Figs. 13, 14) seemed sufficiently unlike the others to provoke
inquiry into the possibility of an independentauthorship. His head at first sight appears
uglier than the others. His jaw has a pronouncedsalience; the lips are pursed in a novel
manner; while the three-quartersturn of the head is a boldnessunparalleledin any of the
apostles. Other details confirmthe difference.No eyes are so large as Simon's; none but
Peter and Paul (Figs. 15, 16) possessa similarlyincisediris. In Peter and Paul, the incision
is less prominent. The draperiesof this exceptionalapostle repeat the formsof the others,
but in a more insistent and schematic manner. Almost the entire surface of his body is
spun with closely grouped concentric and parallel lines. The curves have a uniform
wavinessless accentuatedin the others. The fold of the left knee is thick, prominent,and
a little unexpected. Likewise,the lower curve of the abdominal ellipse, commonto most
of the figuresof the cloister,is raisedin an unusual relief. Simon is furtherremarkableas
the one apostle who reproducesliterally the forms of another. We have only to compare
him with the figureof Matthew (Figs. io, 18) to realizethat they are not the worksof the
same hand. The open inscribedbook of Matthew has some significancein the portrait
of an evangelist; the inscriptionreproducesthe initials of the openingwordsof his gospel.
But in the representationof Simon such an opened inscribed book departs from the
traditional iconography and implies a confusion of types. The script of Simon's text
(CANANEUS)is coarserthan Matthew's; in accordwith the accentuationof the repeated
lines of the garment,the ruledlines of the book, omitted in the book of Matthew, are here
incised.
A final detail confirmsthe notion of a separateauthorshipof the figure of Simon. It is
the designof the capitals of his columnarframe. These are unique among all the capitals
representedon the pierreliefsin the zigzagline connectingthe volutes, as on the historiated
capitals of the cloister. They are further unique in that the two capitals are unlike and
that their ornament includes motifs found on none of the other piers. One is a central
palmette flanked by large acanthus leaves which emerge from its lower lobes. This
ornamentappearson imposts of the cloisteras well as on a capital of the east gallery.
The relief of Simonis not very distinct from the others. The differencesare perceptible
in small details and in that general effect of a whole figure, which is difficult to define
except by minute comparisons.Simon is more restless than his fellows. He is not firmly
planted on the groundbut is weightedon the toes. The symmetricalbendingof the knees
contributesto this effect of impermanenceand expectancyin his position.
In the capitals of the cloister a broad distinction of styles has already been
indicated in the contrast of the draperyforms, as well as in the differencesin design and
representation,but a precise groupingof all the sculptures of the cloister is difficultto
make becauseof the variationswithin any isolated set and the distinct characterproduced
in certain iconographicthemes. In so far as the work lasted a considerabletime, the
developmentof the style and a possiblemutual influenceof the sculptorsupon each other
might account for the variety observed.
In the south gallery,however,the ten easterncapitals (Figs. 26-42) forma homogeneous
group with peculiaritiesof draperyform, technique,ornament,and design that appearin
no other capitals. This was apparentthroughoutthe discussionof the style of the cloister
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sculptures.The master of these capitals is not the author of the pier reliefs,for although
the conventionsof the latter are still employedby him, his own unusualformsareunknown
on the piers. What capitals were carved by the pier master is not certain becauseall the
remainingcapitals reproducehis forms. But they do this with varying skill and artistic
result, so that severalhandsmay be inferred. I believe that it is in the unengagedcapitals
of the northgallery (Figs. 71-83)and in a few of the west and south that may be identified
the worksof the pier master. Those of the west are the Angelsbearingthe Cross(Fig. 85),
the Beatitudes (Fig. 90), the Ascension of Alexander, Cain and Abel (Fig. 91); of the
south, Nebuchadnezzar (Figs. 22, 23), Babylon, and the Martyrdom of Stephen (Figs.
24, 25). With these may be included most of the adjoining capitals with animal, plant,

and figureornament.
In the capitalslisted may be observedall the details of the piers renderedwith identical
precision,thoughof a differentscale. Especiallyin the northgallery,a figurelike the Christ
calling the Apostles (Fig. 77) is evidently of the same artistic family as the apostles on
the piers. The fine surfacefinish of these capitals also distinguishesthem from the closely
relatedcapitalsengagedto the piers,and the capitalsof the east gallery. In the capitalsof
the pier masterlittle or no additionis made to the repertoireof draperyconventionsused
on the piers, beyond the banding of the torso, and those elements which pertain to contemporarydress. His themes are broadly spaced and clear, the movementsof the figures
restrained,their bodies more rounded, and the details more sharplycut than those of the
capitals engaged to the piers, or in the east gallery. A comparisonof the Three Hebrews
in the Furnace (Fig. 82) with the analogousSpanish saints in the east gallery (Fig. 66),
and of Daniel betweenthe lions in the north Gallery(Fig. 78) with the morearchaicDaniel
by anothermaster in the west (Fig. 87), will establish these characteristicsof the master.
They are reflectedin the inscriptions,which are placed in the horizontalbands of the
impost, or if cut within the capital itself, are more clearlyand regularlyalignedthan in the
east gallery. On the capital of Martin dividing his cloak an inscriptionis incised on the
sword (Fig. 83). But there are at least two, if not more, alphabetson the capitals of this
group.(Figs. 71-83). The inscriptionswere addedby differenthands; or the singlesculptor
possessed the versatility and habit of scribes who in the books of the period composed
titles and headingsin severalmanners."9The resemblanceof the figuresin the capital of
the three Hebrews to those in the capitals of Benedict and Martin is so great that the
remarkabledifferencein their inscriptionscannot be a criterionof differentauthorshipof
the capitals.
Two capitalsin the west gallery--of the Raisingof Lazarus(Fig. 88) and the Anointing
of David (Fig. 89)-might be earlyworksof the pier master. They are somewhatcruderin
finish and simplerin design than the capitals of the north gallery, but have very similar
shapes. They point also to the capitals engaged to the piers (Figs. 43, 44) which, although
by one hand, present a variety indicative of a developingstyle.
Related to the engaged capitals are those of the east gallery (Figs. 45-67) and the
Shepherdsin the south (Figs. 86, 87), whichpresenta distinct epigraphicstyle, with larger,
moreangularlettersthan the southor northcapitals.But the Shepherdsand somesculptures
95.
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in the east gallery,like the Washingof Feet (Figs. 52, 53), Lazarusand Dives (Figs. 54, 5,5)
Cana (Figs. 56, 57), the Magi (Figs. 58, 59, 6o), and the three Spanishsaints (Figs. 64-67),
are so much more archaicin the canon of the figure, the large head and squat body, the
compact compositions,the heavy folds, and extremely schematic forms, that it must be
asked if they are not the works of a fourth hand. Similar figures cotxist with the more
usual type in engaged capitals (Baptism-Fig. 43). Even in the works of the pier master
and the south gallery may be seen a similar range in proportionsand style of drapery.
The more archaicworksmay be earliercarvingsof the same sculptoras the other capitals
of the east galleryand the engagedcolumns. Onefact, however,seems to point to a distinct
authorshipof this more archaicgroup. The inscriptionsare not uniformlydistributedbut
strewn in diagonals and verticals on the surface of the capital between the figures. The
eight engaged capitals are uninscribedexcept for the SAMSONwhichis placed,not on the
field of sculpture,but on the consoleabove it. The diagonaldecomposedinscriptionsoccur
on the Shepherds,the Martyrdomof the Three SpanishSaints, and Peter and Paul (Fig.
45), as well as on the five capitals listed above. The figureof the king in the Martyrdom
of Saturninus(Fig. 61) appearsto be by the same hand as Herodin the Massacre(Fig. 59)
and Emilianusin the three SpanishSaints (Fig. 64), but also Saul in the engaged capital
of David and Goliath. Within this large group of the eastern gallery and the engaged
capitals there is a stylistic range that may be due to my confusion of two or even three
differenthands. I am still uncertainwhetherthe pier capitals are to be groupedwith those
of the east gallery,or whether the Adam and Eve (Figs. 47-49) and the Martyrdomof
Lawrence(Figs. 50, 51) belong with the others. The identity of the nude figuresof Adam
and Eve with the nude souls of Peter and Paul points to a commonauthorship.But other
details of these two capitals are less similar.
The capitals engagedto the piersmight be consideredthe worksof the pier master,were
it not that the formsused by the sculptorof the north and west galleriesare even closerto
those of the apostles,and that commonnovelties like the lifted mantle of the high priest in
the Miracle of Peter and a figure at the Feast of Herod (Fig. 21), are more neatly and
skillfullyrenderedin the first than in the second. Besides,in the pier capitalsoccurseveral
details of drapery,chevronincisions,zigzagends,flyingfolds, of a heavy flattenedcharacter
unknownin eitherthe pierreliefsor the capitalsof the north gallery,and far less developed
than in the south.
The intrusionin the west galleryof a capital like the Shepherdsmay be explainedin the
light of two of its peculiarities.It is of greaterwidth, by four centimeters,than any other
capital of this gallery. It receivednot only the weightof the galleryarchesbut also of the
bay of the lavatoriumarcadewhich began at this point, and has left traces of its haunch
and spring above the impost of this capital. Hence it may be supposedthat this capital
pertains to anothermoment in the architecturalenterprise,being either a slightly earlier
reimployedcapital, or the work of a hand specially introducedat the time of this new
construction.A similar departurefrom the normal width of the capitals occurs in the
Washingof Feet (Figs. 52, 53), a capital of a morefriablematerialthan the others,and with
unusuallycompactfiguresand simple,forcefulexecution.
To which of the masters of the cloister the figure of Simon (Fig. 13) is due I cannot
decide. He is surelynot the work of the sculptorof the south gallery,but in the remaining
capitals there are no figures sufficientlysimilar to Simon to suggest a commonhand. A
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little head projecting from the tower beside Nero in the Martyrdomof Peter and Paul
(Fig. 45) has a similarappearance.The other figuresof this capital, however,are distinct
from the apostle. The existenceof a capital in the east gallerywith the exceptionalfoliate
formsof the reliefof Simon also points to one of the hands of the east gallery.
In the cloisterthe evident differencesbetween the capitals of the east gallery and those
of the south are not due to an internal developmentduringthe courseof the labor,or even
to a gradual transformationof the first style during a longer time. The two groups are
contemporary,and even the stylistically intermediategroup of the pier master (north
gallery) is of the same period. I shouldnot say "intermediate,"for this wordpresupposes
a logical or historical order of developmentwhich is contradictedby closer observation.
For if the capitals of the north gallery (B) are more refinedand more naturalisticthan
those of the east (A), and less developedin draperyformsand ornamentthan the capitals
of the south (C), their compositionsand space are as complexas C's,and their inscriptions,
in fact, more modern. Noteworthy is the presence in the crudest capitals of the east
galleryof the zigzagfolds and projectingends of drapery,unknownin B. In the possession
of these formsthe most archaiccapitals intimate a subsequentdevelopment,unannounced
in B. It may be, however,that they are copiedfrom the style of C, and that far from being
an antecedentof C, the capitals of A are an adaptationof C to an earliermanner. But this
seems unlikely to me because of the specificcharacterof the brokendraperiesin A; they
presupposeonly the simplerpleatings of C and show no trace of the more developedforms
even in a coarsenedor archaizedversion.
If we observe within a given group certain internal variations from one capital to
another,they can be interpretedas the specificstages of a personal developmentor that
developmentitself observedin its dynamicprocess. But these variationswithin a groupare
less radical than the differencesbetween the groups as wholes. We can infer a common
preoccupationwith more naturalistic forms, but it would not account for the striking
stylistic differencesbetween the groupsand the presenceof divergentstylistic tendencies.
In the north gallery the draperiesare rarely the source of expressionor movement; we
find more animated draperiesand episodic lively compositionsin the eastern capitals,
which are, however, the most remote from the south gallery in design and naturalism. In
the latter, the most novel forms, even if associated.with a more complexwhole and more
complex details, do not imply a uniform transformationof every feature of an earlier
practice. Those formswhich promotelinearmovement and intensifiedperipheralrhythms
along the contours are most radically developed; side by side with the more elongated
and naturalistic figures and these finer draperies persist the primitive conventions of
stance and the most exaggerated distortions. The feet are still separated at a straight
angle or are suspended vertically without support, while the earlier fractioned representation of parts appears in such enormities as the right arm of the demon who embraces
Christ in the scene of the Temptation (Fig. 32). It is as long as his own body from head
to foot. In this group the change of style appears at first the result of a simple addition of
new motifs to the common stock of forms rather than a central quality that pervasively
modifies every detail from within. The old are not completely modified by the intrusive
combinations, but exist beside them in the very same figures. This is evident in some
imposts where the common palmette acquires a more plastic character in the south gallery
by the simple ridging or curling of a lobe, or by the sheathing of a stem, the plant
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FIG. 86-Annunciation to the Shepherds (6z)
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otherwiseremainingthe same. But beside this gradual change, which reflects a plastic
tendency in the complicationof surfaces and also a search for more intricate and more
numerous lines, we must recognize the entirely novel motifs of ornament employed
by the same sculptorbesidethe slightly alteredpalmette. Their richnesscorrespondsto the
complexityimposedupon the latter; they includein anothercontext the ridging,sheathing,
and curlingintroducedin the palmette. We are thereforeled to suppose that the larger
changein the commontypes is not simply an internaldevelopmentbut has been produced
by the intrusionor observationof anotherstyle. What forms resultedfrom the more selfcontaineddevelopmentof the originaltypes can be seen in the north gallery, which lacks
precisely the novel draperyformsand rich surfacesof the south, althoughit often exceeds
the latter in the naturalisticpostures,proportions,and design of the figures.
The mastersof the south and east galleries (especiallyof the Weddingof Cana and the
Washingof Feet), althoughcontemporary,are none the less the two poles of a development
within the local Romanesqueart. In the second we can observe in the clearestmanner,
on capitals of moremassive, almost rectangularform, a style of compact,immobilefigures,
groupedin ornamentalsequencesor antithetic schemes, as simple as the structureof the
figures themselves. The contours and surfaces of these squat, bulging figures are often
only slightly differentiated;they are conceiveddescriptivelyas a naively realistic,itemized
compositionof isolated, geometricallyformed parts. In the south gallery, on the other
hand, the qualities of a disembodied,freer movement are achieved by a proliferationof
radial and meanderinglines of drapery, by taller, more slender figures of an increased
flexibility of posture, by asymmetrical,open compositionsand a higher differentiationof
surfaces, whereby the originally inert volumes, attached to the wall, are converted into
slightly more articulated,more plastic structuresthat suggest an incipientliberationfrom
the backgroundin an implied, if inconsistentlyframed,space. Beside this sculptor, the
second appearsto be a carver of ornamentalcapitals, of birds, beasts, and plants, who is
also called upon to execute figured groups, whereas the first seems primarily a figure
artist, who imposeson the ornamentalportionsof the capitalsthe individualizedcomplexity
of living objects. His astragalsare not merely ornamented; they becomerepresentations
of jeweled, banded, cord-likeobjects. In his series of ten capitals, unlike those by the
other masters,thereis not one purelydecorativesculpture. But his progressivenaturalism
goes hand in hand with the disengagementof line froma primitive inert massiveness and
a simplifieddescriptiveusagein a compositionof discreteelements. Thus the two opposed
characterizationsof Romanesquestyle-as of architectonic,rigorouslyco6rdinated,weighty,
symmetrical,culminatingmasses, and as an unplastic activity of multiplied,contrasted
lines-may both be verified in the sculptures of the cloister. But in the capitals of the
south gallery, this secondcharacter,alreadyevident even within the most archaiccapitals,
is intensified,in anticipationof the later tympanumof Moissac.
It is sufficientto have observedthat in the very beginningof the moderntraditionof
sculpturethere is already great freedomand divergencefrom the commonmethod in the
same cloister,and that whateverchangesoccur are not uniformlydirected. This freedom
correspondsto the variety of subject matter and the motifs of ornament, unlike the
stereotypedor limited range of other traditions. The basic unity of the whole is apparent
when we compare it with works of another region, like Burgundy. The uniform general

structureof the capitals is its clearestexpression.
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A NOTE ON TECHNIQUE
There are no capitals in unfinished state at Moissac which would permit us to study the
actual method of carving. Hence it must be inferred from the completed works and by
comparison with contemporaneous unfinished capitals in the region. Luckily such a capital,
from the cloister of the cathedral of Saint-Etienne, is preserved in the Musee des Augustins
at Toulouse (Fig. 128).95" It shows four figures blocked out and partially modeled, probably
intended to represent the foolish virgins, since the wise virgins have been carved on the
other side. The cutting is sufficiently advanced to enable us to judge of the composition
of the figures, their relative mass, the directions of the main lines, and the gestures. But no
features are visible. The heads are simple eggs, the hair, broad unstriated surfaces in high
relief. It is remarkable that the shoes have been carried further than other parts of the
figures, perhaps because of their simple shape. It may be inferred from this capital that at
Moissac the sculptor drew upon the smoothed surface of the stone the generalized outlines
of the figures and cut away the intervals between them to establish their full salience. The
figure was not completed part by part, but, as far as can be judged from this capital in
Toulouse and another in the Archaeological Museum of Nevers, the capital was chiseled
as a whole, stage by stage, excepting the final details, which necessarily implied some order
of succession. The background was smoothed early in the work. In this method are implied
a simple relation of salient masses and hollows and a preconception of the capital as a
decorative, plastic whole.
The sculptor employed chisels and drills. I have observed no traces of a saw in Moissac
and Toulouse, as in the earliest Greek sculptures. The actual forms of the chisels are
difficult to determine, since the finished surfaces of the capitals have been smoothed
with a finer tool. But it is evident from the capital in Toulouse that a broad-edged chisel
was employed in the preliminary (really the actual) labor, since the planes demarcated in
the rough-hewn figures are so broad and sharply cut. Besides the chisels, pointed
instruments must have been used; several kinds of delicate and coarse grooving, striation,
and incision are visible. Some of these may have been accomplished with a narrow chisel,
some with a gouge. The drill had a limited application. Traces of its use appear mainly
in the ornament and in the cutting of apertures in the buildings rendered on the capitals.
Unlike the sculptors of Cuxa, Elne, and the eastern part of Languedoc who retained the
late classic practice of drilling details of eyes, mouth, and other parts of the body, the
atelier of Moissac employed the drill to represent actual hollows of circular section. It is
possible, however, that it was applied also in undercutting heads and limbs of some of the
figures and animals. Such undercutting is exceptional in the cloister, but more common
in the subsequent works of the region. The practice of undercutting is evidenced in the
missing parts of figures, in the destruction of heads and limbs which left no scar upon the
background from which they were in part detached. On the capitals of the south gallery,
the contours of drapery are in places slightly lifted from the background, and the heads in
high relief, while not free from the wall, are tangent to it at only a single point.
The effect of the various materials-the marble and limestone-upon the sculptor's
labor and conceptions, is beyond my competence to judge. It is incorrect to reason as does
95a.
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Monsieur Rey"9 that the "progress" of Romanesque sculpture follows the substitution of
white calcareous stone for marble, which is less easy to cut, or that the archaism of certain
sculptures is simply the result of refractory materials. He cites early Greek sculpture as an
example of the consequences of different materials, "poros" and marble, on style. Yet
in Greece it is precisely the softer poros which preceded the marble. Had he observed more
closely the sculptures of Moissac, of which he has written, he would have seen that in the
same calcareous stone is carved a great diversity of figures and that the few marble imposts
are neither more nor less crudely decorated then the simple limestone. Not only the most
primitive capitals in the cloister (the Shepherds, Cana, Washing of Feet) are in the latter
material, but also the most highly developed in design, realism, technique, and complexity
of ornament-those of the south gallery. The marble pier reliefs stand between them;
but on the later porch the most delicate carving appears on the marble reliefs of the
Visitation and Unchastity.
For many years it has been inquired whether Romanesque capitals were carved in place,
from the scaffolding, or in the workshop, prior to elevation on the column. For the conditions
of labor are manifestly different in the two methods. In the first the sculptor is not as free
to manipulate the capital. In the second, however, he lacks the direct vision of its relation to
the column, walls, and adjacent moldings. According to most students, Gothic sculptures
were all carved in the atelier and set in the walls and arches afterwards, whereas in the
Romanesque period both practices are observable. Labor on the scaffold supposedly explains
the lack of delicacy in some Romanesque works. For placed high above the ground the
sculptor had less ease and assurance in his labor and undertook fewer refinements. This, however, is uncertain, for a skillful sculptor, accustomed to scaffold conditions, was less limited
by them. What is called crude is sometimes a willful simplification, or an early work of a
powerful plastic sensibility. The inference of sculpture apris and avant la pose is made from
the relation of the carving to the wall in which it is fitted. If a capital engaged to a wall is
carved on all its sides, despite its partial concealment, it is apparently an atelier rather than
scaffold product. But the perfectly adapted capital may as well be an atelier as a scaffold
sculpture, for the specifications may have been readily anticipated. The determination of the
method has more often been a detail of chronological controversies, rather than of strict
technical inquiry. To justify dating of sculptures later than the known consecration or
completion of the building, it has been argued that the capitals were carved long after they
had been set up rough-hewn on the columns; while those who defended a precocious dating
of sculptures in a building constructed over a long period of years invoked the theory of a
sculpture avant la pose to corroborate an attribution to a time when the building had
hardly been begun.
In Moissac the capitals are on columns so low that the scaffolding was probably never
employed. On the capital of the Annunciation engaged to the northeast pier (Fig. 69),
the servant is cut at the left in order to fit the vertical surface of the pier. This would not
have happened if the capital had been carved in situ, for then the sculptor would have
adapted the figure to the narrow space. It is possible, on the other hand, that this cutting
is due to the later reconstruction in the thirteenth century, when the pointed arches were
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erected. V6gel9supposed that the earliest Romanesquesculptures,and especiallythose of
SouthernFrance, were carved in place, but there are several capitals in Toulouse,on the
portals of St.-Serninand of St.-Pierre-des-Cuisines(a priory of Moissac) of which the
faces turnedto the jambs are sculpturedlike the others. They were thereforecarvedbefore
their erectionon the columns. It is certainalso that the earliest capitals of the cloisterof
Silos, which date from the end of the eleventh century, were not carved in place, since
in the clusters of five capitals at the mid-points of the arcades the central capital is as
minutely carved as the others, although hardly accessibleto a chisel between the four
supportingcolumns.
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